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Radio Tubes -Foto- Lectric Tubes-Television Tubes 
Economic conditions have given marked impetus to the development of several special - 
purpose tubes of increased efficiency. Three new SPEED types have been announced 

-several others are nearing completion in the SPEED laboratories. 

TO THE RADIO TRADE: SPEED Radio Tubes will be displayed in Booth 40, Exhibition Hall. 
and in Demonstration Rooms 718, 719, 720, Stevens Hotel, Chicago; RMA Trade Show, May 23 -26, Incl. 

NEW TYPES 

?EE 

Ill I 

SPEED Type 256 
is an AC General Purpose tube 
with 5 -prong base, similar to 
SPEED type 227, with im- 
proved characteristics. This 
new fast- heater tube is in a 
small bulb measuring only 
41/4" overall. This efficient 
tube, with the others in its 
series illustrated below, will be 
widely popular in new 1932 
receivers. 

SPEED 
Types 257, 258 

are designed to replace types 
224 and 235 respectively in 
new equipment. SPEED type 
257 is an AC Radio- Frequency 
Pentode with a 6 -prong base; 
SPEED type 258 is an AC 
Variable -Mu Radio- Frequency 
Pentode with a 6 -prong base. 
These fast heater tubes measure 
only 4? 8" overall. 

SPEED Triple -Twin, an exclusive develop- 
ment of the SPEED laboratories. Type 295 
AC; type 291 DC; type 293 for automobile 
use. 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORPORATION, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Send me current bulletins on items checked: 
n SPEED Radio Tubes SPEED Foto. Lectric Tubes 

SPEED Television Tubes 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

REGULAR TYPES 
Receiving Tubes 

General 
AC Series 

General 
DC Series 

Automobile 
Series 

Sparton Set 
Series 

224 201 A 236 S82B 
235 199 237 S83 
551 WDI1 238 S84 
226 WD12 239 S85 
227 120 
245 140 Low Wattage Rectifier 
247 112A Series Series 
171AC 171A 
256 200A 230 280 
257 222 231 281 
258 232 282 

Triple -Twin 233 
Special Amplifier Series 234 

Series 291 
210 293 Other new important types 
250 295 will shortly be announced. 

Foto -Lectric Tubes 
Five types with several different basing arrangements. For use with 
DeForest Phonofilm, Kinoplay, Weber, Platter, Holmes, DeVry, RCA 
Photophone, Powers, Pacent, Royal, Universal, Gries, Western Electric 
and many other types of equipment. 

Standard gas -filled types, red sensitive, caesium on caesium -oxide, 
silver -oxide base. Guaranteed against defects. 

Television Tubes 
One inch plate, Wall Electrode type for operation in plate circuit 
of type 171A tube and with plate current limitations in circuit of 
types 245 or 247. 

Crater type, in standard diameters of .015 ", .020 ", .030 ", .040 ". 
Other sizes available on special order. 

Send Coupon for Current Bulletins 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORP. 
230 -240 NO.NINTH ST. BROOKLYN,N.Y. 
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T rain with 
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Radio Seroíce2 

Wo r 
Important and far- reach- 
ing developments in Radio 
create sudden de- 
mand for specially 
equipped and spe- 
cially trained Radio 
Service Men. 

i 
1/, 

.. 

MANY skilled Radio Service Men are needed now to service 
all- electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service 
Man, you can make big money, full time or spare time, and 

fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers. 
We will quickly give you the training you need to qualify as a 
Radio Service Man . .. certify you ... furnish you with a mar- 
velous Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument. together with 
our training, will enable you to compete successfully with experts 
who have been in the radio business for years. With its help you 
can quickly diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training we give 
you will enable you to stake necessary analysis and repairs. 
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one 
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of 
Radio. Wiring rooms for Radio, installing and servicing sets for 
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets, constructing 
and installing short wave receivers . . those are a few of the other 
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio. 
As a member of the Radio Training Association, you receive personal 
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the 
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise 
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your 
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest. 
quickest, best- paying way for you to get into Radio is by joining 
the Radio Training Association. 

9Í is excellent 
set analyzer 
and trouble 

shooter included 
with our course 
of trainin 

This amazing Radio Set Analyzer plus the 
instructions given you by the Association will 
transform you into an expert quickly. With 
it, you can locate troubles in all types of sets, 
test circuits. measure resistance and condenser 
capacities, detect defective tubes. Knowing 
how to make repairs is easy; knowing what 
the trouble is require. expert knowledge and 
a Radio Set Analyzer. With this Radio Set 
Analyzer, you will be able to give expert serv- 
ice and make big nullity. Possessing this 
set analyzer and knowing how to use it will 
be but one of the benefits that will be yours 
as a member of the R. T. A. 

Write for No -Cost Membership Plan 
We have worked out a plan whereby a membership enrollment need 
not cost you a cent. Our thorough training and the valuable Radio 
set analyzer can be yours. \\Trite at once and find out how easily 
both of these can be earned. 
Now is the time to prepare to he a Radio Service Man. Greater 
opportunities are opening up right along. For the sake of extra 
money in your spare time. bigger pay, a business of your own. a 
position with a future, get in touch with the Radio Training Associa- 
tion of America now. 
Send for this No -Cost Membership plan and Free Radio Handbook 
that will open your eyes as to what Radio has in store for the ambi- 
tious man. Don't wait. Do it now. 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RCA -7 4513 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, Ill. 

Fill Out and \fail Today ! 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RCA -7, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III. 

Gentlemen: Send nie details of your No -Cost 
Membership Enrollment Plan and information on 
how to learn to make real money in radio quick. 

Xante 

Address 

City State 

RADIO-CRAFT f o r JULY, 1 9 3 2 
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HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor -in -Chief 
LOUIS MARTIN R. D. WASHBURNE 

Associate Editor Technical Editor 

CONTENTS OF THE 
JULY, 1932, ISSUE 

VOLUME IV Number 1 

EDITORIAL: 
The Radio Tube Business By Hugo Gernsback 11 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO: 
The Latest Radio Equipment _.. 

A Rochelle -Salt "Crystal" Reproducer By C. B. Scott 
Two New Tubes _. By Louis Martin 
A Thermocouple "A" Unit By Dr. Otto Herman 

14 
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16 
23 

SERVICE MEN'S DEPARTMENT: 
A Universal -Range Ohmmeter 

By Bertram M. Freed and N. Arnold Gould 22 
Servicing Aviation Sets _.. By Myron Eddy 24 
RADIO- CRAFT'S Tube Chart 26 
How to Use a Service Oscillator By F. L. Sprayberry 28 

Short -Cuts in Radio Service 30 
A Meterless Tube -Checker Adapter 

By Vinton K. Ulrich 32 

Operating Notes By Bertram M. Freed 33 
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A.V.C. Superheterodyne _. 36 

No. 70: Sparton Model 40 Automotive 
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How to Build the "Megadyne" 1 -Tube Pentode Loud- 

speaker Set By Hugo Gernsback 
Pentode, Class B or Triode Audio Systems -which? 

By McMurdo Silver 
A Practical "3- Tube" Superheterodyne 

By H. G. Boyle 
Constructing the Variable -Mu Six 

By Arthur B. Cooney 
The Radio Craftsman's Page 
RADIO -CRAFT Kinks 
Summer Short -Wave Reception _.. .... 
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The Pentode -A Triode By C. H. W. Nason 
The Installation of Antenna Lead -ins 

By Herndon Green 
How to Solder Aluminum By Harry L. White 
Measuring Resistance by the "Deflection" Method 

IN OUR NEXT FEW ISSUES: 
"I EQUALS E OVER R." A modern treatment of a funda- 

mental subject which directly concerns every phase of 
radio design, construction and repair. A "why" and 
"how" article. 

CONSTRUCTING AN A.C. -D.C. PORTABLE RECEIVER. 
Complete details for building a compact, light- weight 
radio set suitable for use on either direct- or alternating - 

current power lines. The tone quality is remarkably 
good. 

AN OHM- AND OUTPUT -METER. Construction details 
for a new instrument design for the radio Service Man. 
Compactness and extreme utility are features of particu- 
lar appeal to the service technician. 

BUILDING AN INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY OSCIL- 
LATOR. Two points of paramount importance to the 
Service Man building his own service oscillator -con- 
struction and calibration -are described by the author. 

RADIO -CRAFT is published monthly, on the fifth of the month preceding 
that of date: its subscription price is $2.50 per year. (In Canada and 
foreign countries, $3.00 a year to cover additional postage.) Entered at 
the post office at Mt. Morris. III., as second -class matter under the act of 
March 3. 1879. Trademark and copyright by permission of Gernsback 
Publications, Inc.. 98 Park Place. N. Y. C. 
Text and illustrations of this magazine are copyright and must not be 

reproduced without permission of the copyright owners. We are also 
agents for WONDER STORIES and WONDER STORIES QUARTERLY. Sub- 
scription to these magazines may be taken in combination with RADIO - 
CRAFT at reduced Club rates. Write for information. 

Copyright 1932. GERNS:-ACK PUBLICATIONS, INC. 

H. GERNSBACK. President J. M. HERZBERG. Vice -President 

S. GERNSBACK, Treasurer I. S. MANHEIMER. Secretary 

Published by TECHNI -CRAFT PUBLISHING CORPORA- 
TION. Publication office: 404 No. Wesley Ave., Mount 

12 Morris, Illinois. Editorial and Advertising Office: 96 -98 

Park Place. New York City. Chicago Advertising Office: 
17 737 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Ill. Western Adver- 

tising office: 220 No. Catalina St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
18 L. F. McClure. Chicago Advertising Representative. Loyd 

B. Chappell, Western Advertising Representative. 

London Agent: Hachette & Cie., 3 La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4 

Paris Agent: Hachette 8 Cie., Australian Agent: McGill's Agency 

111 Rue Reaumur 179 Elizabeth St.. Melbourne 
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OPPORTUNITIES 
are mare 

for the Radio 
Trained Man 

Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job! Don't be 
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how to 
gel sour start in Radio - the fastest -growing, biggest money - making game on earth. 

Jobs Leading to Salaries of $50 a Week and Up 
Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and "l'ester -as Radio Salesman 
and in Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broad- 
casting Station- as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talking 
Picture or Sound Work- HUNDREDS OF OPPORTUNITIES for a real future in Radio! 

Ten Weeks of Shop Training 
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation 

We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and 
Sound equipment -on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, the 
very latest and newest Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equip- 
ment, Code Practice equipment, etc. You don't need advanced education or previous expe- 
rience. We give you - RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS - the actual practice and 
experience you'll need for your start in this great field. And because we cut out all useless 
theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks. 

TELEVISION and TALKING PICTURES 
And Television is already here! Soon there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION 
EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new 
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE 
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and 
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new 
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn 
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment. 

PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING 
After You Graduate 

I am making an offer that no other school has dared 
to do. I'll take you here in my shops and give you this 
training and you pay your tuition after you have 
graduated. Two months after you complete my 
course you make your first payment, and then you 
have ten months to complete your payments. There 
are no strings to this offer. I know a lot of honest fel- 
lows haven't got a lot of money these days, but still 
want to prepare themselves for a real job so they 
won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs. 

I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in 
my training to give them the training they need and 
pay me back after they have their training. 

If you who read this advertisement are really inter- 
ested in your future here is the chance of a life time. 
Mail the coupon today and I'll give you all the facts. 

ALL PRACTICAL WORK 
At COYNE in Chicago 

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build radio sets, 
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcast- 
ing equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and ac- 
tually trasmit your own Television programs over our mod- 

ern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture 
machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating 
on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on 
useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need -in 10 short, pleasant weeks. 
MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING 
You get I ree Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack 
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part 
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should 
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne 
Training is tested - proven beyond all doubt. You can find out 
everythingabsolutely free. Just mail cou pon for my bigfree book! 
H. C. Lewis, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899 

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. B2 -SH Chicago, Ill. 

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts 

RADIO-CRAFT for JULY, 1 9 3 2 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Deut.B; -8H Chicago, 111. 
Dear ar Mr. Lewis: -Send me you' Big Free Radio Book, and 
all details of your Special Offer, including your "Pay After 
Graduate" offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

3 
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SEND NO MONEY-- 
Clip and mail to us the coupon below. We will send you either one 
or both books through the Express Company for your inspection. 

You have the privilege of keeping or returning them. 

7c/-07 ©U L l C A'C \ H\ \ \ \ 
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C I NOT ONE OF THE DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED IN VOLUME 11. A s R 

T L NUMBER I OF THE OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL S D C A 

R 1.0 IS REPEATED IN VOLUME NUMBER II. 
R 

A 
..H D 

If you want a complete set of 

all Radio Diagrams, you must 

have both volumes in your file 

Both volumes of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will 
give you the most complete set of circuit diagrams ever published 
for the Radio Industry. Every Radio Service Man and Dealer should 
have them available for immediate use in his business. Professional 
set -builders and amateurs will find them instructive and helpful. 

Voium: 1, 1931 Edition 

Briefly outlined below are the "high spots" that are to be 
found in the 1931 Manual -the first complete radio service 
manual ever to be published. Over twenty -seven thousand 
copies of this edition were sold to members of the radio in- 
dustry. This assures you of its importance to those en- 
gaged in radio and how valuable it is to them. 

Partial Contents 

Wiring diagrams of radio sets manufactured since 1927, and 
many earlier ones of which there is ally record elsewhere. 

650 pages of helpful radio -servicing material. 

Complete course of instruction for Radio Service Men, deal- 
ers. manufacturers, jobbers, set builders and amateurs. 

(Here are but a few of the subjects covered in the special 
course of instruction). 

Amplifiers Power- Supply Systems 
Antennae Radio Phonograph 
Automotive Radio Equipment 
Condensers Resistors 
Detectors Short -Wave Sets 
Eliminators Speakers 
Meters Tubes 

official 
ltadio Service 

Manual 
Co .D 

r 

Ì9J1.1932 Radio Pea ..Er 

%:(}p Radio Servia Friel: 

I ,.inmc L1, 1932 Edition 

Get Supplements FREE with the 
NEW 1932 MANUAL 

There is so much new material in this Manual. that a Service Man 
or dealer would be lost without it when called to service a set. In- 
formation about new models which have been on the market only a 
few weeks are contained in this book. The 1932 Manual makes the 
service kit complete. 
The 1932 Manual contains a Full Radio Service Guide and a Complete 
Directory of all 1931 -1932 Radio Diagrams. also models of older de- 
sign. Everyone in the Radio business should have a copy. Send for 
yours today! 

Partial Contents of Volume II 
A step -by -step analysis in servicing a receiver which embodies in its 
design every possible combination of modern radio practice; it is fully 
illustrated and thoroughly explained. It is the greatest contribution 
to the radio service field. 
Chart showing the operation of all types of vacuum tubes. whether 
new. old or obsolete. An exclusive résume of the uses of the Pentode 
and Variable -Mu Ttubes and their characteristics. 
Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and its inherent peculiari- 
ties. Also a special chapter on tools used on superheterodyne circuits. 
Schematic diagrams and circuits complete with color cudings. 
Importatnt chapters on commercial aircraft radio equipment; new data 
un commercial short -wave receivers and converters. 
Servicing and installation of public address systems and talking ma- 
chine equipment. 
Standardized color- endings for resistors. 
Operation of old and new testing equipment; tube voltmeters, output 
meters. oscillators and aligning tools. 
.\ full section on Midget radios -their design. circuits, and types. Now 
to service them most economically. 
/hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio receivers which have 
never been published. 
Blank pages for recording notes. diagrams and sketches; these pages 
are transferable to any part of the hook. 
Coupon page for free questions and answers. 

$4.50 Complete with Supplements Mail Coupon TODAY! $5.00 Complete with Supplements 

650 PAGES 
(Complete with Supplements) 

Over 1,500 Diagrams, Charts 
and Illustrations 

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder, 

9 x 12 inches 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. RC -7 
98 -98 Park Place, New Yak, N. Y. 
1Ir11. .rnd ow for FILLE In <prrthin the book, 
I hair rheekrd irise. 1 undrrst and that t 
may m Ine t uem carefully. and should I de- 
,ride to keep them. I will pay the full rosi. 
Otte the few rent, fir ram log charges. This 
offer is good only In the l'. S.A. 
( I Volume I. 1931 alauuol, with Supple - 

mettle. $4.511 
( I Volume II. 1934 %fanttal. with Snpple- 

rnts to he mal le,l Free even- Gn dan. 
Ë5.119 

( 1 110T11 HOOKS FOR $9.011 

NAME 

CITY STATE' 

OVER 1,000 PAGES 
(Including Supplements) 

Over 2,000 Diagrams, Charts 

and Illustrations 

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder, 

9 x 12 inches 
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THE de1U)V? SCOTT 
ALL WAVE 

15 -550 METERS 

SINGLE DIAL 

Proved by independent labora- 
tory tests and by practical use 
to be the greatest radio achieve- 
ment of all time! 

Such a receiver as the de luxe Scott All -Wave is still generally considered 
impossible. Yet, here it is! A 15-550 meter receiver without plug -in coils 

that tunes the whole range with absolute precision, on ONE dial -without 
the help of trimmers. But that's not all. The de luxe Score ALL -WAVE 

incorporates far greater sensitivity, and obviously better selectivity than have 

ever been considered possible of attainment. And with it all, a tonal out- 
put that is guaranteed to be as perfect as the tonal input at the station! 

Here IS Sensitivity - . - 
*12 /1000ths of a microvolt per meter at 1400 K. C. and 6 /10ths of a 
microvolt at 600 K. C. This is an average of several thousand times more 
sensitivity than engineers have ever considered practical. And this sensi- 
tivity would not be practical even in the de luxe Scott All-Wave were it 
not for the unique means by which this receiver lowers the natural noise 

level of reception. But it IS practical in the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE, 

and the 12 /1000ths to 6 /l0chs microvolt per meter sensitivity brings in 
stations, at most any distance, with local volume. Stations that no other 
receiver could ever hope to get, come in on the de luxe Scott All -Wave, 
with enough volume to be heard a block away! 

Entirely Neu' Selectivity 
No receiver in existence today can demonstrate such ideal selectivity as the 
de luxe Scorr ALL -WAVE. *At 1000 K. C. it gives 45 K. C. separation 
provided the field strength of one station does not exceed the other by 
more than 10 times. It gives 9 K. C. separation when the field strength 
of one station exceeds the other 100 times. At 200 times field strength it 
separates by 10 K. C. At 5000 times field strength, the separation is 20 
K. C., and mind you -only ONE dial, and without trimmers 
of any kind! 

Absolute Reproduction ! 

The over -all response of the de luxe Score ALL -WAVE, as de- 
termined by the sound pressure curve of the entire receiver 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C -72, Chicago 

RADIO-CRAFT f o r JULY, 1 9 3 2 

including the speaker, proves the Scott All -Wave capable of absolute re- 

production. This curve is flat within plus or minus 2 deci bells from 30 

to 3000 cycles. This means that the human ear cannot detect any differ- 
ence or loss in frequencies between a selection as it is being played before 
the microphone and as it comes from the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE. 

Regular 'Round the World Reception 
Now Even MORE Enjoyable 

The standard Scott All -Wave of 1931 gave dependable, daily, 'round the 
world reception. This new de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE brings in the entire 
world with perfect ease and convenience -one dial -no trimmers -no plug - 
in coils. From France to Japan -from England to Australia, and from 
Alaska to the Argentine -they're all on the single dial of the de luxe 
SCOTT ALL -WAVE- waiting to thrill you as you've never been thrilled 
before. London, Paris, Berlin, Madrid, Sydney, Melbourne, Saigon, 
Buenos Aires, Bogota, and dozens of others are within easy, daily range of 
the de luxe Scott All -Wave 15 -550 meter superheterodyne. 

Send the COUPON for Curves and Proof 
The story of Scott precision engineering as applied to the development 
and final attainment of complete perfection in the de luxe Scott All -Wave 
reveals the most outstanding radio facts of the day. The coupon will bring 
it to you FREE -also unquestionable PROOF that the de luxe SCOTT ALL. 
WAVE Is the ONE receiver that can guarantee easy, enjoyable, dependable, 
daily, 'round the world reception. Clip the coupon. Send it now. 

*Measurements made by Radio Call Book Laboratory 

THE E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C -72 Chicago, Ill. 1 

1 

Send me full particulars of the de luxe SCOTT ALL -WAVE. 

1 Name 

Street_ 
1 

1 - 
1 Town State 

J 
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96 PAGES 
OF NEW DATA HAVE 
BEEN ADDED TO THE 

OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL 

NOW 
OVER 1,200 DIAGRAMS 
450 Pages 
Flexible Looseleaf Binder 

Complete Service Data 

OFFICIAL 
REFRIGERATION 

SERVICE MANUAL 

6 

To bring this useful service manual right up -to -date, Mr. L. K. Wright. the Editor of the 
OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL, has added a wealth of entirely 
new material on electric refrigerators. This new section, which totals 96 pages, has contained 
therein dozens of new models of recent manufacture which have been placed on the market 
during the past few months and in addition, information regarding improvements on older 
models. As usual every refrigerator has been accurately described from the viewpoint 
of servicing-diagrams to illustrate the essential parts. and simplified so that repairs can 
easily be made 

NO EXTRA COST FOR THIS MATERIAL 
The addition of these new pages will not increase the cost of the book to those who order 
their copy now. With the inclusion of more pages, the OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL will have over 1,200 diagrams and over 450 pages. Its flexible, loose - 
leaf binder accommodates the extra pages very easily. When the material has been placed in 
the manual. you will have a complete 1931 -1932 OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL. 

Radio Service Men -Turn Idle Summer Hours into Profit by 
Servicing Electric Refrigerators with the aid of this 

New and Complete Service Manual. 
THE idea of electricians. radio service men and other mechanically inclined men, servicing 
refrigeration units is self -evident and the thought has occurred to perhaps untold 

thousands ever since electric refrigeration started. Yet nothing was done, because the 
average man knows little or nothing about refrigeration. Compared with servicing a radio 
set or wiring a home for electricity, the servicing of a refrigerator is absurdly simple, 
once you get the hang of it. 

The OFFICIAI. REFRIGERATION SERVICE frigerators than radios. Why not increase 
MANUAL has been edited by L. K. Wright, your earnings with a full or spare time 
who is an expert and a leading refrigeration business by servicing refrigerators. 
authority. He is a member of the American Here are some of the important chapters: 
Society of Mechanical Engineers, American 
Society of Refrigeration Engineers, The 
National Association of Practical Engineers. 
etc. 

In this Refrigeration Manual every page 
is profusely illustrated: every refrigerator 
part is carefully explained; diagrams are 
furnished of every known machine: special 
care is given to the servicing end. The tools 
needed are illustrated and explained: there 
are trouble shooting charts. and other ser- 
vice data. 

Remember there is big money in the re- 
frigeration servicing business. There are 
thousands of firms selling refrigerators 
every day and they need to be cared for 
often. Eventually there will be more re- 

THE FIRST COMPLETE 
REFRIGERATION SER- 

VICE MANUAL 
PUBLISHED. 

Clip and Mail Coupon 
TODAY! 

Introduction to the Refrigeration Servicing 
Itusit,ess 

I Iistory of Refrigeration 
Fundamentals of Refrigeration 
Description of All Known Types of Itefrigera 

t" 
Service Tools and Shop Equipment 
Motors 
Trouble Shooting 
Unit Parts, Valves and Automatic Equipment 
:lakes and Specifications of Units 
Manufacturers of Cabinets 
Refrigerants and Automatic Equipment 

and :Zany other Important Chapters. 
Several thousands of copies of the OFFICIAI. 

REFRIGERATION SERVICE M:Ax UAL have been 
sold ; and there still remains the greatest 
opportunity for thousands more to learn how 
to make more money in a short time through 
openings in this new field. 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc. ItC -732 
96 -98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 

t aio. Iu ruith Wince rend Wi for $11.00 
Irhrrk. da r mp. or :Raney Oiler 

ad 

+rnledl for 
oldrh y ore to send me. po,riee prrpnld. one 

VÌi'B 
of 

\Ú \IOL.t ItogetherFR 
. 

with 
I 

l the extra 
Ní 

96 
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A NEW FREE SERVICE 
Booklets that will be mailed free to you if you send in coupon below 

46. SOUND PROJECTION CONTROLS 

This leaflet shows the correct connec- 
tions for all Centralab sound projection 
controls, which are ruggedly built units 
designed to withstand the hard usage 
which their particular application de- 
mands. It is a useful little piece of liter- 
ature for the sound projectionist and also 
for advanced experimenters and Service 
Men who encounter P.A. and motion -pic- 
ture amplifiers in their work. Central 
Radio Laboratories. 

47. SHALLCROSS RESISTANCE 
BULLETINS 

Bulletins No. 74, 151, and 100 contain 
much useful and practical information for 
the Service Man and constructor. No. 74 

describes the design and construction of 
an easily -made Wheatstone Bridge, the 
basis of which is a kit of highly accurate 
Akra -Ohm resistors. This brad,! 1,as a 
measuring range from one ohm to ten 
megohms, which is sufficient for al: ordin- 
ary purposes. No. 151 tells how a single 
Weston Model 301 Universal Meter may 
be used for six voltage and five current 
ranges, with the aid of suitable multipliers 
and shunts. No. 100 describes the general 
line of Akra -Ohm resistors and gives their 
full technical characteristics. Cballcross 
Mfg. Co. 

48. INTERESTING PHOTO CELL 
EXPERIMENTS 

This booklet describes a number of in- 
teresting and practical experiments with 
photo cells and relays. It tells how to 
use the LuxTron; How to Light an Elec- 
tric Bulb with a Match; How to Make an 
Electric Light Turn Itself Out; How to 
Make Burglar Alarms and Fire Alarms; 
How to Make an Alarm System for Public 
Garages; How to Make a Smoke Alarm; 
How to Make a Turbidity Alarm; How to 
Construct a Weighing Alarm; Method of 
Lighting Stores for Police and Watch- 
man's Inspection; A Silencer for Radio 
Announcers. LuxTron Mfg. Co., Ine. 

49. SPEED FOTO- LECTRIC AND 
TELEVISION TUBES 

Bulletin 13 describes the line of Speed 
photo -electric cells for television and 
talking motion- picture work. It includes 
full data on their dimensions and base 
connections. and also shows their charac- 
teristic curves for sensitivity plotted 
against light, output vs. illumination, and 
output per lumen vs. anode voltage. Two 
additional multigraphed bulletins describe 
the wall electrode and crater type neon 
tubes for television receiving purposes. 
Cable Radio Tube Corp. 

I4dioaft 
READERS' 
BUREAU 
On this page are listed booklets, 

catalogs, pamphlets, etc., of Manu- 
facturers, Schools, Institutions, and 
other organizations, which may be 

of interest to readers of "Radio - 
Craft." The list is revised each 
month, and it will be kept as up -to- 
date and accurate as possible. In 

all cases the literature has been 
selected because of the valuable in- 
formation which the books contain. 
If you are interested in subjects 
not listed on this page, write us 

and we will try to serve you. 

This Service is absolutely free to 
all Readers of "Radio- Craft." 

Fill in and mail the coupon be- 
low; make sure that your name and 
address are included and are plain- 
ly written. Order by number only. 

50. TRANSVERSE CURRENT 
MICROPHONES 

The transverse curet n1 microphone is 
so named because an electric current 
passes transversely across it, parallel to a 
silken diaphragm. The latter forms the 
front wall of a receptable filled with car- 
bon granules. The transverse current is 
modulated by variations in pressure 
against the granules caused by the vibra- 
tion of the diaphragm in harmony with 
sound impulses. The operation of this in- 
teresting microphone is described in a 
-ix -page folder which every user of micro- 

r 
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RADIO -CRAFT 46.14 
Readers Bureau 
96-98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

]'lease send me free of charge the fol - 
Io,vinR le u,klrts indicated by numbers in 
the published list above: 

No. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

phones will find worth reading. Anlpliott 
Products Cop. 

51. VITROHM LINE VOLTAGE 
REDUCERS 

Line voltage reducers are very profit- 
able items for radio dealers and Service 
Men. They are easily sold to owners of 
radio receivers, they take only a few sec- 
onds to install, and they perform a real 
service by protecting power transformers 
against high line potentials. This bulletin 
tells how the Ward- Leonard reducers are 
used. and lists the correct sizes and mod- 
els for about 150 broadcast receivers. 
Ward -Leonard Electric Co. 

62. S -M GENERAL PARTS CATALOG 

The well- knuttu line of Silver- Alarsltall 
parts and chassis is fully described and 
illustrated in this large 16 -page catalog, 
which will be useful to every Service 
Man and constructor for reference pur- 
poses. A few of the important develop- 
ments mentioned in it are: all -wave super- 
heterodyne covering from 200 to 550 
meters; all -wave "super" covering from 
200 to 2000 meters; vario -mu super- hetero - 
dyne tuner; short -wave converter without 
plug -in coils; pentode automobile receiver, 
with remote control; 50 -watt power am- 
plifier and complete public address sys- 
tems; and high -grade transformers and 
replacement parts. i ilrer >Ifarshall, Inc. 

53. THE WUNDERLICH TUBE 
The new Wunderlich tube is a special 

purpose, high- quality detector which com- 
bines full -wave rectification with a stage 
of audio amplification and provides the 
necessary voltage for automatic volume 
control, all within one tube structure. 
This unusual tube is named after its in- 
ventor, Norman E. Wunderlich, who, in 
cooperation with the Arcturus Radio Tube 
Company, has sponsored the development 
and commercialization of the tube and 
circuits for its use. Its theory of opera- 
tion is discussed clearly and thoroughly 
in two technical bulletins, one written by 
the inventor himself and the other by 
Professor Frederick E. Terman of Stan- 
ford University. These are noteworthy 
contributions to tube literature. Arcturus 
Radio 7'n hr fbntpanll. 

54. DUBILIER TRANSMITTING 
CONDENSERS 

This is an engineering catalog of 
transmitting condensers of many sizes 
and types. The designs and specifications 
permit a wide choice of application and 
embody standardization of mechanical de- 
tails for economy and interchangeability. 
Du biller Condenser Corporation. 
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Build Your 
CUSTOMERS 
1e Revolutionary 

STENODE 

Made in England 

;none genuine 
without the 
intenter .s sig- 
nature. 

STENODE selectivity 
curve makes 1oKC selec- 
tivity, so- called, look like 
broad tuning. 

STENODE selectivity is 
compared, at left, to that 
of ordinary receivers. All 
background noise is con- 
tained in outer curve. 
Stenode's curve, shaded, 
contains but 1 -10 the 
total noise. 

STENOTUBE. Only one 
required in each Stenode. 
This heart of the Stenode 
circuit consists of a quartz 
crystal ground to 175KC 
frequency and mounted in 
tube form for easy hand- 
ling. Standard UX socket 
base. Price $1 5. 

,J --`- [/ m--..... 

The Receiver That Is 

NOISE FREE 
on SHORT WAVES 

or BROADCAST 
A STENODE demonstration will create more new custom set 
prospects than any radio receiver ever did before. People 
listen in amazement when they hear stations free of back- 
ground noises and absolute silence between stations. When 
you tune out heterodynes and whistles and stations STAY IN 
strong and crystal clear, owners of all other sets gasp in aston- 
ishment. The former chief of wireless research of the British 
Royal Air Force, Dr. James Robinson has given an entirely 
new principal to radio In STENODE. 
By the STENODE principal the highest selectivity ever attained 
as well as unprecedented tonal range is now made possible. 
All engineers agree that it is impossible with ordinary super - 
heterodynes. 

STENODE amplifies signals most and static least. That's why 
YOU want to build an 11 tube STENODE to work with a 
SHORT WAVE adapter when it is not used to log and listen 
with enjoyment to more broadcasters than can be heard on 
any other type of radio. STENODE selectivity is 5 to 1 greater 
than that of so called 10KC Supers. The noise does not get in 
along with the high audio frequencies, and the STENODE re- 
produces perfectly higher frequencies than ever heard on any 
other receiver giving 

500% BETTER SELECTIVITY 
1000% MORE FREEDOM FROM NOISE 

INFINITELY BETTER QUALITY 

DIRTECTION 
K 

OOOF SO ODE 

9 Blue Prints - Data Book - Direction Book Now $5 
Increased demand for Stenode Data Book, Instruction 
already sent in full price will receive our check for $S. 
come solely from Royalties paid us by our licensees. 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Enclosed find Money Order, Check, For 

S . Please forward me rJ STENOTUBE, 
BLUE PRINTS, DATA BOOK and DIREC- 

TION BOOK for building STENODE. 
(Mike all checks gasmen to Gernsback Puohcations, Inc.) 
Name 

Street 

City State 

Book and Blue Prints permits our cutting former price in half. Those who have 
We are not interested in making profit from our engineering service. Our profits 

The STENODE opens up new fields for short -wave and tele- 
vision work, as well as broadcasting. ull details of all sorts 
of applications are given in the STENODE Data Book. Nine 
full -sized diagrams show where to place every part. How to 
make every connection is clearly told in STENODE Book of 
Directions. Your Finished STENODE will put you into a new 
field of radio. Fill in and mail the coupon with your money 
order for the biggest value ever offered custom set builders. 

S T E N O D E CORP. O F A M E R I C A 
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 

98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 
SOLE SELLING AGENTS 

IF IT ISNT A STENODE IT ISN'T A MODERN RECEIVER 
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RADIO 
Manufacturers, Distributors, 

Jobbers and Dealers 
If in need of Service Men wire or write us and we will send you the name and 
address of Service Men in your city or vicinity. 

THIS SERVICE IS FREE TO THE RADIO TRADE. 
OFFICIAI, RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION, Inc. 

98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Radio Service Men Join the ORSMA 
EVER since the appearance of the com- 

mercial radio broadcast receiver as a 
household necessity, the Radio Service 

Man has been an essential factor in the radio 
trade; and, as the complexity of electrical 
and mechanical design in receivers increases, 
an ever- higher standard of qualifications in 
the Service Man becomes necessary. 

The necessity. also, of a strong association 
of the technically -qualified radio Service Men 
of the country is forcing itself upon all who 
are familiar with radio trade problems; and 
their repeated urging that such an 
association must be formed has led 
its to undertake the work of its 
organization. 

This is the fundamental purpose 
of the OFFICIAL RADIO SER- 
VICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION. 
which is not a money-making in- 
stitution, or organized for private 
profit : to unite. as a group with strong 
common interests, all well qualified Radio 
Service Men: to make it readily possible for 
them in keeping up with the demands of their 
profession: and, above all, to give them a 

recognized standing in that profession, and 
acknowledged as such by radio manufac- 
turers, distributors and dealers. 

To give Service Men such a standing. 
it is obviously necessary that they must 
prove themselves entitled to it: any Service 

Man who can pass the examination necessary 
to demonstrate his qualifications will he 
elected as a member and a card will be issued 
to him under the seal of this Association, 
which will attest his ability and prove his 
identity. 

The ternis of the examination have been 
drawn up in co- operation with a group of 
the hest -known radio manufacturers, as well 
as the foremost radio educational institu- 
tions. 

We shall not attempt to grade the mem- 
bers into different classes. A 
candidate will he adjudged as 
either passing or not passing. If 
the school examining the papers 
passes the prospective member as 
satisfactory. we shall issue to him 
an identification card with his 
pl lotograph. 

If the candidate does not pass 
this examination the first time. he may apply 
for another examination three or six months 
later. 

There is absolutely no cost attached to 
any service rendered by the Association to 
its members. no dues, no contributions. 

If you wish to become a member, just 
fill out the coupon below and mail it to us. 
We will send you all the papers necessary 
to become a men\ber. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1932 

The following firms have cooperated with 
us in formulating the examination papers. 
T1æ Cm >ho- Radio Corporation, Cincinnati, O. \Ir. D. J. 

11 1Irr. Sendce Mgr. 
Grlg.bv- Grunm' t'amPanv Ulaie tir r. Chicago. III. Mr. 

I,. G. \Vilkinson, Service Mgr. 
Sin/tubers -Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y. 

Mr. E. S. itn,wning. Service Mgr. 
('clin It. Kennedy, Corp., South (tend, Ind. Mr. B. F. 

Mr]amee. Prod. Mgr. 
RCA - \' Irtor rom pang. Inc., Camden. N. J. Mr. H. C. 

C rubb. %I, e- President. 
Stewart -{Varner Corporation. Chicago, III. Mr. T. N. 

goiter, Seth ice, Mgr. 

The schools who have consented to act as 
an examination board are: 
International (',irrt- pendenre Seism's. Scranton, Penna. 

Mr. H. E. t'arpenter. Peat. 
RCA Int II met. in,.. New York. N. Y. Mr. D. O. 

Whelan. Mt... dent. 
East Itay Radio Inet it ute. Oakland. 'ail!. Mr. T. T. 

Tannehi It . Director. 
Radio Training \ +.mdat Ion nf America. Chicago, III. 

Mr. A. G. Mohaupt. l'residenl. 
School of Engineering of Milwaukee. Milnaukee, 

MI. W. \ Veraas h, l're,ident. 
Radio College of Canada. Tomme. Canada. Mr. J. C. 

wn.m,. Pre. Went. 
Radio Ulclaon. Cm'n,' Etpt rira' School. t'hirago, Ill. 

Mr. If. t.. I.en I., Peed dent. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
r- -a 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S RC -7 
ASSOCIATION. Inc. 

98 Perk Place, New York. N. Y. 
I wish to heron. a member of .tour Association. 

Please mail me the examination paper: anti aip11- 
eat lon blanks. 

Name 

Address 

Town State 
.1 
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. c?Ínnouncíng 
THE GREATEST KECEIVER 
in Radio History! 

All the Record - Breaking 
Performance of Past 
Models, Plus 

PERFECT AUTU]I.VIIC VOLUME 
CONTROL 

SENSITIVE VISUAL (METER) TUN- 
ING 

FIVE VARIABLE -MU TUBES 
TWIN GRID DETECTION 
THREE STAGES OF PUSH PULL 
VARIABLE RATIO DIAL, 12 TO 1 AND 

36 TO 1 

MICROMETER TUNING 
SENSITIVITY CONTROL 
NEW Low -Loss TUNING ASSEM- 

BLY 
ALL WAVE RANGE 15 TO 550 

METERS 

EXTREMELY HIGH SENSITIVITY 
MARVELOUS TONE FIDELITY 
EYE VALUE EQUAL TO FINEST 

DISPLAY MIODELS 

GLOBE CIRCLING POWER 

"I have spent over twenty -five years in radio experimenta- 
tion, but every time I tune the NEW LINCOLN DELUXE 
SW -33, I simply marvel. The results of the first test I 
gave this new model in my home, were simply unbelievable. 
An amateur station PY2BQ, Sao Paulo, Brazil came pounding 
in with the volume of a local. Pontoise, France came in for 
two hours without sign of a fade with full volume, and 
clear as a bell. South America. Europe. Australia all the 
same way. The new Lincoln has a register of musical fre- 
quencies I never heard equalled in any of the finest power 
amplifiers. 

It is a pleasure to recommend this great receiver to you." 
W. H. Hollister, President, 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION. 

Lincoln DeLuxe SW 33 

LINCOLN 
Defuxe Receivers 

10 

NOT JUST AN IMPROVEMENT - 
But a Radically New Kind of Radio Reception 
Records macle by Lincoln Super -Powered receivers are well known 
the world over -records made by individual owners of Lincoln 
receivers right in the home, not by the manufacturer under favorable 
conditions! 

Now FOR THE FIRST TIME startling new developments have 
been perfected by Lincoln engineers 

m 
king possible the 

most sensational performance which has been the dream of 
every radio fan. 
WHEN RECEIVER IS TUNED TO RESONANCE all back- 
ground noise is reduced to a minimum, and only the signal 
is heard. 
YOU CAN TUNE IN A LOCAL station, reduce volume to 
minimum and tune every channel with equal volume without 
touching the volume control. 
YOU CAN ENJOY PERFECT AUTOMATIC VOLUME 
LEVEL on shoe -wave signals. 
YOU CAN TUNE TO PERFECT resonance by meter, 
producing complete register of musical frequencies impossible 
to adjust by ear. 
YOU CAN HAVE AUTOMATICALLY INCREASED sen- 
sitivity on low volume for the first time eliminating static 
and noise. 
YOU CAN HAVE AUTOMATICALLY INCREASED 
handling power on strong signals. 
YOU CAN HAVE FIDELITY and marvelous tone quality 
over a wide range of musical frequencies. You can have 
automatically increased bass register at low volume, just the 
reverse in any other receiver. 
YOU CAN HAVE FINE MICROMETER TUNING FOR 
SHORT -WAVE (36.11 or a normal ratio for broadcast. 
YOU HAVE TREMENDOUS SUPER -POWER for any 
volume at any distance with high sensitivity. 

Whatever you have heard or experienced in Lincoln or any other 
equipment, just add a few of the above revolutionary developments, 
and imagine what a great receiver you can own. 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. RC -7, 329 S. Wood St., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send literature to 

Name. 

Address 

City State 
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SERVICE MAN DEALER RADIOTRICIAN 

"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio" 

Editorial Offices: 96 -98 Park Place, New York. N. Y. HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor Vol. IV. .July, 1932. No. 1 

THE RADIO TUBE BUSINESS 
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK 

THAT the recent economic situation has disastrously 
affected practically every business and industrial or- 
ganization in the country can hardly be denied. 

The radio business is no exception to the rule. Yet, 
generally speaking, the industry as a whole has not fared 
so badly as some of the other industries, with the possible 
exception of the radio tube business. 

Radio tube manufacturers have had exceedingly bad 
times, much worse than they should have had, and if I 
use strong language in the succeeding paragraphs I do so 
solely with the hope that the tube industry will sec the 
light and change their present methods of doing business. 

I do not believe that there is another industry, anywhere, 
where manufacturers appear to deliberately go out of 
their way to make it difficult for the trade and the ultimate 
consumer to use their merchandise. Seemingly, every con- 
ceivable obstacle is put in the way of the trade with a 
thoroughness that would be admirable if the tube industry 
had no thought in mind except self- destruction. 

Fully ninety percent of the tube manufacturers today 
seem to have no fixed policy regarding the marketing of 
their merchandise. They will glibly tell you that sales 
are made either through the jobber or to the set manu- 
facturer. It is true that the set manufacturers use large 
quantities of tubes; as to the radio jobber, of course. he 
does not use tubes, he only buys them to sell to dealers 
who sell them to the public. But, most of the tube manu- 
facturers, until very recently, have entirely disregarded 
some 65,000 Service Men who really have the last word 
in the matter for they are the ones who either make or 
kill the reputation of a tube. When a Service Man is 
called in by a set owner, you may rest assured that the 
owner will buy the tube recommended by the Service Man 
and NO OTHER TUBE. The majority of tube manufac- 
turers seem to be entirely ignorant of this fact. Even at 
this time, tube manufacturers do not seem to know that 
the majority of tubes made in the United States today are 
sold by these self -same Service Men. This being the case, 
do the tube manufacturers make any strenuous effort to 
win the Service Man's good will? Positively not! They go 
out of their way to make it difficult for him, -(and for 
that matter the ultimate consumer as well) -to buy their 
tubes. 

With the multiplicity of radio tubes in use today, a tube 
manufacturer does everything in his power to bewilder 
and befuddle the Service Man. The majority of the tube 
manufacturers, with appalling thoughtlessness give no in- 
formation whatsoever about their product, and seemingly 
keep the Service Mau and ultimate consumer purposely in 
the Clark regarding the functions and adaptability of their 
tubes. Pick up the average independent tube and you will 
find printed on the carton the legend "so and so -UX -222." 
and that is all. No information slip accompanies the tube 
containing data as to its function, how the tribe should be 
rued. what its voltage requirements are, how much current 
it drains. and a number of other points of vital importance 
to the Service Man and to the ultimate user. 

Imagine a photographic film manufacturer putting out a 
carton of films giving nothing but the name of the manu- 
facturer and the caption -"Monochromatic Film!" How 
much business would the film manufacturer do if he used 
such methods? 

Of course, the most successful tube manufacturers are 
not in this class because they supply, with every tube, an 
instruction sheet giving reasonable data about the tube 
itself; but these tube manufacturers are the exception 
rather than the rule. The so-called independent tube manu- 
facturers seen to know nothing at all about this. One or 
two others print some very meagre data on the carton, but 
there is not a tube manufacturer today who gives real 
honest -to- goodness data t hat every Service \I III. every ex- 
perimenter and every set. owner, technically inclined, is 
trying to get. 

There is a tendency to further befuddle the ultimate user 
by putting out new tubes with weird number and letter 
designations that mean nothing to the user. No effort is 
made, even by the foremost tube manufacturers, to tell the 
consumer that a particular tube might be substituted to 
advantage for an older type. There are a number of tubes 
that are interchangeable. but the tube manufacturers keep 
the secret to themselves for apparently unfathomable 
reasons. Even with the newer tubes, no information is 
given on the carton and no information slip is included 
with the tube. Recently a large tube manufacturer brought 
out a brand new tube that is supposed to be revolutionary. 
but one must obtain their catalog and read about it in order 
to determine aliat it is all about. The cathode, in this in- 
stance, is connected to the cap of the tube -an unusual 
thing; but the information does not come with the tube, 
one must send for the firm's catalog to find out about it. 

When will tube manufacturers wake up and understand 
that with such a highly technical article as a tube one 
cannot give too much information? When will they supply 
diagrams, packed in with the tubes, that will give ALL the 
important technical data necessary to an understanding 
of the functioning of a particular tube? 

When will tube manufacturers get together and stand- 
ardize tube numbers to conform with their characteristics? 
This was formerly done, but of late, many manufacturers 
of new tubes have deliberately gone out of their way to 
create new number and letter designations for their tubes, 
making it impossible for anyone not having the manufac- 
turer's literature, to secure the necessary information 
which can only be had by correspondence, and not alway.; 
then. 

It would also be a simple matter for tube manufacturers 
to devise an entirely new means of branding their tubes 
so that the user, even it he loses the slip that might accom- 
pany the tube, would still know the characteristics of the 
tube. For instance, take the UX -222. This means nothing 
to the ultimate user. He does not even know what voltage 
the tube is supposed to work on. Would it be so difficult 
to label the tube or stamp right in the socket the following? 

UX -222 F3.3- V.- 0.132 -A. 
Then, six months later, when the tube burns out, the user 
of the tube would know that F stands for Filament; 3.3 
stands for Voltage and 0.132 stands for Amperes. 

It is conceivable that. by that time. there will be a new 
tube supplanting the 222. The user of the tube would then 
have no difficulty in picking out a suitable replacement tube. 

But I have little hope that any of these suggestions will 
be carried out until such time as the tube manufacturers 
wake up to the facts or realize the folly of their ways. 
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At the left, front view and at the right, rear view of the "Megadyne." Despite its utter simplicity, it gives real one -tube loud -speaker reception. 

THE "MEGADYNE" 
ONE -TUBE PENTODE LOUDSPEAKER SET 

IN this article, the author describes the 
first practical one -tube loudspeaker 

set using the new tubes. During the past 
few months, the set has been tested ex- 
perimentally in a number of locations in 
the metropolitan New York district by 
several independent experimenters. In 
all instances, the performance of this lit- 
tle set was astonishing; not only does the 
set bring in all locals on the loudspeaker 
with sufficient volume to fill a large room 
comfortably, but distant stations have 
also been received on the loudspeaker. 

In New York City, such stations as 
KDKA Pittsburgh, WTAM Cleveland, 
WBZ Springfield, WTAC Hartford, Conn., 
and many others were received with fair 
loudspeaker strength. 

Experimenters and fans who have 
looked forward to a REAL one tube set 
now have their wish fulfilled. 

Fig. 1 
Illustrating the use of a crystal and tube. 

12 

T 
HE advent of the new and more 
efficient tubes has made it possible to 
build radio sets which were not 
dreamed of five years ago. I have 

often stated editorially that the radio art 
is headed in a direction where in a few 
years, it will be possible to obtain as 
much volume from a single one -tube set as 
we formerly obtained with a seven- or 
ten -tube set. 

During the past two years, the trend in 
this direction has been unmistakable. 
We now have four -tube sets that out- 
perform the seven- and ten -tube sets of 
three or four years ago. 

Of late, there has arisen an urgent de- 
mand for a good one -tube set. There still 
seem to be, not only hundreds, but actu- 
ally hundreds of thousands of experiment- 
ers and fans who wish to experiment with 
one -tube sets that they are able to con- 
struct themselves. The old fascination is 
still alive, and incidentally, it should not 
be forgotten that a new crop of radio ex- 
perimenters comes along every year, all 
willing and eager for something new to 
play with. Naturally, for them, the old 
"one -lungers" hold little interest, they 
want, and must have -something new and 
more efficient. The new tubes which have 
been announced during the past year are 
an answer to this prayer. 

Development of the Megadyne 
Several months ago, I started to experi- 

ment with the idea of producing a one - 
tube loudspeaker set that would actually 
work and could not be classed as "tricky." 

By HUGO GERNSBACK 

I thought that the efficiency of the new 
tubes would make this possible. A few 
of them were tried in all sorts of circuits. 
but it was found that no matter how good 
the usual circuit arrangements were, the 
volume that could be obtained from a 
loudspeaker was not sufficient to call it 
loudspeaker volume. 

I then resurrected my old Interfir'x idea, 
a circuit that I devised in 1925. This cir- 
cuit was exceedingly popular at the time 
and several hundred thousand receivers 
using this circuit were built all over the 
world. To those who have forgotten the 
circuit, and to those who were not in 
radio at the time, I outline the circuit 
herewith in its fundamentals: 

Figure 1 shows how the crystal detector 
is connected directly into the grid of a 
tube. The circuit is not of the reflex type, 
nor is there regeneration in any form. 
The crystal in the grid circuit acts as the 
detector. while the vacuum tube acts as an 
amplifier. The amplification obtained, de- 
pending upon the sensitivity of the crys- 
tal, is from 10 to 20, and may be greater 
in some cases. In other words, by using 
a crystal detector, the addition of the tube 
will give real amplification. The circuit is 
remarkable in that there is no distortion 
and the reception of the signal is clearer 
than when the tube is used alone; it be- 
ing well known by radio engineers that 
the present vacuum tubes are poor detec- 
tors, whereas, due to the perfect rectifica- 
tion possible, there is nothing better than 
a crystal detector for clarity. 

A surprising thing about this circuit is 
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Fig. 2 
Complete schematic circuit of the "Megadyne." 

that the addition of the crystal, for rea- 
sons unknown, immediately makes the 
circuit one that can be used for DX pur- 
poses. The curiosity lies in the fact that 
the crystal detector, by itself. normally 
has a range of about 25 miles; a good 
tube by itself, without regeneration. has a 
range of not more than 50 miles; yet the 
two together. if coupled as shown in Fig. 
1. have actually brought in stations as far 
as 1,100 miles away without regeneration. 
Of course, it is not possible to do this 
when the local stations are on, it must be 
done after midnight when all locals have 
gone off the air. 

The Interflex system is made use of in 
the Megadyne (megas, the Greek for great; 
dyne from the Greek for power) and the 
results are astonishing. The final circuit of 
the one -tube loudspeaker set is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. It will be seen immediately that 
an entirely new circuit is used and, as a 
matter of fact, it will be noted that the 
tube works "backwards." The positions 
of the screen -grid and the control -grid 
have been reversed; the writer found that 
in practice this combination gave far 
greater amplification than the straight cir- 
cuit. The reason for this is probably to 
be found in the better utilization of the 
space charge. If we look into the inside 
of the '38 tube we see that the arrange- 
ment of the elements are as shown in 
Fig. 3. It will be noted that with the 

writer's connection, a sort of "electronic 
suction" effect takes place in that more 
electrons are used and liberated faster, 
giving rise to greater electronic action 
which consequently gives rise to greater 
volume in the loudspeaker. 

The set I am describing in these pages 
has purposely been kept simple, and I 
have gone back to a fashion that was 
popular years ago, that is, utilizing a 
wooden board and an insulating panel in- 
stead of the present -day metal chassis ar- 
rangement. 

I chose the simpler form because I felt 
that it would be easier for the majority of 
constructors to build the set in this man- 
ner. Of course. those who wish to build a 
more elaborate one may easily do so. The 
set described here is of the battery type 
because a one -tube loudspeaker set will 
only function with a battery. In the next 
issue, however, I will show how to build 
the same set to work on a 110 -volt, A.C. 
line; it will no longer be a one -tube set 
because you must have a rectifier tube, 
and it thus becomes, properly speaking, a 
two -tube set, although it uses the self- 
same tube in the radio end. 

When building the Megadyne set, be 
sure to follow the circuit exactly, and for 
best results use the parts specified. 

Remember, this is a one -tube set, and 
the first consideration is to conserve every 
bit of radio energy, because you haven't 
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Fig. 3 
Drawing Illustrating the action of the tube In Mega - 
dyne circuit. At A is the signal to be heard which 
is applied to the tube having a normal distribu- 
tion of current as indicated at B. During the posi- 
tive parts of the signal, the current density in the 
tube increases as shown at D, and during the nega- 
tive portions the current density decreases as shown 
at E. Thus the tube amplifies the signal exactly as 

it comes from the crystal. 

much to start with. You will find, more- 
over, if you use the usual arrangement of 
primary and secondary, that you will lose 
just about 50 percent of the volume. For 
this reason, I found it necessary to use 
the arrangement shown in the circuit 
which compensates for most of the losses 
that are usually common in other circuits. 

(Continued on page 43) 
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Complete pictorial layout and electrical connections of the receiver. 
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THE LATEST 
RADIO EQUIPMENT 

NEW SERIES OF NA -ALD ADAPTERS 

T1-. Alden Manufacturing Co. an- 
nounces the new series of adapters, 

suitable for four- five- and six -prong tubes. 
illustrated below. Reading from left to 
right in the upper row there are: 

First. the 965DS; for Supreme set test- 
ers ( new models) that have an extra wire 
in the cable which is connected to the 
latch. This five -hole, six -prong adapter 
is all that is necessary to test six -prong 
tubes. (The suppressor grid connects to 
the center post.) 

Second, the 964DS adapter; for use with 
the new 906L analyzer plug. It has a 
four -prong bottom and a six -hole top with 
a center stud; suppressor -grid contact is 
dead. 

Third, the 965DS; for use with the new 
906L analyzer plug. It has a five -prong 
bottom and a six -hole top with a center 
stud; suppressor grid contact is dead. 

Fourth, the 965KS; a tube checker 
adapter. It has a five -prong bottom and 
a six -hole top; the suppressor -grid con- 
tact in the top is connected to the cathode 
prong of the UY base. 

Fifth, the 966; for Hickok and other 
testers. It has a six -prong bottom and a 
six -hole top. 

On the lower row, reading from left to 
right, there are: 

First. the 982; for testing the new 82 
mercury -vapor rectifier. It is equipped 
with a toggle switch which gives a read- 

ing of first one and then the other plate. 
It is equipped with the proper resistors 
for satisfactory operation. 

Second, the 965DW; built in two sec- 
tions and used for testing the new 57- 
and 58 -type tubes. This adapter is to be 
used with plugs not having a latch lock. 

Third, the 965DSW; sane as the 965DW 
above, except that it is to be used with 
plugs having a latch lock. 

Fourth, the 966SL; for use with Hickok 
and Radio Products instruments. It is 
equipped with a five -prong bottom and a 
six -hole top; the suppressor grid is 
brought out to a 6 -inch lead terminating 
in a phone tip. 

^,CA VICTOR "R -78" 

ANNOUNCEMENT of a new receiver 
incorporating radical advances in cir- 

cuit design that are hailed as the most 
important since the advent of socket op- 
erated receivers. has been made to the 
trade by the RCA Victor Company, Inc. 

The new receiver which will 1w known 
as the RCA Victor R -78 embodies an en- 
tirely new circuit utilizing 12 new tubes. 
Because the unique features of the new 
circuit have resulted in many major 
acoustic improvements, the new receiver 
has been termed the "Bi- Acoustic Radio." 
According to its sponsors, the new Bi- 
Acoustic circuit provides twice the power 
and twice the tone range of ordinary re- 
ceivers, hence the use of the prefix "Bi." 

New Serie; of Na -Ald Adapters 

14 

Tone equalization, automatic tone com- 
pensation, dual automatic volume con- 
trol, increased musical range and the ap- 
plication of the new class "B" radio am- 
plification are important factors in this 
new radio, according to the announce- 
ment. 

Among the features which stand out 
as major developments are: 

(I) The application of the principle 
of class B audio amplification which 
makes it possible to provide within the 
confines of a comparatively small radio 
cabinet, and at an economical cost, a sys- 
tem of superior amplification that has 
an output of over 10 watts. 

(2) Automatic Tone Compensation, by 
means of which the reproduction of high 
and low frequencies are automatically bal- 
anced at every level of volume. 

(3) A new system of cabinet tone sta- 
bilizers which eliminates the "boomy 
bass" and the "shrill highs" to preserve 
the crystal clearness of the original tones. 

(4) Dual Automatic Volume Control 
which is instantaneous in its operation 
and holds the volume at an absolute level 
over the entire operating range. More 
important, it effectively suppresses noises 
between stations. 

(5) Extended Tone Range which makes 
possible the reproduction of an additional 
octave at each end of the tonal scale. 

Perhaps the most important feature of 
this new receiver is the exclusive use of 
the new tubes including the "82" rectifier. 

RCA Victor R -78 
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Fig. B 

Picture of the new Crystal speaker which is 
bound to be used in all receivers that require 

a maximum of sensitivity. 

THE ROCHELLE -SALT 
CRYSTAL REPRODUCER 

By C. B. SCOTT* 

A revolutionary idea in commercial 
reproducer design. A Rochelle -Salt 
Crystal, of improved construction, 
mechanically coupled to a cone gives 
remarkable clarity and volume. Con- 
suming no power, it has high efficiency. 
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ILZO electricity, a phenomenon well 
known to most radio engineers, 

>s demonstratable in quartz and other 
crystals, is present in much greater 

quantity in Rochelle -salt crystals. Until 
quite recently. however, it had been im- 
possible to obtain these crystals in size 
and quantity to make their commercial 
application practicable. At last, a process 
has been developed for growing large, 
homogeneous crystals, and methods have 
been devised for machining and shaping 
them into usable sizes and shapes. 

Direction of Motion 
The Type R -95 "Crystal Reproducer," 

illustrated in Figs. A and B uses a double 
or "bimorph" crystal element consisting 
of two slabs 2'._ x 22 x % -in. thick, 
metal- foiled on each surface, and 
cemented together in opposition to each 
otter so that a torsional motion of the 
combined slabs, illustrated in Fig. 1 

results; when three corners of the ele- 
ment are held semi -rigid, the vibration of 
the fourth corner is in a direction vertical 
to the flat surfaces. (This action is simi- 
lar to that in thermostats. where the ex- 
pansion of one metal and contraction of 
the other In one [parallel] plane, pro- 
duces a "wiggling" motion in another. 
Technical Editor.) 

This corner is fitted with a metal cap 
provided with a connecting link which in 
turn is soldered to a tone arm, providing 
a mechanical amplification of motion of 
21/2 to 1. 

Brush Development Co. 

The end of the tone -ar n is then fast- 
ened to the center of a conventional 
paper cone and results in a very light, 
compact reproducer, suitable for general 
use, with an outside diameter of 91/2 in., 
a depth overall of 3% in.; and a weight 
of two pounds (as compared with the 
typical "dynamic" type of reproducer, 
weighing approximately 51/2 pounds). 

The "crystal" reproducer has several 
advantages from the electrical point of 
view. 

It is voltage -operated and the power 
consumption is very low, as it requires 
neither field current not' polarizing volt- 
age. For this reason it has been recog- 
nized as being especially valuable in 
multiple reproducer work, such as instal- 
lations in schools, hotels, and hospitals. 
Due to its very high "sensitivity," sev- 
eral may be operated on the same power 
required to operate one of the present 
type of reproducers. Likewise in this 
type of installation, one of the important 
factors is that there be a minimum of 
service and repair work. "Crystal" re- 
producers have been operated for a con- 
tinuous period of four years under a Icicle 
variation its temperature ansl humidity 
change. with no dctcrioration in output. 

Frequency Range 
The "crystal" reproducer covers a smelt 

Wider range of frequencies than is now 
covered by the present types of repro- 

ducer units. The Rochelle salt crystal 
itself is responsive from 0 to 500,000 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Fig. 1, right. The speaker's crystals. 

Fig. 3, left. Impedance variations. 

1 

Fig. A 

This speaker was tested by RADIO -CRAFT and 
found to have excellent tone quality and volume. 
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TWO 
NEW TUBES 

Two new tubes, a 6 -3 -volt A.C. - 
D.C. output pentode and a 

high - voltage mercury - vapor 
rectifier, are discussed by the 

author in this interesting article. 

By LOUIS MARTIN 

PAST issues of RADIO -CRAFT have con- 
tained articles describing the character- 
istics and uses of all of the new tubes 
which have been announced. There re- 
main to be described but two more tubes 
in order to complete the announcement. 

The 41 A.C.-D.C. Output Pentode 

Figure A illustrates a new A.C.-D.C. 
Output Pentode, which is capable of de- 
livering 1.2 watts of undistorted power 
output. As may easily be seen, the tube 
uses the new six -prong socket which is 
described elsewhere in this issue, has a 
black cylindrical plate and is designed 
mainly for automotive use. 

Previous types of automotive tubes, al- 
though equipped with heaters, were un- 
suitable for A.C. operation. This has 
rather limited their use to receivers em- 
ploying D.C. for the filament supply, as 
a consequence, they have not been used 
extensively. This new tube is certainly 
a step forward in the right direction; 
it may be used with either an A.C. or 

16 

Fig. A 

D.C. filament supply insuring at the same 
time a minimum of hum in the output. 

Figure 1 shows a family of plate volt- 
age -plate current curves of this new 
tube. A load -line of 11,000 ohms is drawn 
through the operating point as shown in 
the same figure. This line shows that 
if a resistance of 11,000 ohms is connected 
in the plate circuit of the tube, a "B" 
potential of approximately 360 volts will 
be required in order to secure the rated 
voltage of 167.5 on the plate. As in all 
pentodes, the characteristic dip in these 
curves are missing due to the action of 
the suppressor grid. 

As stated above, a six -prong base is 
used; socket connections are shown in 
Fig. 2. As in other pentodes, the 
screen -grid is connected directly to the 
same "B" supply point used for the plate 
circuit. The characteristics of this tube 
should make it especially adaptable for 
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short -wave receivers because of its low 
grid plate capacity- .5 -mmf. The charac- 
teristics of this tube are as follows: Fila- 
ment voltage, 6.3 A.C. or D.C.; filament 
current, .75- ampere; grid -plate capacity, 
.5 -mmf; input capacity, .75 -mmf; plate - 
cathode capacity, 8.6 mmf; grid bias, - 
12.5 volts; plate potential, 167.5 volts; 
amplification factor, 215; internal plate 
impedance, 120,000 ohms; mutual conduc- 
tance, 1800 micromhos; plate current, 
16.5 ma.; screen -grid current, 2.5 ma.; 
load impedance, 11,000 ohms; maximum 
undistorted output, 1.2 watts. 

An interesting set of curves is shown 
in Fig. 3. They show the variation 
between power output and distortion as 
the load impedance is varied. The dotted 
set of curves show the above variation 
with a control -grid bias of -10 and a plate 
and screen -grid voltage of 125. The solid 
lines show the same variation with the 
rated constants applied, that is, control - 
grid voltage -12.5 and plate and screen - 
grid voltages 167.5. From this latter set 

(Continued on page 53) 
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Fig. 1, above. Output curves of the new 41 
pentode. 

Fig. 2, left. Socket connections of the 41. 
Fig. 3, center. The tube's dynamic character- 

istics. 
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PENTODE, CLASS B or 

TRIODE AUDIO SYSTEMS-- 

A comparison of the distortion in 

each of three available systems. 

is customary, tube manufactur- S 
ers s have taken sixty days ahead 
of the trade show as the time to 
introduce several new tubes, 

three of them being only improvements 
on existing '24, '27, and '35 types, and as 
such not really needful of special atten- 
tion at the moment. The remaining two, 
the new '46 class B output tube and the 
new '82 mercury vapor rectifier tied to 
the '46 bring up a timely consideration 
of the available audio channels for home - 
radio receivers. 

Audio power- output stages can today 
be divided into three general classes: 
straight, triode push -pull; pentode push - 
pull, or parallel; and the new class B 
push -push. The merits and possibilities 
of these three systems are worthy of spe- 
cial attention, particularly as in con- 
sumer and trade advertising of differ- 
ently equipped radio receivers, at least a 
little not particularly clear sales ballyhoo 
is bound to be indulged in. Considering 
high quality A.C. sets designed for home 
use, it is possible to classify the three 
available systems as: 

(a) '45's in push -pull (triode); 
(b) '47's in push -pull or parallel (pen- 

tode): 
i e) '46's in push -push (class B). 

The snap conclusion that the first clas- 
sification la) is Class A audio amplifica- 
tion since the last (c) is Class B, should 
not be arrived at in considering these 
three classifications; for no past set lias 
employed what may be properly termed 
Class A amplification. For instance, 
('lass A audio amplification may be de- 
scribed as the condition where the fixed. 
negative grid -bias of a tube is so set that 
signal excursions vary the grid positive 
and negative between the limits set by 
the straight portion of the grid voltage - 
plate current curve. Distinguished from 
this Class A condition, where a positive 
grid excursion accompanied by grid cur- 
rent is anticipated and provided for, the 
type of triode audio amplification util- 
ized in the past has been predicted by 
setting the fixed grid -bias at a point sub- 
stantially midway between zero bias 
(above which grid current will be drawn) 

*President, Silver Marshall, Inc. 
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By McMURDO SILVER* 
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Fig. 2 
Schematic illustrating the voltages in the new 

S. -M. amplifier. 
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Fig. 1 
Curves showing the relative distortion 

three systems. 
of the 

and the bend at the negative end of the 
grid voltage -plate current curve. 

Class B or push -push audio amplifica- 
tion with previous tubes has involved set- 
ting the bias of the tubes practically at 
the negative cut -off point, so that as the 
signal excursion runs one grid so nega- 
tive that it cuts off plate current, the 
other grid runs progressively positive. In 
order to utilize the full length of the 
straight. portion of the grid voltage - 
plate current curve, the grids will, of 
course, run positive. 

The new '46 Class B tubes, however. 
operate at giro fix.t1 lurid -bias. and as 
practically all of their operative excur- 
sions will, therefore, be positive, quite 
considerable grid current will be drawn 
as compared to conventional power tubes 
used as Class B amplifiers, and conse- 
quently input coupling transformer costs 
will soar, if satisfactory voltage regula- 
tion is to be obtained. 

The relative merits of the three systems 
which, it is now seen, can be divided into 
four groups, can be pretty well grasped 
by comparing the maximum undistorted 
power output, the harmonic distortion 
percentage for generally used power out- 
put levels, and power sensitivity. 
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Harmonic Distortion 

Harmonic distortion can be quite an- 
noying, and the I.R.E. has arbitrarily 
standardized upon the level of 5 percent 
as the maximum allowable; the maximum 
undistorted power output rating of all 
tubes being based on this maximum har- 
monic distortion figure. Whether this 
rating is allowable is a very debatable 
point, but it is the generally accepted 
allowable maximum. The writer has 
found, however, that the harmonic dis- 
tortion allowable without unpleasant ear 
reaction will vary considerably with note 
pitch, note combinations and volume lev- 
els; in general it being less noticeable at 
high volume where it is masked by 
speaker distortion. Ile has reached the 
general conclusion that at home enter- 
tainment levels for really pleasing qual- 
ity, 5 percent is too high, 1 to 1112 percent 
is about all that should be permitted for 
really high quality reproduction at home 
volume levels. 

Power Sensitivity 

Power sensitivity is a means of indi- 
cating the ratio of input voltage required 
for a given power output, and might be 
termed a means of expressing efficiency 
in terms of input voltage plotted against 
power output. Its greatest value is in 
determining the voltage required to drive 
the output stage, and deciding whether 
this can be provided economically and 
adequately by the available preceding 
circuit. 

The chart below gives a good idea of 
the relation of these values for the four 
available systems. 
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(Continued on page 49) 
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A PRACTICAL "3- TUBE" 

SUPERHETERODYNE 
By H. G. BOYLE* 

THERE has been an increasing de- 
mand, of late, for smaller and sim- 
pler receivers of midget construc- 
tion. The problem is to design a 

receiver of the greatest efficiency with 
the least number of parts. As a rule, the 
very small sets were simplified versions 
of the larger sets; the same circuits being 
used without any changes from standard 
practice. 

After a few preliminary attempts were 
made to build a small receiver along 
standard lines, it became apparent that 
some radical steps must be taken in order 
to obtain satisfactory results. The fol- 
lowing outline will cover the system de- 
veloped which has a far greater efficiency 
than any other arrangement of a like 
number of tubes and parts. 

The Detector -Output Tube 
As the first step toward the solution of 

the problem it was believed that if the 

Illustration showing the comparative size 
of the "Tynamite." 
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second detector of a superheterodyne were 
replaced by a combination detector and 
output tube, a considerable saving would 
be immediately effected. 

If the plate- current characteristic of 
the type '47 tube (pentode) be examined. 
it will be found that a "knee" or bend 
occurs at a convenient operating point. 
The plate current flowing at this operat- 
ing point (grid bias) is sufficient to pro- 
duce the proper bias across a resistor con- 
nected in the filament circuit of the pen- 
tode. This knee may be used for detec- 
tion purposes, and the output of the tube 
fed directly into the output transformer 
of the receiver. With this arrrangement, 
it would be possible to develop an out- 
put -power about equal to that which would 
be obtained were the tube used in the 
conventional amplifier circuit. 

Curves were then run to determine the 
correct value of bias resistor for the best 
balance between power sensitivity and 
overload. ( Overloading occurs when an 
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Curve showing the variation of grid bias with 
signal input. 
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Curve showing the magnitude of the 
out -of -phase voltage. 

increase in signal strength produces a 
distorted signal in the output.) Fig. 1 

shows the relation between grid bias and 
plate current of a '47 pentode. It is seen 
that with a bias of 25.52 volts, the plate 
current is 5.8 nia., and that a 4,400 ohm 
resistor in the filament circuit of the 
tube would give the desired bias. ( 4400 
x 5.8/1000 equals 25.52 volts.) 

Figure 2 is an interesting curve in that 
it shows the power output obtainable with 
increasing signal voltages applied to the 
grid of the tube. The abscissa (horizon- 
tal line) represents the peak value of 
signal volts; the left- vertical line, the 
power output in niilliwatts. It should be 
noted that when the peak signal voltages 
reach 31, grid current starts to flow, and 
the power output does not increase with 
signal voltage. The dotted line in the 
same figure shows the actual voltage actu- 
ating the tube with various signal volt- 
ages. It is seen that with no signal in- 
put, the grid voltage is equal to the bias 
voltage 1 25.52 volts) ; as the signal in- 
creases in strength, the actual voltage on 
the grid of the tube increases accordingly. 

The curve in Fig. 3 shows the relation 
between power output and load imped- 
ance. Maximum power is secured with 
this arrangement with a load of 65,000 
ohms; further experimenting, however, 
indicated that better results would be 
secured with a load impedance of 55,000 
ohms and a grid bias of 20 volts. These 
slight changes in values are due to the 
fact that the plate voltage in this ar- 
rangement is 385 volts (135 volts higher 
than usually used) and a screen -grid 

Fig. 1 

Grid voltage -plate current curve of 
the pentode. 
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The Crosley "Tynamite" and "Bonniboy" 
employing the new design. 

A technical discussion of an extremely compact new 

receiver employing a single second -detector, output 

tube and an image -frequency bucking device. 

voltage of 250 (this value being more or 
less standard). 

Further experimentation showed that 
the power -output curve followed the nor- 
mal fidelity of the pentode tube, giving 
considerably greater response at the 
higher frequencies. By using a suffi- 
ciently large bypass condenser across the 
bias resistor to reduce degeneration of 
low frequencies to an acceptable mini- 
mum, this "tilt" was still further accen- 
tuated and it was found necessary to by- 
pass the plate circuit heavily enough to 
attenuate the higher notes in order to 
obtain pleasing reproduction. As shown 
in circuit diagram, Fig. 4, this plate cir- 
cuit filter consists of a .003 -mf. condenser 
connected from plate to ground. This 
filter was sufficient so that no additional 
I.F. filter was necessary. This rather 
large condenser did not affect rectifica- 
tien to a measurable extent, although 
heterodyne nuisance might have been fur- 
ther reduced by increasing the size of 
this unit, if "boomy" reception would be 
tolerated. 

Since bias was obtained front a center 
tapped resistor across the filament cir- 
cuit, it became common between the de- 
tector and I.F. returns, and although of 
very few ohms, it was found absolutely 
essential to provide adequate bypassing 
from the filament to true ground in order 
to prevent violent oi'erall oscillation. It 
was found that a 5 mf. electrolytic con- 
denser was sufficient for the purpose. 

The sensitivity of this detector -output 
tube was such that it was necessary to 
shield it externally from both static and 

magnetic fields; the latter apparently ac- 
tually moving the plate to such an extent 
as to produce hunts and roars, and in 
sonie instances actual mechanical rattles. 
A certain amount of coupling still existed 
between the speaker leads, frame and ele- 
ments of the tube, and it was necessary 
to ground the speaker in order to pre- 
vent self- oscillation within the detector. 

Suppression of Image Frequency 
Response 

It seemed illogical to include a 3 -gang 
condenser in a receiver containing only 
four tubes, and it was felt that some ar- 

An under -side view showing 
the parts. 

rangement might be used whereby a 2- 
gang condenser would produce sufficient 
pre- selection. 

the layout of 
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Fig. 4 
Schematic circuit of the receiver (chassis No. 131) showing the value of all the parts. 
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I lt dòes seem illogical to include a 3- 

gang tuning condenser in a midget re- 
ceiver having but "3" tubes; some manu- 
facturers, however, "think" otherwise. - 
Editor.) 

Investigation showed that if the an- 
tenna circuit was tuned to some extent, 
it would prevent cross -talk between adja- 
cent channel station. However, with the 
normal tuned circuit the "skirt" selec- 
tivity (the "skirt" selectivity represents 
the width of selectivity curve at frequen- 
cies far removed from tine resonant fre- 
quency) is not sufficient to eliminate re- 
sponse at the image frequency ( image fre- 
quency being the frequency of a station 
which has a value equal to the resonant 
frequency plus twice tine I.F. frequency). 
It was found that it was possible to tune 
the antenna circuit so that it would act 
as a series resonant circuit at the image 
frequency, but under such conditions, and 
with the load of an oscillating detector 
on the circuit, the best image frequency 
ratio obtainable was about 100 to 1 (im- 
age frequency ratio may be defined as the 
ratio between tine total frequencies in- 
cluded in the broadcast band, from 500 
to 1500 kc. to the band of frequencies 
over which image- frequency response is 
secured). In practice, this was found 
unsatisfactory. By very careful adjust- 
ment it was possible to increase this ratio 

(Continued on page 50) 
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BUILDING THE 

VARIABLE -MU 
SIX By ARTHUR B. COONEY 

OW would you like to build a high 
quality, six tube, electric radio at a cost 
of twenty- to thirty -five dollars and a few 
hours of fascinating work? This article 
gives the plans and directions for build- 
ing such a set. 

The circuit consists of three stages of 
high gain radio -frequency amplification, 
using type '51 variable -mu tubes, (for 
elimination of "cross talk" and proper 
volume control), a power -type detector 
t sing a '24 for maximum gain, resistance 

Fig. A 

Front view of the Variable -Mu Six. 

Fig. B 

Under -Subpanel view of the Set. 

20 

coupled to a pentode 
('47) power tube for 
audio -frequency am- 
plification. The sixth 
tube is the '80 recti- 
fier which operates 
the built -in power supply and furnishes 
the set with plate voltage. The completed 
set measures 12, +', x 9! <. inches and is only 
6a!, inches high. It operates any size 2500 - 

ohm field dynamic speaker with more vol- 
'me than can be used in the average home. 

The volume control action is particu- 
larly good. This set is small enough to 
tit in a midget type cabinet and efficient 
enough to deserve a place in a good con- 
sole. The receiver will perform as well as 

or better than many standard makes of 
tuned R.F. sets retailing from sixty to 
eighty dollars and has less hum than 
many of them. A glance at the circuit 
diagram (Fig. 3) will show that this effi- 
ciency is not due to a freak hookup, trick 
coils, or special parts; the materials used 
may be obtained without difficulty. Any- 
one who has an elementary understanding 
of radio, who can follow directions, solder, 
and use common hand tools, can build 
this set successfully. 
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Fig. 1 

Chassis layout of the set in which all hole -locations are specified. 
Detail views are shown to the right. 

Building the Chassis 

As the metal chassis is the foundation 
of the set it is logical to build it first. 
The drawing (Fig. 1) shows the layout 
and gives the measurements for the vari- 
ous holes. Before you start cutting, meas- 
ure the size of your dial, filter choke, and 
power transformer. As there is consider- 
able variation in the size of these items, 
you may have to change the layout to fit 
your own parts. The purpose of the 
mounting bracket shown in the drawing 
is to hold the 4 -gang, .00035 -mf. variable 
condenser on edge so that the trimmers 
may be adjusted conveniently. If you are 
going to use the de -luxe type of condenser 
that has heavy square shielding between 
each section, you will not need to make 
the bracket as the condenser will bolt 
directly to the top of the chassis. Make 
sure of all these details before you drill 
your first hole. 

Get a piece of 20 -gauge aluminum or 
galvanized iron 1414 x 1414 inches. Alum- 
inum is easy to cut but hard to solder: 
the iron is cheaper, solders easily but is 

hard to cut. Put your material on a flat 
surface and lay out all the holes and cut- 
outs. As the drawing shows the layout 
as it appears from underneath: the flaps 
must be bent so that the marked side of 
the material faces down when the job is 
done. If you get this reversed it puts the 
volume control on the left, which is not 
a good idea unless you are a "south -paw." 
The easiest way to make the big holes is 
to drill small ones close together around 
the edge and cut between them with a 

sharp chisel: then smooth the edges with 
a file. The large round holes for the 
sockets and coils will have to be made the 
sane way if you do not have a fly cutter. 
A sheet -metal shop will sometimes do this 
type of work very reasonably. 

When your holes are finished you are 
ready to bend the flaps. Keep your lay- 
out narks underneath and bend the two 
% -inch flaps at right angles to the rest 
of the chassis; now bend up the anchor 
portion of the rear flap; bend the front 
and rear flaps into position. Make the 
chassis rigid by soldering or spot -welding 
the overlap at points A and B on the left 
and right edges of the chassis. 

Winding the R.F. Transformers 
Standard screen -grid R.F. transformers 

will work in this set but those shown in 
Fig. 2A are easy to make and are very 
efficient. All the coils are wound on forms 
of bakelite or fibre tubing 1 -inch outside 
diameter and 1% inches long. They are 
supported by small mounting brackets of 
sheet brass as shown in the drawing. The 
brackets center the coil within the shield 
and hold it above and perpendicular to 
the chassis. If the centering is not reason- 
ably accurate or the coils not perpendicu- 
lar they will be too near the shields and 
eddy currents will be produced which will 
cut the R.F. gain and make the set less 
sensitive. Make the brackets carefully 
and test the completed forms for position 
before you start winding. The less you 
handle the coils after they are finished 
the more uniform they will be. The coil 
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A description of a T. R. F. 

receiver designed for the 

man who wants a stable set 

using the latest tubes in a 

simple arrangement. 

terminals are % -inch soldering lugs bolted 
to the forms. One grid terminal is bolted 
at the top of the form opposite the 
bracket; the two terminals for the pri- 
mary leads are bolted on opposite sides 
of the bottom of the tubing, 90 degrees 
from the bracket. 

The antenna coil (T1) differs from the 
other R.F. transformers in that the prim- 
ary and secondary are both wound on the 
one tube, one below the other. Solder one 
end of the No. 32 double enameled wire 
to the grid terminal. Wind the first turn 
of the secondary parallel to the top of 
the coil but 3/16 inch below it. The 
secondary is finished when you have 
wound 1411/2 turns. You get the half - 
turn by bringing the wire from the grid 
terminal side of the form over to the 
bracket so it will be grounded when the 
coil is bolted to the chassis. Drill a hole 
through the tubing just below the lowest 
turn of the secondary, bring a loop of 
the wire inside the form and solder it to 
the mounting bracket. Wind the first 
turn of the primary. When you have 
finished the 18th turn solder the end to 
one of the lugs at the bottom of the form. 
The antenna goes to this terminal. 

The other coils, (T2, T3, T4,) have dif- 
ferent primaries than the antenna coil 
has. Wind the secondaries on the other 
three forms just as you (lid when you 
made Tl. As shown in the drawing (Fig. 
2C) the primary is wound on the outside 
of a piece of cardboard tubing that fits 
over the secondary. You will need three 
114 inch lengths of 1/16 inch cardboard 
tubing that will fit snugly over the wound 
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Fig. 2. Detail sketches of the coils, chokes and speaker -socket wiring. Details of the coil 

mounting bracket are shown at A; of the shield at B; of the R.F. coils at C; of the antenna 
colt at D; of the R.F. chokes at E; of the speaker wiring at F. 

secondary. You may have to make this 
tubing by winding gummed paper, 11/4 

inches wide, over the secondary to the re- 
quired thickness. The first turn of the 
primary is parallel to the top of the card- 
board tube and 9/16 -inch below it. Wind 
on 45 turns of 36 S. E. wire. Fasten both 
leads of the primary to the tube with 
gummed paper or adhesive tape. Slide 
the finished primary over the secondary 
till the top of the cardboard tube is 3/32- 
inch below the top turn of the secondary. 
Solder the leads to the lugs at the bottom 
of the coil form. The terminal connected 
with the top turn of the primary goes 
to the plate of the tube. The other term- 
inal is connected to the power supply. 
Make two more coils like the one you 
have just finished . When you have done 
this, smear a little Duco cement or aero- 
plane dope over the top and lower turns 
of each winding to prevent the turns 
shifting when the coil is handled. Then 
test all windings by putting them in 
series with a dry cell and pair of head- 
phones to make sure current flows through 
them. 

The R.F. choke (R.F.C.) is easy to 
make. Turn a piece of wood or fibre to 
the measurements shown in Fig. 2E. 
Jumble wind 500 turns of the sank wire 

used on the primaries of the R.F. trans- 
formers. For terminals, drive two short 
brads into the side of the form and solder 
the leads to them. Test for continuity 
with a dry cell and a pair of headphones. 

The proper shields for the R.F. coils are 
aluminum with screw bases 2 inches wide 
and 3% inches high. The screw bases are 
cut out to match the hole in the chassis 
and allow the wiring to reach the coil 
terminals. These shields are a standard 
article and should be easy to buy. It is 
also easy to make your own from the 
proper size aluminum salt shakers which 
may be obtained from any "dime" store. 
Just cut off the handles and drill the holes 
in the top to make it into a screw base. 
Mount upside down. 

Assembling the Set 

The bases of the tube shields and the 
sockets are held to the chassis with the 
sanie bolts. The three '51 sockets are 
below the chassis In the first three, large 
holes on the right of the chassis facing 
the front flap. The '24 socket goes in the 
fourth hole in the same row. Each socket 
lias a tube shield base above it on the top 
of the chassis and all have filament prongs 

(Continued on page 48) 

Fig. 3. Complete schematic circuit of the set. See the text for operating voltages. 
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A UNIVERSAL- 
RANGE OHMMETER 
By BERTRAM M. FREED 

and N. ARNOLD GOULD Fig. A 
Panel view of the tester. 

SiNCE the advent of the more recent 
radio receivers, the lot of the Serv- 
ice Man has become more difficult. 
When the first electric sets made 

their appearance very few resistors were 
used in their construction. The power 
pack usually had a voltage divider com- 
posed of three or more sections, whose 
combined resistance seldom exceeded 
50,000 ohms, and a small number of car- 
bon and wire -wound resistors in various 
parts of the circuit. 1'o check the values 
of these units, a voltmeter and battery 
combination was usually sufficient. How- 
ever, when higher resistances were en- 
countered, no accurate check was avail- 
able. 

As receiver design became more com- 
plex, service equipment had to be devel- 
oped in order to meet the new require- 
ments. More versatile set analyzers and 
ohmmeters came into being. Now, with 
receivers using higher voltages, automatic 
volume control, bi- resonator circuits, and 
resistance -coupled amplification, it is 
necessary to employ very high resistors, 
far beyond the range of the ohmmeter 
at the disposal of the Service Man, for 
regular service work. 

With this in mind, the construction of 
an ohmmeter, that would accurately meas- 
ure almost any resistance encountered in 
radio servicing, was planned. The com- 
pleted unit far exceeded the low and high 
limits originally contemplated; it was 
possible to measure resistances as high as 
15 megohms and as low as 1., ohm with 
a fair degree of accuracy. In this man- 
ner, resistances in automatic volume con- 
trol circuits, grid -leaks in resistance 
coupled circuits, and bi- resonator circuits 
may be checked. In addition, R.F. coil 
primaries and secondaries, voice coils and 
power transformer windings may be tested 
for shorts; even for partial shorts. 

The Ohmmeter 
The essentials of the ohmmeter are 

parts readily obtainable, as no special 
switches or resistances are required. Re- 
fer to the diagram, Fig. 1. 

An 0 -1 ma. milliammeter is used; S1 and 
S2 are D.P.D.T. switches for changing 
the circuit tronc "series" to "shunt" test- 
ing; S3 is a S.P.S.T. switch for turning 
the battery current on and off: Rl is a 
resistance of 2000 ohms; R2 is a 3000 
ohm variable resistor; B is a small 41/ 
volt "C" battery, R2 is variable for zero 
adjustment of the meter. 

22 

R4 is a carbon resistor from 500,000 to 
750,000 ohms depending on the voltage 
supplied by the power transformer, P.T. - 
this resistance limits the current flow 
into the meter, thereby preventing acci- 
dental burn -out: R3 is a variable resistor 
of 250,000 ohms and is used as a zero ad- 
justment for the high voltage; Cl is a 
fixed condenser of .1 -mf. or more -the 
value is not critical as it is used to pro- 
vide a smoother current flow in -so- far -as 
it absorbs each current pulsation, in tak- 
ing a charge from the rectifier output. 
Only a condenser of high quality should 
be used as a breakdown might be disas- 
trous to the power transformer. 

A 5 -volt 1'1- ampere tube was chosen for 
the rectifier, because of its low current 
requirements, and also because either a 
'OlA, '12A or 171A tube is usually in- 
cluded in the kit of the Service Man. 

In order to keep the completed unit as 
compact and light as possible, it was 
necessary to select as the power trans- 
former, one that was very small and light. 
To this end, various audio transformers 
were tried. Bearing in mind that a high 
voltage was necessary to secure a very 
high -resistance range. a good quality 10 -1 

ratio audio transformer was selected. Due 
to the construction of the transformer, 
about 120 turns of B. &S. gauge No. 22 
enameled wire was wound over the regu- 
lar transformer secondary to obtain the 
required filament voltage for the rectifier. 
A layer of fish paper was wrapped around 
the winding and the laminations were 
re- assembled. 

At this point it may be expedient to 
mention that care should be exercised in 
choosing a transformer with sufficient 
iron. Lack of sufficient iron in the trans- 
former will cause the core t.o become 
saturated and overheat, which would re- 
sult in a rapid drop in voltage. 

A flush receptacle was placed in the 
rear of the ohmmeter compartment to 
facilitate easy connection to the power 
line and to eliminate hanging wires when 
not in use. 

Low Resistance Measurements 
For low resistance measurements, ter- 

minals C and L ( Fig. 1) are used. The 
battery switch S3 is closed and the 
D.P.D.T. switch, composed of switches Si 
and S2 as shown in the diagram, is moved 
to the "shunt" position (positions D and 
A respectively). This causes a current 
flow through Rl and R2 through the me- 
ter. With R2 adjusted to show a full 

Fig. B 

Internal view of the tester. 
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Fig. 1 
Schematic circuit of the tester. 

scale deflection 11.ma.), the resistor un- 
der test is shunted across the meter. The 
range of this scale is from 1/ to 1500 
ohms. depending upon the internal resist- 
ance of the meter used. For measure- 
ments up to 75 ohms it may be necessary 
for every constructor to plot his own 
graph as each meter will vary slightly. 
Where it is inconvenient to obtain low 
value resistors for plotting a curve, the 
following formula may be used for the 
low range. 

R = 
Rnt 

i1 --1 
Where 

R is the unknown resistance; 
Thu is the internal resistance of the 

meter: 
I is the current range of the meter, in 

this case 1 ma.; 
Il is the reading obtained. 

(Continual on page 57) 
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Fig. A Fig. B Fig. C 

A THERMOCOUPLE "A" UNIT 
W1T11 the addition of the rela- 
tively new 2 -volt tubes, a num- 
ber of receivers using these tubes 
have been constructed. Such re- 

ceivers are usually designed to operate 
from an air -cell battery which, it is 
claimed, has a useful life of about 1,000 
hours. Some people who use the air -cell 
battery far out in the country have stated 
that the air cells gave service for about 
400 hours; in another district, some 
people claimed a life of 600 hours. It has 
been assumed that the extremely moist 
air in some parts of the country is the 
cause of the short life of the air -cell. 

The possibility of producing a device 
that would depend for its operation upon 
heating effects was begun by the writer 
some time ago. The result is the "Ther- 
motron," a thermo-electrically operated 
generator. The Thermotron uses gasoline 
as a fuel and consequently is especially 
intended for use in farm districts where 
electric power is unavailable. Gasoline 
and kerosene heated devices constitute an 
essential part of the environment of a 
farm home. Anything in this category 
is suitable to the farmer. It inspires 
confidence because such fuels have been 
and are a part of their environment. 

In Fig. A is shown a thermo -electric 
generator which is based on the phenom- 
enon of thermo - electricity discovered 
many years ago. This generator, which 
was given the name Thermotron has been 
specifically designed for use in rural 
homes as a source of filament current for 
modern battery- operated radio receivers 
using 2 -volt tubes. 

In Fig. B is illustrated the current pro- 
ducing section of the Thermotron. This 
section forms a unit -body consisting es- 
sentially of a plurality of thermocouples 
connected in series and a radiator ring 
carrying fins which project radially out- 
ward. The radiator or spider ring en- 
closing the thermocouples is electrically 
insulated from the same but in thermal 
contact therewith. 

By DR. OTTO HERMAN 

Fig. 1 

Sketch illustrating the principle of the 
thermocouple. 

An interesting description of a 

thermo - operated generator 
which is capable of supplying 
"A" power for air -cell receivers. 
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Fig. 2 
Voltage and current curves of the "Thermotron." 

By itself, the thermocouple section re- 
sembles a disc having a hole in the center 
and being divided into a number of equal 
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sectors, each of which forms a negative 
thermo -element. Between the negative 
elements, and electrically insulated there- 
from, are the positive Z- shaped elements 
prepared from a strip of ribbon and or- 
ganically united at their extremities with 
the negative elements to secure perman- 
ent junctions with no extra ohmic resist- 
ance. 

Obviously, each positive element (ex- 
cepting the first one) is organically 
united with a negative element sector to 
form a cold junction and with the other 
adjacent negative element to form a hot 
junction. In other words, the elements 
forming the thermocouples alternate with 
each other, so that the first positive ele- 
ment and the last negative element, both 
of which being connected to terminals, 
come necessarily next to one another in 
the ring -like structure, as indicated in 
Fig. B. 

The Elements 
The positive element, which is formed 

from a strip of ribbon, consists of an alloy 
composed of nickel, copper and silver. The 
silver component in the alloy does not 
exceed one percent by weight; its melting 
point is 1275° C. 

The negative element alloy is composed 
of antimony, vanadium and zinc. The 
vanadium content to the alloy is of the 
commercial kind and does not exceed five 
percent by weight. It makes the alloy 
more negative against the positive ele- 
ment and also serves the purpose of pre- 
venting its oxidation up to about 415° C. 
Moreover, the vanadium content also 
raises the fusing point of the alloy up to 
about 675° C., and imparts to the alloy 
the strength required for practical pur- 
poses. 

The current in a thermocouple formed 
from these two electrodes flows from the 
nickel- copper -silver alloy over the hot 
junction to the antimony -vanadium -zinc 
alloy. i have termed that electrode - 
from which the current flows over the hot 

(Continued on page 51) 
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Fig. 1 

An early type of receiver mount. 

SERVICING 
AVIATION SETS 

In this first of a series of articles the 
author discusses the power equipment 
used in airplane radio installations. 

us 

By MYRON EDDY 

Fig. F 
A dynamotor used in airplane work. 
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Fig. 2 
The Eclipse engine- driven generator. 
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Fig. 4 
Arrangement of parts in the Deslauriers pro. 

palter and governing action. 
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N ariatiou, there are plenty ut radio 
sets to be serviced. You will find these 
receivers at every airport (the law 
requires an A -1 airport to be able to 

communicate with all radio- equipped fly- 
ers); and you will find them on every 
transport 'plane. Being radio -equipped, 
such planes earn more money from mail 
contracts. Some airline companies use 
radiotelephone and some use radiotele- 
graph. The government uses both; in ad- 
dition, it maintains radio- beacon stations 
from one end of the country to the other. 

These sets which safeguard the air trav- 
eler are certainly most important; they 
cost a great (leal and should reeeire the 
best of servicing, especially because they 
are not very well protected while on the 
plane. The airplane pilot may be able to 
operate a radio set, and the airplane me- 
chanic can probably keep it clean and re- 
place batteries. but you radiomen are 
going to have to do the real service work. 

Transport companies employ radio Ser- 
vice Men, but the itinerant flyer must de- 
pend on local talent wherever he is forced 
down and whenever he lands to call on 
his Aunt Sue or get gas. It may be that 
our young and inexperienced pilot, Mr. 
Elmer Zilch, merely needs a "B" battery. 
Or maybe he will tell you that "this here 
needle pointed 'way past the red nark for 
a long while, and then that tube got all 
blue." These things happen in the best 
families. That's why Service Men at 
every cow pasture airport and crossroads 
hamlet should know how to shoot trouble 
on airplane sets. 

This is true whether or not the radio 
trouble developed in the air is serious, 
or the repairs expensive, because the plane 
ordinarily »lust land approximately when 
and where the trouble occurs; which 
means that if the leading village radio 
expert in Podunk gets a hurry -up call to 
the municipal airport to fix the set on 
the 'plane of a big butter -and -egg man 
headed east and can't handle the job, 
Podunk gets a black eye, and the matt 
called in as a radio expert gets nothing. 

But mark this, -if the trouble is in the 
receiver, the local Service Man can fix it,- 
then charge plenty. (And what a pleasure 
that is in these days of fifty -cent service 
calls: "no fix, no charge "; since the prob- 
lems encountered in servicing aviation 
radio receivers are essentially the same 

those assoeialed Leith broadcast re 
ceivers. 

Aboard the 'plane the receiver is slung 
in a cradle (an early type, using rubber 
rope, is illustrated in Fig. 1). but when 
the pilot sets his 'plane down hot, bounces 
and then guns the motor, the radioman 
must either hang onto his receiver or his 
chair. Ile usually lets the receiver "ride." 
because he doesn't like to eat standing 
up. On the take -off, he can brace himself 
with his legs and try to steady the set 
with his hand, but I think he'll find 
drinking coffee on a roller coaster an 
easier thing to do! In fact, the entire set 
as installed on a plane operates under ad- 
verse conditions as to vibration, dirt, in- 
clement weather, etc. 

Flying along in fair weather, all is fine. 
But when the 'plane flies over the moun- 
tain, the operator and his set both get 
bumped a bit. The air is fine but frisky. 
Going over the "hump" of the Rockies 
you will find not only Big Papa hump, 
but a very large family of little humps. 
The receiver beats a tattoo on your fin- 
gers when you put your hand behind it 
to stop its shimmy. Your hands get cold 
and so does your set; and there is many 
a job for the Service Man at the end of 
a mountain run because the heater -unit 
of the set wasn't generous enough with its 
calories while the 'plane was flying above 
the line of vegetation. 

Another thing that Old Man Weather 
does to complicate the job of servicing 
aviation receivers occurs in the tropics. 
That is the undue heating of parts. 
Moisture is absorbed by coils and con- 
densers. Old Sol comes along and does 
the rest; the set is steamed and baked 
until you finally have one well- cooked 
radio goulash, but not a dependable set. 
The only thing a Service Man can do to 
combat this process is to anticipate na- 
ture's cooking by a little premeditated 
baking of his own. If lie will house the 
set between flights in a little radio ga- 
rage containing dry warm air and nothing 
else but, okay! -otherwise, stand by for 
blue smoke and fireworks. 

Pan -American Airways. Inc., fly air- 
ways south out of the United States total- 
ling nearly 15,000 miles. They have one 
of the most efficient aviation communica- 
tion systems in the world. The Chief 
Communication Engineer of this company 
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8, above. Parts of the Eclipse generator. 
Fig. C, right. Control Box used with the Generator of Fig. B. 

says that heat, cold, and moisture are the 
great enemies of the men who service 
these sets. This organization has devel- 
oped its own radiotelegraph sets, radio- 
telephony not being used: and. naturally, 
must develop its own service crews. These 
are recruited mostly in the United States, 
the radio operators holding commercial 
licenses. The fattest operators handle 
ground stations and service 'plane sets, 
only men weighing 'ass than 150 pounds 
being assigned flight duty. (Old -time 
Service Men who like their groceries, take 
note.) 

But servicing receivers is only a small 
part of the total radio service work to he 
done in aviation; nevertheless, in every 
case this work must be done by highly 
competent workmen. 

Aeroplane Generators 
To properly service aviation radio 

equipment it is absolutely essential that 
you understand the "power pack" used. 
The original source of supply may be a 
generator, or it may be a dynamotor and 
battery. If a generator is used, it may 
be either an engine -driven or a wind - 
driven type. If wind driven. it is un- 
doubtedly equipped with a Deslauriers 
propeller. I will tell you first about both 
generators so that you can service either 
one; then, dynamotor servicing will be 
discussed. 

The Eclipse, one well -known type of 
airplane- engine- driven generator, is in 
very general use on radio -equipped trans- 
port planes. Figure A shows this gen- 
erator and its control box; Fig. 2, the 
manner in which they are wired, and; 
Fig. B, the component parts. 

This instrument is a D.C. shunt -wound, 
self- excited. 4 -pole machine and is secured 
to the engine by bolts, being driven frosts 
the airplane engine through a splined 
driving shaft. 

Usually, a flexible spring coupling is 
connected between the drive shaft and the 
armature to absorb any tortional vibra- 
tion front the engine crank -shaft. When 
this coupling is correctly assembled and 
the armature is held securely, the splined 
member of the coupling can be turned 
either way approximately 13 degrees with- 
out the springs becoming loose. If it be. 
comes necessary to take apart the flexible 

coupling, the exact position of the spring 
adjusting nuts should be first carefully 
noted. In reassembling, if the nuts are 
set up to their original position. the cor- 
rect spring tension in the coupling is then 
assured. (The adjusting nuts should be 
locked with a tie -wire to prevent their 
coming off.) 

In servicing this generator, the follow- 
ing points should be carefully borne in 
mind. The commutator should be clean 
and smooth. The brushes should be clean, 
and free to move in the brush box. while 
making good contact with the commuta- 
tor over the entire area of the brush sec- 
tion. Bearings should be kept correctly 
lubricated. If it is found that oil has 
leaked into the interior of the generator 
front the engine, look to the various oil 
sealing washers and replace any that are 
damaged or wort. Also clamp up tightly 
on the bearing plates. 

An old generator will often he found 
more or less filled with carbon dust, 
mixed with oil. Always clean this out 
w ith gasoline and a brush then make 
certain that the generator is dried out 
well. The commutator may be cleaned 
with a clout and a little gasoline if 
necessary. 

Most Service Men know enough not to 
use emery cloth on a commutator; No. 
000 sandpaper. or even finer. is recom- 
mended. Of course, if the commutator 
has been severely pitted. the armature 
will have to be removed, and placed in a 
lathe so that a slight cut can be taken 
across its face. In this case the mica 
will also have to be undercut and the 
commutator carefully) polished. 

New brushes may be quickly seated by 
placing a thin strip of fine sandpaper un- 
der the brush with the sa sided side of the 
paper its contact with the brush. Then, 
by drawing the sandpaper from under 
the brush repeatedly, in the direction of 
rotation of the armature, the brushes will 
be made to conform to the general shape 
of the commutator. It is not necessary 
or desirable that any tension in addition 
to that furnished by the brush spring be 
applied during this process. Sometimes 
the brush followers are binding. These 
should be adjusted to give free up and 
down movement. 
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Fig. A 
The Eclipse engine -driven generator. 

Fig. D. 
A single-blade Deslauriers wind generator. 

Fig. E 
One type of airplane dynamotor. 
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THE ADVENT OF THE NEW TUBES HAS MADE A COMPLETE, UP -TO -DATE TUBE CHART AN ABSOLUTE NECESSITY. RADIO -CRAFT THERE- 
FORE PRESENTS THE MOST COMPLETE TUBE CHART. WITH SOCKET CONNECTIONS AND SYMBOLS, AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC. 
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HOW TO USE A 
SET ANALYZER 

A discussion of analyzer theory 
and operation which starts from 
the very depths of receiver - 
voltage measurements and shows 

the reader the "how" and "why" 
of analyzer operation. 

By F. L. SPRAYBERRY 

THE purpose of this article is to inform the Service Man 
of the correct procedure in the use of a modern set 
analyzer; and how to interpret its meter readings in the 
terms of normal or abnormal receiver operation. Provided 

these simple instructions are followed, anyone with a funda- 
mental knowledge of vacuum tube circuits can intelligently 
service the modern broadcast receiver with a minimum amount 
of time and labor. 

Type of Instruments Required 

First we shall describe the two meters around which is built 
the Jewell Model 444 set analyzer that has been selected as an 
example of good instrument design. 

The meter on the left, Fig. A, is of the A.C. type, having 
scales for both current and voltage. The range in amperes is 
0.4 and 0 -8, the milliampere range being 0 -20 and 0 -100. The 
A.C. voltage scale is 0-4, 0.8, 0 -160 and 0 -800. The instrument 
on the right is a combination volt and milliammeter for D.C. 
voltages and currents and in addition has three calibrated ohm- 
meter scales, with ranges of 0- 1,000, 0. 10,000 and 0- 100,000 
ohms. A 4.5 V. flashlight battery provides voltage for the ohm- 
meter and for tube testing. Every instrument scale is available 
at the indented jacks along the rear edge of the panel. 

Many Service Men make measurements with a set analyzer 
but do not know what these measurements mean, or how the 
instruments are connected to the circuits under test, and there- 
fore cannot visualize the conditions in the circuits. 

The successful interpretation of set analyzer readings depends 
upon a knowledge of the fundamental connections shown in 
Figs. lA to F. It makes no difference how the tester is me- 
chanically arranged, -if it is correctly designed it will always 
electrically connect instruments to a circuit as shown in these 
figures. 

Rule Number One 

The common reference point for all the voltages (except 
cathode and filament) in a vacuum tube circuit (measured at 
the tube socket) is its filament or cathode. That is, if the tube 
is of the "indirect heater" type, such as the '24, '27, '35, or 
'51, the cathode' is the high -voltage negative; and it it is of the 
"direct heater" type, such as the 'OIA, '12A, '71A, '45, '47, or 
'50, the negative side of the filament is the high -voltage negative. 

Therefore, high -voltage negative of a particular tube is always 
taken as a reference point with respect to any other part of the 
circuit of that tube. Consequently, if we say a certain tube 
has a plate potential of 250 volts, a control -grid potential of 
16.5 volts, or a screen -grid potential of 250 volts, we really 
mean with respect to its cathode or filament. 

(Note that the terms " 'B' negative" and "'B' positive" 
should not be applied to the current source- ordinarily, a power 
pack -but only in connection with the plate- circuit return [for 
minus, and the plate, for positive] connection of a tube. Such 
careless use of the term "'B' negative" and "'B' positive" has 
resulted in much misunderstanding. The power pack terminals 
are correctly designated only as positive or negative; that is, 
without any mention of the letter "B." Battery manufacturers. 
through battery markings, have contributed their share to the 
confusion. Technical Editor.) 

The cathode potential is a figure obtainable only in tubes 
of the indirect -heater type, and is the voltage measured between 
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Fig. A 
A Jewell analyzer employing the principles discussed in this article. 

the cathode (emitter) and its heater -filament. The cathode 
may be positive in polarity and the filament negative, or vice 
versa, depending upon the circuit arrangement. 

The filament voltage is not measured with respect to the 
high- voltage negative, but is simply the voltage drop across the 
filament. The filament current source may be a battery or, (in 
the case of an A.C. receiver), the secondary of a step -down 
transformer. 

From a consideration of these fundamentals we may conclude 
that if the negative end of the high- voltage circuit becomes 
open, shorted or incorrectly grounded, the measurements ob- 
tained will be inaccurate; but of this, more anon. 

Filament Voltage 
Consider Fig. IA which represents a set analyzer voltmeter 

connection for the measurement of filament voltage. What 
conditions could exist if "low," or "no voltage," is indicated 
on the meter, V? (We assume voltage is applied to the primary 
of the transformer, which is not shown.) 

If there is no secondary voltage, the transformer filament 
winding is almost invariably open; a continuity test will give 
an immediate check on this. If the voltage is low, the complete 
circuit may be shorted or grounded, ( the ground may be to the 
core of the transformer, or to the chassis of the receiver ); a 
continuity test between filament and core or chassis will estab- 
lish where the ground exists. 

If the filament voltage is high, the secondary winding may 
be shorted to another secondary or to the primary, or the 
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Fig. 1. The points between which the terminals of a Voltmeter should be connected for measurement work is shown in the above 

sketches. The connection of the milliammeter fore plate and screen -grid current readings are shown in E and F respectively. 

line voltage may be high make a continuity test for shorts 
or grounds, and use the A.C. voltmeter to check the line voltage. 
Watch out for shorted primary turns, which also will cause a 
high filament secondary voltage. 

Cathode Voltage 

In Fig. lB we have the connection for the measurement of 
"cathode" voltage; that is, the cathode -to- filament potential as 
indicated on meter V. In this circuit, what condition could 
cause a low, high, or no- voltage reading on meter V? 

Consider low voltage first. Since the cathode voltage in this 
instance depends on the plate current flowing through the tube, 
a low cathode voltage will be indicated if the plate current is 
low (due perhaps to low plate voltage, or a weak tube). 

An indication of "no voltage" between cathode and filament 
(which in this example is shown grounded at the center -tap 
of the filament voltage secondary winding) will be obtained if 
the condenser C is shorted, since the bias resistor R is then 
shorted out of the circuit, which results in no voltage drop 
across R and therefore no cathode voltage. 

High cathode voltage, positive in polar- 
ity, may be caused by a short to the "B +" 
circuit, or to one of the tube elements; 
either will result in a high plate current 
and, in turn, a large voltage drop across 
R. Lack of cathode voltage may be caused 
by an absence of plate voltage. open plate 
circuit, shorted condenser "C," or open 
cathode circuit. 

The dotted lines in Fig. lB show how 
a positive voltage might be placed on 
the heater to cause the cathode to be nega- 
tive. Should this be the case the center - 
tap of the heater, as indicated by X, will 
not be grounded. 

It is interesting to note that the con- 
trol -grid and cathode voltages ordinarily 
are the same unless, as in the instance 
illustrated in Fig. 1B, the cathode is given a negative (or 
positive) voltage by placing a positive (or negative) charge 
on the heater. Also, if a positive charge of greater value than 
the voltage drop across R is placed on the heater, then the 
cathode voltage will be negative, the exact value being the 
difference between the voltage drop across R and the voltage 
applied to the heater. Few sets, however, employ a negative 
cathode voltage and in most cases the applied cathode voltage 
will be equal to the effective grid voltage. 

In Figs. IA to 1F, you will note that resistors RI and R2 are 
placed in the plate and grid circuits, respectively. to represent 
the load. Actually these may be coils, transformers, chokes 
or any other form of impedance; in any case, the same prin- 
ciples apply. The battery represents the high -voltage supply 
while the plate bypass condenser Cl may represent either the 
filter condenser system in the power pack, or one of the regtt- 
lar plate- circuit bypass condensers. 

Control -Grid Voltage 
Now refer to Fig. IC which shows the voltmeter connection for 

determining control -grid voltage. In this measurement, the 

polarity of the voltmeter is reversed within the set analyzer 
so that the plus end of the meter is connected to the cathode, 
and the negative end to the grid. What conditions in this 
circuit will cause abnormal measurements provided we have 
plate current? 

Suppose the circuit were normal and the resistance R2 in the 
control -grid circuit was a 500,000 ohm grid leak in a resistance - 
coupled amplifier. Would our voltmeter at V indicate exact 
control -grid voltage? No. not at all. since in the grid circuit, 
there is a 500,000 ohm resistance (R2) which is in series with 
the voltmeter. 

Now, in order to get a voltage indication on a voltmeter, 
current must flow in the circuit; and when the voltmeter is 
connected between the control -grid and cathode, the only current 
flowing in the circuit is that taken by the instrument. The 
voltage drop across the bias resistor is never high enough to 
drive through the circuit a current of sufficient magnitude to 
move the moving element, and thus the needle of the voltmeter. 

Therefore, due to this high resistance in 
the circuit, the indicated voltage (on the 
voltmeter) will be much lower than the 
true or effective voltage. 

The correct way to get the effective 
control -grid voltage would be to short the 
grid load resistor; or to make a measure- 
ment of the cathode voltage (which in 
most cases equals the control -grid volt- 
age). If the bias resistor R becomes open 
and a control -grid voltage measurement 
is attempted with the set analyzer, a high 
control -grid voltage will cause a corre- 
spondingly low plate current. The reason 
for this is that the instrument itself takes 
the place of the bias resistor, the high 
voltage drop occurring across the instru- 
ment due to its high resistance. When 
this condition is noted with a set analyzer 

always check the bias resistor with the continuity tester; since 
a condition of high plate current and no grid bias usually 
indicates a shorted bias resistor bypass condenser C. 

It the control -grid circuit becomes open at any point, control - 
grid voltage will not be indicated on the voltmeter. Likewise, 
if the primary of the coupling unit in the preceding stage 
becomes shorted to the secondary or control -grid circuit, a 
positive bias will be placed on the control -grid of the tube. 
This will show on the set analyzer as a high plate current; also, 
the normal control -grid voltage reading will not be evident but 
the meter will be reading in the reverse direction. This condi- 
tion is sometimes found in resistance or impedance -coupled 
stages, due to a leaky or shorted coupling condenser. 

Consider Fig. 1D. which represents a stage of resistance coup- 
ling (a form found in many makes of early screen -grid sets, 
particularly the Atwater Kent; impedance coupling is utilized 
in the R.F. stages). If condenser C, which couples the plate 
and control -grid circuits, breaks down under voltage, the control - 
grid of the following tube, V2, becomes positive and if Zl is a 

(Continued on page 55) 

Fig. 2 
Measurements in a push -pull stage. 
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Fig. 1 

With this new kink, its a pleasure to measure. 

PRIZE AWARD 
SERVICE JOBS IN BEAUTY SHOPS 

By C. O. Nixon 

VERY town and city of 2,000 popula- 
- t ion and over has its beauty shops, 
each with its permanent waving ma- 
chines. 

Most of these are without voltage me- 
ters which are essential in order that the 
operator may note the voltage fluctuations 
while "baking" a head of hair, and in- 
crease the time to compensate for low 
voltage -which is usually caused by put- 
ting onto the line a hair dryer, etc., while 
baking. 

Live Service Men in small towns and 
cities can "cash in" by attaching to these 
permanent waving machines for a nom- 
inal suns, an A.C. line voltage meter as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the case of the 
Gabrieleen machine it is only necessary 
to twist the prongs of a Beede or Readrite 
A.C. 150 -volt meter so that they may be 
inserted into a spare heater socket (Fig. 
1). 

The Fredericks and other makes will 
require slightly different application, but 
should not be difficult for any Service 
Man who knows his "stuff." 

This meter installation is easily sold 
and made, as similar voltage indicators 
built into the machines cost $65.00 and 
more. 

These Beauty Shops are potential buy- 
ers of interference filters to be applied to 

SHORT CUTS 
IN RADIO SERVICE 

$10 FOR PRIZE SERVICE 
WRINKLES 

Previous experience has indicated that 
many Service Men, during their daily work. 

- have run across some very excellent Wrinkles, 
which would be of great interest to their 
fellow Service Men. 

As an incentive toward obtaining informa- 
tion of this type. RADIO -CRAFT will pay 
$10.00 to the Service Man submitting the 
best all- around Radio Service Wrinkle each 
month. All checks are mailed upon publi- 
cation. 

The judges are the editors of RADIO - 
CRAFT, and their decisions are final. No 

unused manuscripts can be returned. 

Follow these simple rules: Write, or pre- 
ferably type. on one side of the sheet, giving 
a clear description of the best Radio Service 
Wrinkle you know of. Simple sketches in 
free -hand are satisfactory. as long as they 
explain the idea. You may send in as many 
Wrinkles as you please. Everyone is eligible 
for the prize except employees of RADIO - 
CRAFT and their families. 

The contest closes the 15th of every month, 
by which time all the Wrinkles must be 

received for the next month. 

Send all contributions to the Editor. Ser- 
vice Wrinkles. c o RADIO- CRAFT, 98 Park 
Place. New York City. 

their hair drying equipment, especially 
such shops as have radio receivers. 

IMPROVING THE A. K. 35 
By Theodore R. Sayre 

OLD battery receivers are characterized 
by a deplorable lack of good tone 

quality. To correct this state of affairs, 
the writer worked up the audio amplifier 
illustrated in Fig. 2. An excellent "mod- 
ernizing" job can be done by applying 
this circuit to Atwater Kent No. 35 re- 
ceivers Wi h greatly improved quality and 
volume resulting therefrom. 

Inciden ally, the sensitivity will be in- 
creased to a considerable 
extent. In addition, this unit 
makes an excellent D.C. 
phonograph amplifier since 
the type '22 tube gives con- 
siderable voltage gain. 

DOUBLE CIRCUIT JACK VOL. CONTROL AND 
FOR PHONO. PICKUP PICKUP TRANSFORMER 

t ,PLUG 

TO R.F. 

AC B- A+ 
GAM. 

+'r .. \ÌICKUP 
.`i'., 

.01-MF. .Ot-MF '71141 3MF. 
'22 OR '45 

L. N 
33 
] 

IMINWIMIEff 

Ó 

B+ C- B+ B+ C- 
DET. 3V. 37.1v. 135V. PWR. 

ì 

I 
OUTPUT 

CO 

A. F. 

OUTPUT 
CHOKE 

B+ 
PWR. 

Fig. 2. Circuit of the revised A.K. "35 ". 
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THE "B" UNIT'S FIELD SUPPLY 
By A. Israel 

Qi'ITE a few people have 
bought 110 -volt D.C. dy- 

namic speakers but have 
failed to get good results be- 
cause the field -coil did not 
receive enough current when 
connected to their radio re- 
ceiver as one of the filter 
choke- coils; also, there are 
many 110 -volt A.C. dynamic 

HOOK FIELD OF 
SPEAKER TO THESE. 

TWO POINTS 

x/P-r 
CH.2 i CH.t 

FROM 
RECTIFIER 

Fig. 3 
Mr. Israel's "field supply." 

reproducers collecting cobwebs simply be- 

cause something is wrong with the rec- 

tifier system. 
However, by connecting a standard 

"B" eliminator, as shown in Fig. 3. con- 
siderable direct current will be available 
for operating field coils. 

The reproducer field -coil is to be con- 
nected, as shown by the dotted lines, in 
place of choke CI-12. The current through 
the coil may be regulated by connecting 
a variable resistor from "B" plus to "B" 
minus. This unit is indicated as R, its 
value being variable between the limits 
of about 0 and 25,000 ohms. This re- 
sistor is preferably of the compression 
type, so that its current carrying capacity 
will increase as its resistance is lowered. 

To prevent the current drain exceeding 
the rated output of the tube used as a 
rectifier, it, is advisable to connect a mil - 
liammeter in series with the circuit. as 
indicated at MA. 

A.C. RADIOLAS ON D.C. 
By Robert C. Barton 

MANY Service Men seem reticent about 
attempting to convert 110 -V. A.C. 

receivers to operation on D.C. supply lines 
of practically the same potential. While, 
in general, it is not advisable to attempt 
to rewire most sets, many models are 
readily adaptable to such changes, the 
modified receiver giving very satisfactory 
performance, even though the maximum 
value of the high- voltage supply cannot 
exceed the line potential which, ordin- 
arily, is about 120 volts. 

Past issues of RAnlo -CiArr magazine 
have contained detailed data concerning 

110 

'24 '27 '24 '27 '24 '24 
20 IÉLG 115 OSC. R.F. 2+P. 22 1n. 

COIL ` 45 45 
OCT. OCT. I.F. S.F. 

V6 vs v4 
1.5 OHMS- 4 v7 vz vs 

v-6 OMM5 

57 OHMS 
DIAL LIGHT., 

V7 VII - 
.-MANM 

20 
} 

OHMS 

12DY1 Z 1 
2MF 

D.C. rOMER 
NE 

CH 3 MF. 

PLATE ANO GRID 
SUPPLY TO ALL TUBES; 
EXCEPT BIAS TO 451 

WHICH IS C' 
BATTERY% 

Fig. 5. Detall of the filament connections. 
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Fig. 4. 
Modified diagram of an RCA 9 -tube superheterodyne, now capable of operating with but 8 tubes from a D.C. line. 

the change -over of relatively simple sets 
such as the Freshman "Masterpiece," 
certain Atwater Kent models, and one or 
two other makes of similar type; how- 

ever, there has been no attempt to de- 

scribe the changes to be made in, for 
example, a complicated receiver such as 
the RCA -Victor "80" Superheterodyne 
chassis. (See Data Sheet No. 29, in the 
November, 1930 issue of RADIo- CRAFT; see 
also Data Sheet No. 44 in the June issue. 
Technical Editor.) 

Of course, such seta may be operated 
from a D.C. line supply by means of a 
rotary converter, motor -generator, rotary 
interrupter and transformer, or a vibrat- 
ing type of interrupter and transformer, 
(the transformer in the latter two ar- 
rangements takes care of the reduction 
in voltage incident to the use of circuit - 
interrupters; this point has been dis- 
cussed in past issues of this magazine). 

However, where space or cost are im- 
portant factors, the solution is to convert 
the circuit. In Fig. 4 is shown the dia- 
gram of the RCA -Victor (etc.) 9 -tube 
superheterodyne modified as an 8 -tube set 
for operation directly from the D.C. light 
lines. Note the convenience with which 
the cathode -heater type tubes in the 
original receiver lend themselves to this 
circuit change; as shown in more detail 
in Fig. 5, the filaments are to be con- 
nected in series. 

All grounds are to the chassis only. A 

ground connection for the set is auto- 
matically obtained through connection to 
one side of the light line. Particular 
attention should be given to antenna 
condenser C, since this unit may be called 
upon to function as a protective device 
against "burn -out" of the primary coil 
L1, in the event that the antenna should 
accidentally become grounded. 

In Fig. 6 are shown the changes neces- 
sary to convert the Radiola Model R7 for 
110 V., D.C. operation. This is their 

"Superhette" design; at the same time, 
this chassis will be found in other makes 
of receivers, for instance Graybar, West- 
inghouse, and General Electric, as de- 
scribed in the descriptive sheet which 
covers this circuit, Data Sheet No. 47, 
in the August, 1931 issue of RADIo-CRAFT. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 particularly 
concerns the power -pack, while the method 
of connecting the remainder of the set 
will be apparent by reference to the previ- 
ous circuit dealing with the "80 "; and 
the comments concerning that set will 
apply in connection with the "R7.' 

Particular attention should be paid to 
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Fig. 6. 
Conversion of the R7 receiver. 

the selection of resistor of correct ohm- 
age, and sufficient current carrying capa- 
city for the particular position in which 
each one is intended to be operated. 

Note that in Fig. 4 resistor R has been 
added to the circuit. In Fig. 5 at X, is 
indicated an optional position for the 
field -coil of the dynamic reproducer; the 
result is greatly improved quality of re- 
production. If this circuit is used it will 
be necessary to rewind the field coil to a 
resistance of 20 ohms, with a wire suffi- 
ciently heavy to pass about 1% ampere. 
The main limiting resistor must then be 
reduced from 57 to 37 ohms. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1932 

TESTING PENTODES ON THE 
READRITE "245 A" 
By Alphonso Moody 

SERVICE MEN, who use a Readrite 
model "245 A" set tester, need not 

worry about the testing of the new '47 
pentode tube, as all necessary tests can 
be made in the following manner: 

Remove the tube from the socket of the 
set and place it in the five -hole socket of 
tester. Place the plug end of the cable 
in the vacant socket. Read the filament 
voltage on the 10 -volt scale of the A.C. 
meter and the plate current on the 0 -100 
scale of the milliammeter. 

To read plate voltage, place one end of 
the black test lead in the B -jack of the 
tester, and one end of red test lead in the 
"300" jack. Touch the free end of the 
red test lead to the positive milliammeter 
jack and the free end of the black test 
lead to the + jack. Read on the 0 -300 
scale of the D.C. voltmeter. 

Control -grid voltage may be read with 
the red test lead in the "68" jack and the 
free end touched to the + jack instead of 
to the K jack; the free' end of the black 
lead going from the B -jack to the grid 
jack. 

Prospective Customer. "What will you allow me 
for my old Whatzis Sloppyheterodyne?" 
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A 
METERLESS 
TUBE -CHECKER ADAPTER 

By VINTON K. ULRICH 

THE Service Man who has a good 
analyzer with several meters does 
not desire to buy or build a tube 
checker unless he can make use of 

these meters. Of course, if he has a large 
business the cost of extra meters does 
not matter, but many Service Men find 
it hard to scrape up a few dollars! 

The adapter which is illustrated in 
Figs. A and B makes use of any of the 
ordinary set analyzers -plugs into the 
socket of the adapter as would be done 
when taking readings from a radio re- 
ceiver. 

The diagram Fig. 1. is practically self - 
explanatory. A transformer PT of special 
design supplies the various filament volt- 
ages along with -3V. for grid -bias change 
(to obtain a shift in plate reading), 10 V. 
for the fifth element of the R.F. pentode, 
70 V. for the screen of screen -grid tubes, 
and 125 volts for plate supply. 

The writer's transformer consists of a 
shell -type core with a cross- section area 
of approximately one square inch; the 
90 volt primary is wound with No. 24 
enamel- covered wire; the high -potential 
secondary, No. 26 enamel; and the fila- 
ment secondary, No. 18 D.C.C. The num- 
ber of turns of wire per volt is five. The 
constructor who wishes more complete 
information on transformer design is re- 
ferred to the article. "The Design of 
Power Transformers," by C. W. Palmer, 
in the September, 1931 issue of Remo- 
CRAFT. 

The large switch is a 10- point tap switch 
either single or double pole; the latter, 
with sections connected in parallel is pref- 
erable as it can more easily carry the 
high filament currents. Switch SW1 is 
used to give a shift of three volts in bias; 
a method which seems to be better than} 
the use of a series "drop" resistor. 
Whether switch SW2 is necessary depends 
upon the provisions made in the analyzer 
for the screen -grid type tubes. Its pur- 
pose in the S.G. position is merely to 
put a bias of +70 V. on the G terminal 
of the tube, and to connect the control - 
grid cap of the tube to Switch SW1; in 
the Normal position, the regular grid con- 
nection to the grid terminal of the tube 
is obtained. The constructor can easily 
determine whether his analyzer has pro- 
visions for performing this duty and thus 
can adapt or omit SW2 accordingly. 

Switch SW3 in the Normal position con- 
nects the cathode to the center -tap of the 
filament secondary through resistor R. 

Fig. A 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 1 
Schematic circuit of the adapter. 
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Fig. 2 
Switching system for testing '80 tubes. 

and also to the zero -potential tap of the 
transformer. The pentode position puts 
a bias of +125 V. on the cathode when 
testing '47 and '33 type pentodes. If 
this switch is in the pentode position with 
o heater -type tube in the socket, the tube 
bill be ruined, for its cathode is not in- 
sulated for 125 V. 

Resistor Rl adjusts the line potential 
to 90 V. for the primary of the trans- 
former; since this may be the line voltage 
in some places. Read the filament voltage 
from the analyzer meter; if it does not 
correspond with the adjustment of the 
voltage selector switch, adjust Rl. 

Resistor R2 protects the plate milliam- 
meter in case of shorted elements. 

To use this adapter proceed the sanie 
as though you were analyzing a radio set. 
Take the plate reading with SW1 at Nor- 
mal and then at Grid Test position; then 
subtract the readings to get the "change" 
(indication of mutual conductance). The 
meter readings may be calibrated from 
tubes known to be good. 

Outside of the '80, all types of tubes 
commonly used can be tested without 
adapters. 

The make of parts and their method 
of mounting are left to the constructor, 
as individual problems will arise. 

The author built his unit as shown in 
Fig. A, without a 15 V. filament tap (be- 
cause he did not have a 10 point switch; 
nor any immediate need for this voltage). 

Resistor Rl must have at least 25- watts 
rating, wire wound, and with a resistance 
range of zero to several thousand ohms. 
(In spite of the fact that the writer used 
a compression -type unit as illustrated in 
Fig. B.) 

Switches of the push -button type, be- 
cause of their factor of safety, are recom- 
mended. 

To test a "6.3 V." pentode throw SW2 
to the S.G. position; which puts a poten- 
tial of +70 V. on the suppressor grid and 
125 V. on the plate. 

If the analyzer with which this adapter 
is to be used indicates current in the grid 
lead, it is possible to test the second plate 
of an '80 by incorporating a D.P.D.T. 
switch to put the plate potential on the 
grid prong instead of the plate; tisis will 
be made clear by reference to Fig. 2. 

This diminutive device requires a panel 
measuring only about 4 ins. square. 

(Continued on page 60) 
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THE ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS 

OPERATING NOTES 

GROUP of some twenty Service 
Men seriously attempted the de- 
termination of exactly what in- 
formation was most necessary 

and vital in the servicing of commercially 
manufactured receivers. After some dis- 
cussion and debate, and a number of ac- 
tual tests, it was unanimously decided 
that with the schematic diagram and a 
socket voltage analysis chart, any receiver 
cot4ld be epicenhly serviced by the average 
radio Service Man, discounting any en- 
counter with unusual problems. 

Previous "Operating Notes" by this 
writer have dealt with these unusual 
problems that from time to time confront 
the repairman, retarding his work and 
yet, producing much satisfaction, when 
solved. The following is an account of 
several "tough" assignments. 

Radiola 67 

Recently, a Radiola 67 radio -phono com- 
bination was the source of much annoy- 
ance and discouragement. The complaint 
was, "fading." After the set had been 
operating for some time, reception would 
slowly die out. When the automatic vol- 
ume control (type '27) tube was removed, 
reception was obtained, although without 
the automatic volume feature. This pe- 
culiar condition would occur at different 
intervals. The chassis was removed from 
the cabinet, along with the visual tuning 
meter, phono -radio transfer switch, and 
manual volume control. For over four 
hours, the fading did not take place, with 
the A.V.C. tube in the circuit. The chas- 
sis was re- installed in the cabinet and 
the fading condition again started! 

The entire outfit, pack, speaker and all, 
was carted back to the repair shop, where 
it was on life -test for several days with- 

By BERTRAM M. FREED 

out a single flaw in its operation. 1('hen 
back in the cabinet, again the fading! 

A thorough socket analysis was then 
made. This time, grid voltages on the 
R.F. and I.F. type '27 tubes were meas- 
ured and it was found that after the re- 
ceiver had faded, and with the A.V.C. 
tube in the circuit, the grid voltage on 
the I.F. amplifiers had, instead of the 
normal potential of 9 volts, about 90 
volts; at last, some real symptoms had 
been discovered. The schematic for the 
receiver was carefully studied and it. was 
found that the grid return leads of the 
I.F. transformers (I.F. stages) were in 
the A.V.C. circuits- (The complete dia- 
gram appears on page 258 of the Oi'rtclwt. 
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL., Vol. 1.) 

An effort was made to determine the 
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Fig. 1 
Detail of Radiola 67 power unit. 

conditions under which the A.V.C. tube 
would deliver such a high bias. It was 
reasoned that such a condition would re- 
sult if the grid of the A.V.C. tube was not 
receiving grid voltage. The 1. megohm 
carbon resistor was checked with a high - 
range ohmmeter and found to be in good 
shape. This circuit was checked back 
with the same instrument through the col- 
ored cable to the transfer switch. Close 
examination of this unit disclosed that 
upon the slightest pressure on the switch, 
the blade to which the grid- return lead 
of the A.V.C. tube was connected failed 
to make contact to the blade connected 
to the manual volume control. The 
weight of the heavy cable connected to 
the switch was enough to open this cir- 
cuit, resulting in all the trouble. Fig. 1 
gives a skeleton illustration of connec- 
tions and voltage distribution. 

Brunswick 17's and 24's 

The Brunswick 17, 24, and 25, super- 
heterodyne furnished interesting material 
on two occasions. The trouble in one 
instance was lack of volume control. Al- 
though this complaint is not uncommon 
with this receiver (cathode -heater leak- 
age in R.F. and I.F. tubes, and the 
speaker terminal shield shorting to one 
or more terminals, causing the same con- 
dition in other receivers of this model), 
much time was spent in its elimination. 

All the resistors and bypass condensers 
in the grid- return circuits of the R.F. 
and I.F. stages were checked and found 
perfect. The condensers, namely the .02- 
tttf., in the R.F. and first -detector return 
circuits were given a most careful check, 
for on a previous call, leakage was found 
present in the first -detector condenser, 

(Continued on page 46) 
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t of the Philco Model 70 receiver. Values of the parts are shown on the diagram. 
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THE SERVICE MAN'S FORUM 
Where His Findings May Benefit Other Radio Technicians 

REVERSED AERIAL CONNECTION 
Editor, RAOIo -Csv i 

We all llave noticed, at certain times. 
an increase in signal strength when the 
antenna and ground wires were connected 
to a radio in a reversed manner, as sug- 
gested in a letter by "Radio Louie" from 
Needles, Calif., published in RAnlo- CaAr-r 
For May. 

In some of the smaller towns, especially 
where the power plant is small, the trans- 
formers, which step the voltage from 2200 
down to 110 volts, are few and far be- 
tween. In larger towns it is different; 
there are one or more transformers to 
a block. In the former instance, all 
homes fed from the transformers, will 
pick up more signal from the lines (they 
really ore an aerial), due to the lines 
being longer. 

There is enough capacity between the 
primary and secondary windings of the 
power transformer in the radio set to by- 
pass this signal to ground. 

When the radio is connected as in 
"B" of Fig. 1 (this being the correct 
way), the signal from the line is bypassed 
directly to ground, but it must pass 
through the primary of input R.F. trans- 
former to get to ground. 

In some sets when the antenna and 
ground are reversed, the different circuits 
are not grounded directly, causing an un- 
balanced condition, bringing the set 
nearer the oscillating point, or perhaps 
causing it to oscillate which also gives 
us the effect of a greater signal pickup. 

Your backyard antenna has not a very 
good pickup when compared to the A.C. 
lines, which sometimes cover an area of 
% mile or more, in some of the smaller 
towns. 

Line disturbances are picked up more 
readily when the radio is connected up 
in the way suggested. Battery sets do not 
experience this trouble, because they have 
no connection to the line in any way. 

C. A. Gonurrs, 
Wilkes Barre. Pa. 

ONE ON US 
Editor, RA»ro-CItAFT: 

I note in a current issue of RADIO - 
CaAFT -that is, May, 1932 -that a Mr. 
Hryzink has been awarded 
a $10.00 prize for a Short 
Cut in Radio Service in- 
volving the use of a sepa- 
rate '27 tube as an auto- 
matic volume control in a 
screen -grid receiver. 

Will you kindly refer to 
my article on automatic 
volume controls in the No- 
vember, 1930 issue of 
RADIO-CRAFT. In Fig. 3 you 
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Fig. 1 
At A, the signal flows directly to ground: at 
B, the signal (induced from the power line 
flows through the primary of the R.F. trans- 
former to ground. If the power line is a better 
aerial than the regular aerial, then louder 
results will be obtained with reversed antenna 

connections. 

will find information on such a unit iden- 
tical with that given by Mr. Hryzink. 
Flow come? -and if so -What of it? 

I take pride in the fact that some of 
the information in my articles may have 
been helpful to the Service Man in his 
daily routine -but think that he is laying 
it on a bit strong when he uses the sanie 
stuff for contest purposes. Admittedly the 
subject matter in my story does not con- 
form with that of Mr. Hryzink -yet you 
will note that I was attempting to gen- 
eralize on A.V.C. systems without special- 
izing on one particular unit. Also it is 

possible -I am certain today -that the 
material was not original with me. I 
think that Mr. Hryzink should at the 
very least donate a substantial portion of 
his prize to the relief of indigent and 
broken -down Service Men - particularly 
those who have not had the advantage of 
a collection of back numbers of RADIO - 
CRAFT. 

C. H. W. N. soN, 
New York City. 

WHO KILLED COCK ROBIN? 
Editor. 1t.un u -C N A I I: 

In the May issue of RADIo-CiAr-T an 
article headed "An Automatic Volume 
Control for Screen -Grid Tubes," by Wm. 
Hryzink, drew first prize of $10.00, it being 
considered the best service wrinkle for 
the month. 

I make a motion to llave Mr. Hryzink 
forward that prize check to A. A. Ghir- 
ardi, who should be credited for the ar- 
ticle; 98,; of it was copied word for word 
from pages 561 and 562 of his RADIO 
PHYSICS Coyest :, 2nd edition. 

C. A. GoulTus, 
Wilkes Barre, Pa. 

MORE OF A. K. 
!:'ditor. RAnlo- CRAFT : 

Having read many of the arguments 
regarding cooperation given the profes- 
sional Service Man by some of the big 
manufacturers of sets, and having had a 
wealth of experience along these lines 
myself, I beg to get this off my chest: 

Having read with interest the per- 
fectly lovely letter of Mr. L. A. Charbon- 
nier, Service Manager of the Atwater Kent 
outfit, in February RADIO-CRAFT, (and it 
read something like Mr. Stimson's notes) 
I said, "just to see I'll give it a trial "; 
like the old nian who bought the dead 
horse, I did not look for much. After 
writing Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. stating 
that I had several years experience and 
three or four years servicing their set for 
their dealers, I meekly and humbly asked 
might I be favored with one of their 
"Holy( ?) Bibles." In the course of hu- 
man events I was the recipient of a very 
nice letter explaining their policy of han- 

dling such requests; 
THE Official Radio 

Service Mens Asso- 
ciation, sponsored by 
RADIO- CRAFT, invites all 
Service Men who are not 
members of the Organi- 
zation to write for an 
application blank. It is 
the official service or- 
ganization of this maga- 

zinc and is maintained 
solely for the interests 
of Service Men. Mem- 
bership cards are issued 
upon passing a written 
examination which is 
forwarded by mail. 
Write for yours today. 
The O. R. S. M. A., 98 
Park Place, N. Y. 

namely, transmitting them 
to their distributor, who in 
turn would investigate my 
qualifications, and ask the 
local dealer could I have 
one of the treasure books. 
The distributor in this 
case knew nee personally, 
knew I had serviced sets 
for their dealer, and in a 
(Continued on page 54) 
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HOW TO MAKE AND CALIBRATE 

A SIMPLE SERVICE 
OSCILLATOR 
By C. H. W. NASON 

GLANCE through preceding issues 
of RADIO -CRAFT will show that, for 
the correct alignment of the su- 
perheterodyne receiver circuits, 

it is essential that we have modulated test 
oscillators to cover the intermediate fre- 
quency range from 100 to 200 kc. as well 
as to cover the broadcast band. 

I say "modulated oscillators" advisedly, 
because of the fact that the modulated os- 
cillator will work with any type of output 
meter and will give an indication of the 
over -all sensitivity of a receiver from an- 
tenna to loudspeaker, whereas with an 
unmodulated signal we are limited to the 
use of a resonance indicator in the plate 
circuit of the detector tube such as has 
been previously described in these col- 
umns. 

Calibrating by Zero Beat 

An oscillator such as is shown in Fig. 1 

and operating in the broadcast band may 
easily be calibrated by allowing it to inter- 
fere with an incoming broadcast signal 
of known frequency. This is done by the 
so- called "zero beat" method. Tune in a 
broadcaster of the highest rank. one whose 
frequency is beyond suspicion of inac- 
curacy, then slowly move the oscillator 
dial (the oscillator being loosely coupled 
to the antenna) until a heterodyne whistle 
is heard. As the frequency of the oscil- 
lator approaches that of the incoming 
signal, the pitch of the whistle will be 
reduced until it disappears; this is the 
zero -beat point and the frequency of the 
signal and that of the oscillator are irbn- 
ticn( when this condition obtains. You 
may prepare a graph of the oscillator 
dial- settings for various frequencies con- 
necting the points observed with a line 
which will permit your reading directly 
front the curve the frequency of any in- 
termediate dial setting. 

Harmonic Production 

The oscillator is now calibrated over 
the broadcast band with a fair degree of 
accuracy; but we have no such check with 
which to calibrate the intcraledial, range. 

Any generator operating in a non- linear 
fashion generates harmonics of its natural 
frequency, that is to say that the ouput 
will contain spurious signals which are 
exact multiples in frequency of the fun- 
damental. To show this, it is only neces- 

sary to consider a 1000 -cycle source Fl. 
rich in harmonics F2, F3, F4, F5, which 
will have frequencies as follows: 

Fl F2 F3 F4 F 5 

1000 cy. 2000 cy. 3000 cy. 4000 cy. 5000 cy. 
1500 cy. 3000 cy. 4500 cy. 6000 cy. 7500 cy. 

With the procedure thus clarified, it is 
easy to see that the harmonics are separ- 
ated one from the other by a frequency 
equal to the fundamental. Consequently. 
taking several of the frequencies lying in 
the range of the intermediate frequency 
oscillator, and working backward, we find 
that a tabulation as above will give us a 
clue as to a means of calibration. 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 

(Fun.) (2211d II.) (3rd IL) ((Mil) (511111.1 

100 kc. 200 ka 300 kc. 400 kc. 500 kc. 600 kc. 
120 kc. 240 kc. 300 kc. 450 kc. G00 kc. 720 kc. 

150 kc. 300 kc. 450 kc. GOO kc. 750 kc. 900 kc. 
]75 kc. 350 kc. 525 kc. 700 kc. 875 kc. 105o kc. 
200 kc. 400 ke. 600 ke. 800 kc. 1000 ke. 1200 kc. 

It is readily seen that certain funda- 
mental frequencies have harmonics lying 
in the broadcast band. 

If the oscillator is coupled to the an- 
tenna of a calibrated receiver, the cali- 
bration of which has been checked against 
broadcast signals of known frequencies, 
it should be a simple matter to pickup on 
the receiver and identify the various har- 
monics of the frequency to which the os- 
cillator is tuned. 

It is not sufficient to identify a single 
harmonic, as it will be seen front the 
tabulated data that 600 kc. (for example) 
may be either the 6th harmonic of 100 
kc. the 5th harmonic of 120 kc., the 4th 
harmonic of 150 kc. or the 3rd harmonic 
of 200 kc. Thus it may be seen that at 
least two harmonics must be received and 
identified before we may reach a logical 
conclusion as to the frequency of the 
fundamental. 

(For this reason, the entire broadcast 
band should be scanned for signals and 
those received logged before any attempt 
is made to guess the frequency of the 
fundamental.) 

Suppose that with the oscillator con- 
denser nearly closed (near 100 kc.) we 
find that harmonics are picked up at 575, 
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Fig. 1 

Schematic circuit of the oscillator. 
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Details of the dummy antenna. 

690, 805, 920, 1035 and 1150 kc.; we may 
conclude, since these readings are sepa- 
rated one from the other by 115 kc., that 
the fundamental frequency is 115 kc. and 
that we have received the 5th, 6th, 7th, 
8th, 9th and 10th harmonics. (It should 
be remembered that the higher order har- 
monics are likely to be very weak and 
it is only possible to receive them with 
the receiver at full sensitivity, -that is, 
with the output of the oscillator at a maxi- 
mum and the volume control turned full 
on.) 

The remaining points on the oscillator 
dial necessary to a complete calibration 
of the instrument over the desired band 
may be obtained in the same manner. 

The use of a straight -line -frequency 
tuning condenser will help matters in this 
respect as it will be found that the points 
observed lie in a substantially straight 
lice over the greater portion of the range 
and very few points will be necessary to a 
complete calibration. 

Construction Details 
It will be seen that the oscillator 

( which, with its batteries, should be to- 
tally shielded) employs the familiar Hart- 
ley circuit using a single tapped coil 
which simplifies the procedure in chang- 
ing ranges. The coil employed for the 
low- frequency range is a standard Pacent 
duo -lateral coil having a few turns re- 
moved t.o adjust its inductance to the 
correct value. For the purpose of shift- 
ing the frequency range of the device a 
simple three -pole double- throw switch is 
provided. This switch may be of any type 
but is preferably one having but slight 
capacitance between its elements. 

(Continued on page 60) 
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69 Radio Service Data Sheet 

CLARION "REPLACEMENT" CHASSIS, MODEL AC -I60 A.V.C. SUPERHETERODYNE 
(Push -Pull Pentodes, Variable -Mu Tubes, Tone Control and A.V.C.) 

of the estimated IT million radio 
now in use in the l'nited States, th.. chas- 
sew of approximately 11 million are now 
obsolete. rime to the rapid advance in re- 
ceiver design. .1t the same time. the cabi- 
nets in which these chasses nor housed lue 
just as mach in vogue as the day they were 
bought : and they still represent m cousider- 
abl, portion Of the rust of the ensemble. 

'ro offset this discrepancy. n western man - 
tafietarer has brought out a 10 -tube super- 
heterodyne receiver chassis. ronlpiete in 

every respect. and mndcrn in design. which 
is to be used as "replacement" for the 
older set models. The diagram of this re- 
ceiver. the model .1l' -100, Is shown. '1'íu 
chassis Is available without tubes. 

The electrical values of the components 
are as follows: Resistor ltI. volume con- 
trol, 1.130 ohms: It2. tone control. 0.1- lueg.; 
113. S.000 "Inns; 114. 0.1- 111eg.: 145, =.0011 
ohms ; 1111. 409 ohms; ItT. o.. -meg.: Its. 
40.900 ohms: Ito. 11 12. 10,000 ohms: 1t10. 
::0.000 ohms: Ito 1. i,.2- "leg.: Rent.: :um ohms: 
1t14. 7(111 ohms: III 5. 173 aluns: Ron. 2.9011 
ohms: 1t17. 4. ::sr ohms: Ills, 5.x00 ohms: 
Itlp. 1t20. Lana ohm.. 

('ondeuser- 1'I. t 1':;.:Úe tutting units; 
C4. Cis. .nouent.: t'7. 0r2 -tuf.: CO. 
('12, ('14. C21, 1'25. o.1 -nlf.: l'S. 11.7 -mL: 
(91, l'10, í'S2. .o. -mL; C11. .1111011.5 -uhf.; 
Cl::, .01-Inf.: C10. 1°28. 8 mf.: í'l0, l'20, 
11. :t5-tuf. ; C24. 1. nlf. 

()iterating voltage and current character- 
istics are taken with the voluble control set 
"full on." and the "supersensitive" switch 
turned "to right." 

Filament potential. VI, \"2. 1 "4, C9. 2 
volts: \'::, \:5, \"0. 2.1 volt.: VT. V$, 
volts: \"10. 49 cults. Plate potential. VI. 
C4. 111 volts: \"2. Ito volts: \: :. II volts: 
1'.i. 102 volts: \'n. 2so volts: V7. \'s, 57.0 
volts: 1"9. 13 colt.: \'I", zero. Control - 
grid potential. V1, V4. 0. -cult : \2. 5.7 
volts: V: :. \ :,. \-lo, zero: 1r. s colt.: VT. 
\'s. 10.G volts: V9. 20 volts. Cathode po- 
tential, VI. Vt. : volts: \'2. 0 volts: Nunn. 

1:5, VT. Cs, VIO. zero: \"li. 13 cults: V9. 
4:i volts. Screen -grid potrutiah \ "I. 1.4. 
7: cults; \'2. TU volts: V:;. V., vo. V0. 
V10. zero: VT. VS. 255 rolls. Plate cur- 
rent, VI, 3 ma.: V2. 1.2 ma.: V::. 9.5 at.: 
V4, 2,5 nia.: V5. 11.5 -Iola.: Vii. 5 ma.: 
VT, VS. 27 nia.: V9, zero ; VIO, 47 tua. 
plete in its action. even ou very strong sig- 

Do not connect the ground wire to the 
"Ant." post unless a fixed condenser is con- 
nected in series, to prevent n burnout of 
the antenna coil in the event that a ground 
may have occurred in the power transf "-mer. 

A good ground is ¡an port ant to sa ti fan- 

L1 !..CI 51 
L2 

I DET 
C2 SI 

tor, op,- l'ati, ll; -.'Ie.'ll,it\ nail ri ,'col is sta- 
bility d.l.nd :pun :hi- ,.. :'id.ratiun. The 
ground connection i. eo:ceni,uI ly tested by 
grounding one side of n 1111 -volt lamp, not - 
ing the brilliamv when each side of the 
light -line is cinuected to the remaining 
land of the lamp: a dim light indict1Jes n 
poor radio _round. . \u rnl ire :Ibs,uct of 
li_hl in Ihi, t,.I :,Mall' iudic:U,S a lark 
of ground al the I: :Itil power transformer: 
in this case the local power c"ugl :sly should 
be notified. 

Switch SW.2 should not be thrown to 
the "l'hono." position aimless a pickup is to 
the cheat : otherwise, noise and fluttering 
will result, 

Poor sensitivity tang be due to tills-align- 
ment of the toning conietisers. but the trite- 
incr., of these units should not be adjusted 
.. npt "N t lust resod. 

Since this receiver has automatic volume 
t-o1111,I. poor lone quality will result if the 
set is adjusted slightly off-tune. Therefore, 
It is i'i,'.nuuend.d Iba t the valuate first be 
reduced to low audibility. the set tuned for 
a point mid-way Iletweca the two extreme 
dial points of reception. and then Nu vol- 
unto. Il rutglit up to normal. 

Another ntethnd of checking tone quality 
at this point is to substitute for the iogtilar 
antenna. a Very short piece of wire. so that 
I Io' olani, rolitrol nnist hl adjusted to the 
"full on" position. when the .1.\".t'. feature 
no longer holds. toning being -peaked." as 
ial ton ordinary lyp,s 11 sets. 

.\ poor type '27 Inb, used as the serond- 
detertor 1:5. or . 1.V.4.. C9, will result in 
poor up,ration. Note that ttbrs unsuited 
to use in these positions may lest "okay.. 
on a tithe checker. 

In "noisy" loca lit i,s it nay be well to 
shout the power line i n filter SS-stem of 
the nwlnl IFp, ncu 0.1 -tnf. fixed (undens- 
ers, eotuectd in series, the two free ends 
connecting to tiie two line -leads, and the 
renl,r -lap being grounded. 

Due to the high a:dto gain of this re- 
enter . special precnnt ions ill the design 
were taken to eliminate huts beyond the 
noruaI. slight sl'gr., existing in practically 
all sets. I'on..,l",atl y. should a complaint 
of ham arise. ntI''r ellumina1111g the usti,,( 
passible valises nh,.rL the position of . \.F. 
Irntsformer '1'1. The :Ingle of Its mnunling 
brntkel has been carefully calculated to eli- 
minate hum and if for any reason '1'I must 
be replaced, be Sure to r,ta ill t Ile bracket 
and see Ihat it is not accidentally twisted 
out of its original angle. 

The tutting condenser 11,1rest the front- 
panel is CI. followed by l'2. and t'::. in this 

2SC 11 I C3 L3 IFTI ;FI 
31 

I sti / i - D o R5 3F Itiá((tttttl<t , Re C Ie 

TRIG 
RIS 

Plót 
C25 

all 

I FT 2 
CET 2 

27 

order,: the irinum for each of these cir- 
cuits is lors led on top of the re.pecl ive 
tuning unit. Padding condenser el.\ is lo- 
cated ou the front skirt of the chassis. 
alongside nuit Ito- S\\".2. Trimmers of the 
I F". rirrnits are loated on the lets -hand 
side of th. respectl%e l.l transformer.. the 
top adiustiu_ screw of tole two being the 
grid -circuit tuning control: I.'. transformer 
1.Ie.'l'. 1 is the one no:lnst the front -panel. 

l'eanes't the 173 k., ver vi rr ,.eiliator to 
the t001.01 -grid rap of \'2, and to ground. 
Im not remove any of the tubes from the 
uekets: also, it is unner...Nry lu dlse"nnert 

the control -grid cap connection from 1'2. 
.\fter adjusting th, 1.1'. circuit. connect 

a broadcast -frequency Nor%fee oscillator to 
the input posts of the radio set. and tune 
in its signal at 141111 kr. Now adjust the 
trimmers of el nul 1'1. respectively. for 
maximum output. 

To check the raIihration of the receiver. 
whether it is high or low. the trimmer in 
shunt tu C:: should be adjusted unt11 a 
cry'sta ,-rout col led station of known high 
frequency is brought in, Nt the. corer, dial 
..l n rlfi uI. with peaked Inning and nia stnlum 

0111111e. If the broadcast -frequency servir, 
oscillator is accurately calibrated, it night 
bo used in place of the broadcast station's 
signal which. however. is held within 
about 50 vi'les by' reason of the crystal - 
control. Ii, this adjustment n test fre- 
quenc of I491 k.' should be used. Note 
that at this frequency the setting of the 
trimmer of u':: sill I ecce.4191 ly critical. 

Now connes the problem ,d balancing the 
osrilhu or to the It. I'. and detector circuits 
so that perfect tract:biz will be obtained 
oser the entire Inning range. 

'l'une the ,sternal I. roadensl- fregmeur' 
test oscillator and the rt'.'iver both I: Ono 
k,'.. then slowly iuer,;s - 'or decrease I he 
rapacity of t' L\, nt toi same time continu- 
:lusty tuning bark and forth mrross the sig- 
nal with the receiver Inning condenser gang. 
'l'he output meter needle will uowc br SWIllg 
Pig imp and down to step with the %':u(ation 
in tuning. \\1Ú,9t 1114. pock of this swing: 
tug closely and read,ilt -t t4.\ until the swing- 
ing uei,lle reach's its highest peak. 

It., Hoe till r,reiy.r and broadcast-fre- 
quency service oscillator lo l ono kc, and 
re -cheek the trimmer of e:: to make sure 
that the adjustment of l4.1 has 1301 thrown 
the rerel'sr alt of roIIbraition. Should this 
have occurred. readjust the trimmer of C:: 
until the calibration is correct. and thon 
cheek on the trinttmr' of l'2 and ('1 to make 
sure that the Od.M,Inent of (4.1 has not 
ledueed the sensitivity. 
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Schematic circuit, Clarion "Replacement" Chassis, Model AC -160 A.V.C. Superheterodyne. Condenser C17 is .05 -mf. 
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Radio Service Data Sheet 70 

SPARTON MODEL 40 6 -TUBE T.R.F. AUTOMOTIVE RECEIVER 

(Lafoy -type Automatic Volume Control; Remote Tuning Control; Electro- Dynamic Reproducer) 

To maintain constant signal output, re- 
gardless of the Intensity of the incoming 
signal (within practical limits), to overcome 
the reduction in signal intensity which will 
occur in a given locality (due to metallic 
structures, ore deposits, etc.) It is necessary 
to Incorporate some form of volume control 
which will operate to vary the gain In the 
amplification of the receiver in proportion 
to the loss in carrier signal strength. Most 
automatic volume controls or A.V.C. circuits 
operate to vary the control -grid of the am- 
plifier tubes, in aceordaune with the .4.P. 
modulation of the station's carrier; the 
"Lafoy" system, however. varies the control - 
grid bias more nearly in accord with the 
Intensity variations of the station's carrier 
itself, the A.C.C., tube CO in the diagram, 
functioning more nearly us an ILA'. ampli- 
fier than as a detector. 

High amplification in this set is obtained 
through the use of a three -stage R.P. am- 
plifier incorporating screen -grid tubes of the 
"automotive " type, the output of this sec- 
tion feeding a screen -grid detector. The 
audio circuit e prises a single pentode. 
which is impedance- and resistance-capacity- 
coupled to the detector. 

The values of the components are as fol- 
lows: Condensers CI, C2, C3, C4, tuning 
units; C5. antenna compensator. CO. CS. 
CIO, 1'1.2, 0. 2 -mf. ; C'7.t, 0.:3 -ml ; 13, 0.2 -mf. 
C. 0.3 -mt ; C9,\, 0.8 -mL. It. O.! -nef., C, 0.3- 
mf. ; Cl I.\, 0.3-mf., C, 0,3 -mf. ; C13, C14, 
.00023 -mr. ; C15.í, 0.3 -mf., It, 0.2 -mf. ; C10, 
coupling condenser, .01 -lid.; 1'17, .005 -mf.; 
Cis, .01hmf. ; C19, 1. tuf. ; ('20, 0.1 -mf. 

Resistors Itl. It2, II5. 117, 211.000 ohms; 
113. 114. It1i, 5.000 ohms; Its, 30.000 ohms: 
119. manual volume eont rol, !í -meg.; 1110, 
!i-meg.; Itll, 100 ohms; 1112, 350 ohms. 

Correct methods for installing and serv- 
icing antennas and interference suppressors 
have been described iu past issues of It.tlo- 
t'a.t1-r. however, a little additional data 
is available. 

For the aerial in collapsible type tops. 
we recommend that the "false top" type 
Ile employed. '('his type of aerial is con- 
structed Mn the following manner: 

Fashion two pieces of drill cloth that are 
the s t color as the top material, as long 
as, nun' approximately six inches narrower 
than the root Ou one section, lay a piece 

A 

CS 

RfE S 

Rl 

! RF1'36 L2 

of light weight felt of the same dimensions, 
and then lay on top of the felt a piece of 
10 -mesh copper screen wire the same size 
On top of this wire, lay another piece of 
light weight felt and over this the second 
section of drill cloth, then sew the edges 
of the combination together. 

The top deck is removed from the roof 
bows and the aerial is placed On top of 
them. The top decking is then placed back 
over the aerial. 

Where it Is desired to let the top down, 
it is advisable to connect the aerial lead -in 
wire to the aerial at the rear. and let the 
shielding on this wire, extend only for a 
distance of about three feet fr the re- 
ceiver end. In such cases, the lead -in wire 
is run through the floor boards back of the 
sent underneath the car. up to the receiver. 

Note that in this receiver there are two 
fuses; one of them is of 1 -A. ratting. and 
is connecter( in the "It" battery jumper 
wire. while the other is a 5 A unit located 
In the receiving unit near the gr 1 Bind- 
ing post. 

Interference may he distinguished by the 
1: Generator noises (eliminated by by- 

passing the commutator) are tone fre- 
quencies quite different from the staccato 
tapping sound of high -tension spark inter- 
ference; high -tension interference Is a sharp, 

GROUND BATT. CASE 
TO FRAME OF YELLOW 

CAR 

Sketch of the battery box showing the location 
of the cable and the battery. 
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raspy sound and can Ile eliminated practic- 
ally 100 percent by means of spark suppres- 
sors (on the distributor and spark plugs) ; 

low-tension breaker point noise is not readily 
distinguished from high -tension interference, 
but will be the sound remaining after spark 
suppressors have been installed. Low -ten- 
sion breaker interference is difficult to elimi- 
nate. 'l'ry reversing the two primary leads 
to the coil; install a bypass condenser con- 
nected from the engine to the ammeter and 
switch lead. 

The operating voltage and current char- 
acteristics of this set are to be measured 
with a set analyzer equipped with a volt- 
meter of the 1.000-ohms-per-volt type; the 
manual volume control must be turned to 
the full on position, and with no signal 
reception. 

The filament potential of all tubes is 0 
volts, ('late potential, VI, \'2. \':3, \"5, 135 
volts; C4, 132 volts; \"0, zero. Control - 
grid, VI, \'2, V3, 1.5 volts; \"4, 10 volts; 
C5, CO, 1S volts. Screen -grid potential, 
\ -I, C2, V3. \'4, 07.5volts; \'S, 135 volts; 
ti, zero. ('late eurrenl \'1, V2, V3, 3 ma.; 

0.1 -ma. ; V5. S ma.; \"0, zero, 
The antenna compensating condenser CS 

is to be adjusted at the time the receiver 
is installed. Tune in a weak station be- 
tween 1200 and 1400 kc., turn the volume 
control full on, and then. using an insu- 
lated screwdriver, adjust t5 for maximum 
receiver output. Never adjust either the 
C5, or the remaining trimmers, with the 
cover removed. 

Circuit oscillation can be caused either 
by tunes or the receiver itself. Check the 
contact surfaces between the partitions and 
the rotor shaft, making sure that a good 
ground is obtained. Do not under may Con- 
ditions oil the shaft under the contacts. 
Make sure that the receiver chassis is well 
grounded. 

For lest results it is essential tbat the 
receiver unit be Incanted so that the remote 
control flexible -shaft runs direct (that is, 
without sharp bends). 

The battery circuit for this receiver is 
unusual, as Indicated in the diagram; an 
additional figure it Ilist ra tes the eonneltions. 

The ".\" battery consumption of this set 
Is about 2/ .1.; the "B" requirements, about 
20 ma. 
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Complete schematic circuit of the 
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Sparton model 40 receiver using the new Lafoy system of automatic volume control. 
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THE 
RADIO CRAFTSMAN'S 
PAGE 

A DX CLUB 

Editor, RADIO- CRAFT: 

Due to the fact that I'm one of the 
great "army" I let my subscription ex- 
pire. However, through some sort of 
good luck I always manage to get hold 
of each issue of RAmo -CRAFT and enjoy 
then greatly. I'm interested more or 
less in the DX side of radio and in four 
years have logged close to 900 stations 
on the broadcast channels. Sixteen coun- 
tries are represented in my log. There 
are many other DX'ers who have bigger 
and better logs than mine, but for four 
years "pleasure" I feel well satisfied. 

If there are any of your readers inter- 
ested in DX, I'd like to hear from them; 
more so if they feel like joining a good 
DX club! Full details of the above club 
will be sent to all inquirers. 

JOSEPH STOKES, 
7318 Woodlawn Ave., 

Swissvale Station, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

BIGGER AND BETTER 

COMPLAINTS 

Editor, RAmo -CRAFT: 

I wish to voice my opinion regarding 
two articles which have appeared in re- 
cent issues of RADIO-CRAFT: The first is 
regarding the electrolytic condenser rec- 
tifier experiment described by Mr. P. M. 
Jarowey in the December. 1931 issue of 
RAmo- CRAFT. It seems strange that the 
method of connection used by Mr. Jarowey 
is that which all electrolytic condenser 
manufacturers advise against. I would 
appreciate comments from Mr. Jarowey 
on this point. 

The second complaint that I have is 
with regard to the "B" eliminator on 
page 677 of the May, 1932 issue of RADIO- 
CRAFT. In my estimation. no bell -ringing 
transformer that I know of will light an 
'80 and besides present prices of power 
transformers make such a scheme ridicu- 
lous. I would also appreciate hearing 
from Mr. Schuldt, author of the above 
mentioned article, on this point. 

E. ARNOLD, 

42 W. Ford ham Rd., 
Bronx. N. Y. 

( Below, we print first the comment of 
Mi'. Jarowey, and then we hear from Mr. 
Schuldt, on the above mentioned points. - 
Editor.) 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
In the interest of those readers who do not 

like to mutilate this magazine, we have asked 
our advertisers not to place coupons in their 
advertisements. 

Instead of the usual coupons, you will find 
a number of convenient post cards inserted be- 
tween the last page and the back cover of 
this magazine. 

This new service will save you time and work. 
No need to cut coupons, fill in your name nor 
hunt for and address envelopes. Moreover, 
the space for your name on a coupon is usually 
so small that the advertiser is often not able 
to make out your writing and then you wonder 
why you do not get the literature sent for. 

Then, last but not least -the postage for a 

postal card is only lc whereas a letter costs 
2e and will soon perhaps cost 3c if Congress 
raises the first -class postal rate. 

Read the advertisements and then turn to the 
page containing the special postal cards. De- 
tach. fill out and mail the card of the adver- 
tiser whose literature or offers you want to have 
sent to you. 

Mail your card today! Show the advertisers 
that you appreciate their cooperation and 
thoughtfulness. 

MR. JAROWEY'S ANSWER 
Editor. liAm -Cam-T: 

I have at hand your letter with Mr. 
Arnold's objections, and wish to thank 
you for bringing it to my attention. 

Since the readers of RAmo- CIL \FT have 
shown such interest in the article from 
last December's issue I have answered a 
number of letters personally, 

I have conducted a number of tests for 
actual operation of the device and the re- 
sult is as follows: 

I picked first. a Silver -Marshall sepa- 
rately excited dynamic speaker that was 
designed for an '80 tube and a paper con- 
denser for rectifier and filter respectively. 
Under actual load, the voltmeter showed 
90 volts at the terminals with the recti- 
fier tube and condenser: the final ripple 
(120 -cycle hum) was 18 volts A.C., so 
there it is, a drop in voltage from 150 
volts D.C. at no load to 90 volts and 46 
ma. at full load, and considerable ripple 
voltage with it. 

I then took the same base and trans- 
former (with 250 ohms secondary resist- 
ance) and applied both plate terminals 
to the electrolytic condenser positive el ,e- 

The Bulletin Board for 
Our Experimental Readers 

trodes, and, as shown in original diagram. 
the result was as follows: No load volts. 
128; with dynamic speaker -field as load, 
99 volts was obtained and the final ripple 
as 3.15 volts A.C., (50 ma. flowing). The 
resultant hunt was barely perceptible to 
the ear. A pair of conventional condens- 
ers (electrolytic) were used. 

I have also wound a special trans- 
former for 165 volts on both sides of the 
center tap, and made a plate supply unit 
for a Freed- Eisemann model NR9 using 
5 -'01A and 1 -'71A tubes, with a pair of 
4 mf. electrolytic condensers, and as good 
reception was obtained as with any eli- 
minator of that voltage. 

If it is necessary, I can make a pho- 
tograph of the speaker excitation with all 
meters connected and under actual opera- 
tion at a few days notice. I do not intend 
to argue with manufacturers, for that is 
outside my interests but the fundamental 
principle has been scrutinized from every 
possible angle for errors and given every 
chance to prove itself, and that is what 
I am trying to defend. So there it is, 
this is not an empty pipe dream, but an 
actual reality. 

Thanking you once more, I will remain 

P. M. JAROWEY, 

815 Merchant St.. 
Ambridge, Pa. 

FROM MR. SCHULDT 

Editor. RAUio -CrAi t: 
Answering Mr. Arnold's opinion of my 

suggestion for an emergency "B" elimi- 
nator in the May issue of RAmo- CRAFT. 
the evidently overlooked the word "emer- 
gency." 

I happened to need some D.C. voltage to 
adjust a 150 V. D.C. meter, and did not 
have it available, neither did I have a 
power transformer, as the suggests. Here 
in Florida, we cannot stick our head out 
of the window and get anything we need. 
When we want something in radio parts. 
we wait until we can send for then, im- 
provise what we have, or go without them. 

He states he does not know of a bell - 
ringing transformer that will light an 
'80. I have one, a fifty watt unit, which 
will light one, and then sonic! But the 
rightly assumed that I meant the ordi- 
nary 25 -watt transformer which can be 
bought for around sixty cents. 

CIIAS. A.SCIICLDT, 
206 So. Franklin St., 

Tampa, Fla. 
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RADIO -CRAFT KINKS 
Practical Hints From Experimenters Private Laboratories 

PRIZE AWARD: 
CONVERTING THE ATWATER KENT 

35 RECEIVER FOR AUTO USE 

By William V. Slatery 

CAR FUSE BOX 

b-J A+' 

BODY OF 
CARAT 

ATWATER KENT 
MODEL 35 

REMOTE 
CONTROL 

AEPIAL 

VOLUME 
TUNING CONTROL 

KNOB SPEAKER 

Fig. 1 
Receiver connections after the change. 

HAT to do with the old trade -in sets 
W is a problem that worries all radio 
dealers. I have found that by a little 
work almost any type of battery set may 
be converted into an auto set that works 
very well on local and other strong sta- 
tions. The "Freshman Masterpiece A," 
Crosley Bandbox Model 601," Atwater 
Kent 20 Compact," and "Atwater Kent 
Model 35" sets, all work very well but the 
"Atwater Kent Model 35" gives the best 
all -around performance. 

The method for converting an "Atwater 
Kent Model 35" is very simple. This set 
is one of the most compact receivers that 
has ever been offered by any company. 
Three stages of R.F. are used all being 
controlled by one dial. Its cabinet, which 
is only 171/. x 8 x 5/ inches, is made of a 
pressed metal which completely shields 
the set. As this set has a very high 
"gain" it makes a good auto receiver as 
it may be used with an aerial of any 
length without affecting the tuning in the 
least. Five type '01 -A. and one '12A or 
'17A tubes are used. The weight of the 
set is 16 pounds. 

First let us make a list of the extra 
parts that we will need. 
One remote control unit with keylock 

switch, two controls and a flexible shaft 
and coupling. Mounting for steering 
post; 

One aerial kit consisting of 50 feet of 
aerial tape, insulating fabric. extra cop- 
per wire, top dressing for water- proof- 
ing, solder, and brush; 

Six spark plug suppressors; 
One distributor suppressor; 
Ten feet shielded battery cable; 
One "B" battery metal case (for three); 
Three 45 -volt "B" batteries; 
One small cabinet -type magnetic cone 

speaker; 

$5 for a Practical 
Radio Kink 

As an incentive toward obtaining radio 
hints and experimental short -cuts, "Radio - 
Craft" will pay $5.00 for the best one sub- 

mitted each month. Checks will be mailed 
upon publication of the article. 

The judges are the editors of "Radio - 
Craft" and their decisions are final. No un- 

used manuscripts are returned. 
Follow these simple rules: Write, or 

preferably type, on one side of the sheet, 

giving a clear description of the best radio 

"kink" you know of. Simple sketches in 

free -hand are satisfactory, as long as they 

explain the idea. You can send in as many 

kinks as you wish. Everyone is eligible for 
the prize except employees of "Radio - 

Craft" and their families. 
This contest closes on the 15th of every 

month, by which time all the Kinks must be 

received for the next month. 
Send all contributions to Editor, Kinks 

Department, c -o "Radio-Craft," 9$ Park 

Place, New York City. 

Several angle irons and various sizes of 
nuts and bolts. 

Bore four small holes in the rear of 
the metal cabinet of the set and four cor- 
responding holes in the engine dashboard, 
as near as possible to the steering wheel 
post. Bore one more hole in the dash at 
the point where the battery cables run 
from the rear of the set. Remove the 
dials, push the battery cable from the set 
through the battery cable hole cut in the 
dash, and bolt the set securely upon the 
dash, using lock -washers to hold the nuts 
in place. Bore four holes in the cabinet 
of the magnetic speaker and bore five 
holes in the car dash at sonie place where 
the loudspeaker will be out of the way, 
connect leads to the set cable. 

Place the remote control unit on the 
steering post and connect one of the con- 
trols to the variable (tuning) condenser 
and the other control shaft to the volume 
control on set. 

Place the aerial tape on the rouf of the 
car and cement it down firmly with in- 
sulating fabric and top -dressing. Run 
the aerial lead -in through the roof, so as 
to conte out in the car corner next to the 
steering wheel, down through the dash- 
board and connect it to the aerial cable 
of the set. (Note -A spring aerial may be 
suspended inside the car or underneath 
if it is not desirable to go to the trouble 
of placing the aerial on the roof.) 

Fasten the metal "11" battery case with 
the three 45 -volt. "B" batteries underneath 
the car as close as possible to the steer- 
ing wheel and connect the leads with the 
shielded wire from the battery posts to 
the cable from the set. 
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THE VACUUM TUBE AS A POLARITY 
INDICATOR 

By Louis B. Sklar 

THE device illlustrated in Fig. 2B was 
conceived and developed by the writer 

and used as a polarity indicator in test- 
ing the windings of medium -size trans- 
formers. 

Radio and electrical engineers may find 
uses for this device in other fields, due to 
its novel feature as an A.C. "polarity" 
indicator. 

Its operation is as follows: Fig. 2B 
shows schematically an A.C. vacuum tube 
voltmeter. Its function is identical with 
the D.C. type voltmeter shown in 2A. On 
that half of the cycle when the plate is 
plus with respect to the filament, cur- 
rent will flow in the milliammeter. The 
grid of the tube is not connected; the 
vacuum tube will therefore act as a two 
element half -wave rectifier. When the 
test clips P and A are connected to Pl and 
Al and test clips S and B are connected to 
S1 and BI there will always be a positive 
bias on the grid. When the plate is posi- 
tive, a greater current will flow in the 
plate milliammeter and this will indicate 
that the right terminals of the trans- 
former were picked. Should test clips S 
and B be connected to the wrong secon- 
dary terminals as shown on Fig. 2C, a 
smaller current will flow in the plate 
circuit on account of the negative bias on 
the grid at the instant when the plate is 
positive. 

A variable resistor R is placed in the 
primary circuit of transformer T, thereby 
reducing the positive bias on the grid and 
also limiting the current in the primary 
winding, so that transformers having very 
fine wires and whose current capacity is 
small. can be tested. 
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The final circuit of the "polarity" indicator is 

shown at B. 
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APPROXIMATE DISTANCE RANGES OF RADIO WAVES 
THROUGHOUT THE FREQUENCY RANGE; FOR DAY. 
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Chart showing the variation of short -wave reception at night. 
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A comprehensive discussion of the 

factors which influence short - wave 

reception during both day and night. 

SUMMER 
SHORT -WAVE 

RECEPTION 
ADIO wave transmission takes place by the propagation of 
a "ground wave" along the ground, or a "sky wave" re- 
flected or refracted from the Kennelly -Heaviside layer, or 
by both means. The waves are subject to absorption, both 

a the ground and in the ionized upper atmosphere. The ground. 
wave absorption, in general, increases with frequency and is 

reasonably constant, with time, over a given path at a given 
requency; it varies for earth of different conductivities and 

dielectric constants. The sky -wave absorption is not a constant 
with time, frequency, or path; it appears to be a maximum in 
the broadcast band (550 -1500 kc.), decreasing with change of 
frequency in either direction. In the daytime this absorption 
of the sky wave is so great that there is practically no sky 
wave, from frequencies somewhat below to somewhat above the 
broadcast band, the specific limits varying with the season. 
Hence sky -wave propagation in the daytime is only appreciable 
in the lower and higher frequency ranges. During the night, 
however, sky -wave propagation takes place on all except ex- 
tremely high frequencies. Sky -wave propagation is subject to 
material variations, dependent upon conditions and changea in 
the ionization of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer. 

Besides daily variation of daylight and darkness, factors 
such as latitude, season, magnetic storms, and solar disturb- 
ances, have been found to have effects upon this ionization. 
These changes in ionization result in wide variations in the 
transmission of sky waves from hour to hour, day to day, and 
year to year. At the higher frequencies, received field intensi- 
ties for a given season and frequency may vary as much as 
1 to 10 from one year to another. 

At the higher frequencies, reception at great distances is due 
entirely to the sky wave. Above a certain frequency, however, 
which may be as low as 4000 kc. (see attached graphs), no 
appreciable portion of the sky -wave radiation is reflected back 
to earth from the Kennelly -Heaviside layer in a certain zone 
surrounding the transmitter. In the area bounded by the inner 
edge of this skipped zone, the received wave may be composed 
of both ground wave and sky wave (the sky wave being appre- 
ciable on frequencies up to about 6000 kc. in the summer and 
12,000 kc. in the winter); the sky wave intensity in this area 
is ordinarily much less at night than in the day. 

The outer boundary of the skipped zone is often called the 
skip distance. The skip distance increases with frequency, 
;Ind varies diurnally and seasonally. Beyond the skip distance, 
the sky -wave radiation is received with useful intensity. 

With present knowledge of propagation conditions it is im- 
possible to postulate any formulas or make any tables or charts 
which could be used to determine distance range over any 
given path accurately. The attached graphs give average dis- 
tance ranges as observed by a number of experimenters to 
occur most frequently over a number of transmission paths. 
Through certain frequency ranges, available data were so in- 
complete as to require extrapolation which may be considerably 
in error. Wide variations of distance range and skip distance 
must be accepted as normal. 

(Continued on page 59) 
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RADIO-CRAFT'S INFORMATION BUREAU 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules: 

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when 

needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper. 
List each question. 

Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general 
interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits. 
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question 

and the appearance of its answer here. 

Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D. 

Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 

25 cents (stamps) for each separate question. 

Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid 

misunderstanding. 

MODERN PORTABLE RADIO SET 
(101) Air. Clarence DeNise, Easton, 1'a. 

(Q.) I understand that RCA is now put- 
ting out a porta ide radio iod'l'er which super - 
cedes the old "Si T' superheterodyne. although 
batteries are retained to light tube lilaments. 
Are the circuit data concerning this set 
available? 

(A.) Our inquirer undoubtedly refers to 
RCA Victor Portable Radiola Jlodel l' -:;i, the 
schematic circuit of which is reproduced in 
Fig. Q.161. The front view of this set ap- 
pears on page 7.1 of the June, 1952 issue of 
ItAm o-('tt.t1T. . \s portly indicated in the din - 
grant of connections, a circuit of exceptional 
design is incorporated in this receiver. 

Following are the operating constants for 
the tubes: Filament potential, all tubes. 2 volts. 
Plate potential, \'1. \'2. V4, Vî, CS. 1 1) volts: 
1 - ::, 45 volts : V5. 1.5 V. negative; VG, 145 
volts. C.intrnl -grid potential. \'1. 0.1 -volt : V., 
V4. 0.5 -volt: \'3. VG. 1. volt: V5. 2 volts: V7. 
VS, 14 volts. Screen -grid potential. V1, V., 
C4, 66 volts: C3. \ -G, V7, \'S, none: V5, 150 
volts. Plate current. 1 -1, V3. \'4. :: ana.: V2, 
0.2 -ma.: \5, zero: VG. 2.5 ma.: V7. VR. 1.5 nut. 
Soren -grid current. VI, \'4. 1. ma.: V2, 0.1- 
ma.: V3, VG, V7. VS. none: V5, 4 ma. 

Condenser CI reduces t dituning effect 
of the antenna. Pentode \-5 has a triple use. 
functioning as lut .\. \..t.. tube, a diode second - 
detector. and a triode A.F. amplifier. The 
action is as follows: 

The I.P. signal voltage is applied to the 
filament and plate of the second -detector 42, 
:Ind is then rectified by straight diode action. 
The audio output is then applied to the control - 
grid and filament of the same tube by means 
of coupling condenser C2. 'Tube V5 then acts 
as an A.F. amplifier. the screen-,rid acting as 
the plate; resistors III and It2 in combination 
art as the grid -leak across which is developed 
the A.F. potential. Since the I.F. signal must 
pass through resistors It3 and 114. a potential 
for automatie volume control is thus con- 
veniently obtained : the drop across 11:: fur- 

fishes the control -grid bias for V4. and the 
drop across lt:: -1t4. bias fur VI. .t small ini- 
tial bias of 1.5 volts Is pr ̂ sent on these tubes 
as the drop across resistor Its. The control- 
grid bias for V. is ubta 10041 as the drop frees 
rl. is t ors I1. -lei. 1'he and ill s ill tput of VS is 
transferred. by means of the .\.i'. choke. coup- 
ling condenser (':t. and potentiometer ItT. 

'I'he It. F oscillator. and I.F. adjustments 
of the Model 1' -:11 portable set vire similar to 
ONhose of the 3l ndel 31 -: :41 automotive receiver 
described in detail in Itata Sheet No. 64, its 
the April, 1932 issue of 11.tuto- Ci.tF'r, 

Lue to the fuit that sec I- detector \'5 func- 
tions also as the .\.\'.C. tube, it must remain 
in Its socket during aligtununt adjustments: 
consequently, this procedure is described below : 

Set the volume control of the receiver at 
maximum. Then. reduce the output of the 
external service oscillator. or its ouupling to 
the receiver. until a definite reduction in out- 
put meter rending is obtained. .1t this loir 
input the .1.1'.r. action is not sufficiently flat 
fo interfere tri fil Mc correct alignaient of the 
carious circuits. 

PILOT "WASP" CIRCUIT 
(162 Al r. N. Ueuota, Dubuque, Iowa. 

(Q.) What is the schematic circuit of the 
original "Wasp" receiver manufactured by 
Pilot Radio & Tub.. co.? i haro seen all tlit 
other "Wasp" circuits. but never the original 
I ne. I litek issues of RAM 0-1 ti.M."r du not seem 

to carry tills diagram. 
I. \.I factory diagrams of this set are now 

out of print. The circuit is shown in Fig. Q. 

162. It has not previously appeared in RADIO- 

CRAFT. 

MICROPHONE POSITION 
(143) Mr. L. D. Fist-her. Bronx, N. Y. 

1Q1 Is there any advantage to be gained 
by placing ut microphone at a distance from 
it speaker or orchestra? 

I A. I Modern practice is to tuse a microphone 
having low noise -level, such as the condenser, 
or the mure recent dynamic type -compensating 
the reduced sensitivity by increased gain in 
the voltage amplifier. Thus. singers may be 

plated G to 12 feet. and the plano :l5 feet away, 
as compared with the former "close pickup" 
at G to 12 Inches for the singer and 5 or G 

feet for the piano. Increasing the distance 
between band and mike increases the apparent 
size of the former; also. the relative sound 
value of its compulsent instruments. 
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Fig. Q. 162. The circuit of connections in the old, original Pilot "Wasp" short -wake receiver. 
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Schematic circuit of the RCA Victor Portable Radiola Model P -31. A reflexed pentode, VS. makes this circuit particularly interesting. 
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Fig. 2 
Circuit showing the method of coupling a '24 into two '47s, in 

push pull. The pentodes are used as triodes. 
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Fig. 1 
Plate characteristics of the '47 as a triode. 

THE PENTODE 
A TRIODE 

By C. H. W. NASON 

RECENTLY 

some attention has been 
paid to the operation of the pentode 
tube as a triode. That is to say - 
with the screen -grid tied directly to 

the plate side of the output impedance 
(instead of the usual connection, the "B" 
plus side of this impedance), so that the 
potentials of these two elements are iden- 
tical as regards both static and dynamic 
values. The curves given in Fig. 1 show 
the totalized current for various values 
of grid and plate voltage. (This graph is 
available through the courtesy of the 
Cable Radio and Tube Corp.) 

Upon these curves there have been 
drawn the load -lines for load impedances 
of 4,000 and 10,000 ohms, respectively; 
these being the loads possible with appa- 
ratus originally devised for use with '45s 
or '10s. Computation of the harmonic 
content at these two values of load impe- 
dance, and with the maximum allowable 
grid swing or signal input based upon 
data obtainable directly from the curves 
and calculation of the power output ob- 
tainable under the same conditions, show 
that the '47 operated in this manner has 
not only an entirely different aspect but 
that it is a tube superior in many trays 
to either the '47 in its normal connection. 
the '45 or flue '10. 

Based upon these calculations let us see 
what the relative merits of the possible 
arrangements may be: 

Plate 
Tube Volts 

Grid 
Volts 

Plate Power 
Milli- Output Load 
amps. Watts Ohms 

'45 250 -50 34 1.6 3900 
'47 250 -16.5 32 2.5 7000 
'10 250 -22 10 .4 13000 
'47 250 -20 24 .75 10000 
(triode) 

'47 250 -20 24 .95 4000 
(triode) 

The power input to the plate circuits 
under the above conditions would be (ob- 
taining the bias by means of a resistance 
between cathode and ground). 

Plate 
Tube Watts 

'45 10.2 
'47 8.5 -about 10 watts counting the 

screen -grid current. 
'10 2.72 
'47 6.5 
(triode) 
The actual power efficiency may be seen 

to vary but slightly except in the case of 
the '47 as normally operated. By oper- 
ating the '47 pentode as a triode, with a 
plate voltage of 300 and a negative grid 
potential of 25 volts, it is possible to ob- 
tain approximately the same power output 
as with the '45 tube with a power input 
from the supply circuit of but 8.1 watts 
(plate current 27 ma.) The total poten- 
tial required is 325 
volts as compared 
with a total of 300 
volts for the '45. 

With a load impe- 
dance of 10,000 ohms 
the harmonic content 
is sufficiently low to 
permit the use of a 
single tube; however, 
the power output is 
rather low compared 
to that obtainable 
with a load impe- 
dance of 4,000 ohms. 
Under this last con- 
dition the second - 
harmonic content is 
sufficiently high to 
require the use of a 
push -pull system so 
as to cancel the even 
harmonics. 

The grid swing required for the full 
power output obtainable is but half that 
required for the '45 and not much more 
than is required by the '47 in its normal 
connection. The distortion is much less 
however than in the case of straight pen- 
tode operation; and the tendency toward 
frequency discrimination due to varia- 
tion in the load impedance with frequency 
is much less pronounced than in the case 
of the pentode proper. 

It is rather obvious, then, that in the 
'47 as used in a triode connection we have 
a new tube of highly desirable character - 
istics,-a tube, furthermore, that may be 
employed with existing apparatus (since 
the transformers normally required for 
use with the '45 or '10 may be employed). 
The power sensitivity resulting from this 
connection is much higher than that of 
the '45; and the power output obtainable 
in the push -pull connection (about 4.25 
watts) is sufficiently high for nearly all 
purposes other than in the case of audi- 
torium use. 

In order that the amateur and techni- 
cian may readily achieve an amplifier of 
this type, for actual service in the 
home or field, the writer submits herewith 
the data covering an amplifier suitable 
for use either from a phonograph pickup 
or microphone. Two variations of the de- 
sign are given, dependent upon the gain 
required of the amplifier and the service. 
They are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Fig. 3 
Schematic of a microphone amplifier using the new arrangement. 
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THE "MEGADYNE" 
(a`olltinucd :ram page 13) 

To do this it k necessary to tune the antenna, 
which may not be the best arrangement for 
regular sets, but is THE best arrangement for 
this set. 

Referring again to the circuit, we first have 
condenser Cl. hitch is used lo fine the an- 
tenna. Its capacity Is .00O -elf. C2 is a ntlutll 
Molded bypass condenser, .00lr_S.mf. It is n 

new addition to the Inaraylr.r Won. and is quite 
necessary in this circa t. It will be found that 
the circuit does not onerate Well without the 
condenser at this put it. Remember that all 
ronfeet funs between t'1 and the control grid of 
the tube should br just as short as possible. 
'''hey cannot be too short. 

As to the crystal detector. in the tuterjler 
circuit. I recommended the use of a t'arlar- 
unrinm duteefor. It I still perhaps the best 
il,llutnr for this purpose. but unfortunately it 
is no longer manufactured. I therefor,. substi- 
tuted a Il xeal crystal r elector which is of the 
Iron -pyrites Variety and which works very 
well in this pa rt icular 'i rcult. [ do not recom- 
mend a gnl,.na detect .r as If is not stable 
enough. Next to c'a rborundum, iron pyrites is 
the best. 

Ville that. fn thin Vii Pi it. tur detector works 
best in only our direction. Try reversing its 
connections. and you will gltickly find out 
which Is lust. It is not pusulble to do this on 
locals as the circuit x911 be found to work 
even without the crystal for strong locals, It 
Is only on distant stat oils When the necessity 
and superiority of the 'rystnl detector becomes 
apparent. When trying to ascertain which Is 
the hest position for the crystal. tune to a I)X 
or weak station and Lien find out which wary 
it %marks hest. Then la eve it in this position. 
It Will be found also. that s ely sells are 
better than others. I therefore recommend that 
you obtain several nnu find oat which gives 

loudest signals. Once tightened Into place. the 
crystal needs no forth r attention. and It is 
not likely to be burner out unless. of course. 
lightning should hit you r aerial t under normal 
conditions the crystal will Bust for years. 

Regarding the tube. the circuit will he found 
to work well With such tulmes as the ___. 224. 
247. 2 and !3S, I found. however.' after 
having triel all the never tubes. that the hest 
results are obtained With a 23N tube. 

Condenser C4 may be .000'_ 5 -elf. to J101174-elf. 

'rho best one is asrel taiprd by experiment. 
Condenser C2 Is of the variable compression 
type, obtainable on tie market. the value 
being from .0001 -mf to .001 -nit. This rnndro.rr. 
while culjustoh h'. f. toot !is,' aR a iaria fir. read 

Once adjusted remains it that position. 
it will he seen that the cathode of the tube 

1s connected III ground. The Use of a resistance 
in the enlho,le cirrntt irings no advantage in 
this circuit s, it is Meer fed. 

\s to the lon,lslualc r, remember. We have 
nut :I tt y too WWII %olnn e. and for t halt reason 
only a s I m :Ignrt is to itlsoenker will perform 
well. I have used suceesfIdly the bone, mag- 
not ie types Which are : minable . spelt as 
the Rt.% 1¢t, . \million Ad,lastnble 111111 mow, 

Baldwin loudspeaker units. which are very lour 
priced and which. with the addition of a good 
horn. perform remarkably well. 

Regarding batteries. h. is tube !keg tel 
malts: the current ronsptnplinn is lose. i.e., 
ampere. You can either use a ti -volt afore a 
battery. or otherwise fire new dry cells. if 
the set Is used over a I -ngth of time. another 
dry ell ran be added. You can tell by the 
dull incandescence of the tube's heater If the 
tube is operating at the right andtage. It 
shoal.' lie dull red. If It gets too brilliant it is 
a sign that you are list! g roe mach '-. \" soll- 
nge. '''his tube betug constructed for room 
nlnbile Work where the voltage of the atom 
Inobite hotliry varies From volts %%lien 

freshly quan'g'o da%un In 5 volts whop cur 
&Well : it Will he [Mind tl al the set will operate 
well on five dry yells over a lung period of 
time. unless, of course, the set is used con- 
tinuously. 

"It" \'ulfag'e i recnntlaend the list. of 1::5 
volts, though the set will be found to work well 
with only 90 volts. 

The noveity of opt ra t tut lies in the 
fact that file an- called s. rurn -grid vol to go rnn- 
nects to the control grid -the cap of the tube. 

Midwest 13-Tube, 15-Tu be 

ALL WORLD-ALL WAVE 

1 

ENGLAND, 
HOLLAND, GERMANY, 

FRANCE, ITALY, SOUTH A\IERiC.A, 
AUSTRALIA, HAWAII, JAPAN 

These ;ensatinnal new Midwest. ALL-WORLD. ALL1w.\'E 
15 to 550 meler sets bring you Ilse Witold: WORLD of 
radio! SHORT-WAVE and starulani Wave broadcasts not 
oak from t -. S. stations, roast to coast, hat from many 
foreign countries, Canada, \bxieo, Cnbn. Ilaccaü emmr 
in like t.ueak, 4.ore. of Letters on file iu itur I dike show 
that \lidwest users are regularly enjoying programs from 
all over the world. 

30 DAYS TRIAL: Sefeet the Mldwent von 
c on and try it 311 days -frc`in your own home. Satisfaction or no suck . , , 

that's the Midwest way. 

Gets Germany, Italy, France 
'Stanli 221111. 1 picket up Germane. France and Italy. On 
the following day, I got Rome again and heard all the mina aims IL. do.Vml ili -ra Idolise. - A. Almond, 7190 
l'aselt:tit Ave., Philadelphia, lea. 

Short Wave 
Converter 

I 'OM ..r1, any ft. e. net of 
:ele9uate sensltisity Into 

sho rnisir recel -r for 
n Teflon of 1'. S. and for- 
eign slots -st ss , I... n., 

sair-Plant' ills at s I 

mm p Ill o, 
orn i ü.. 

tall -. iu:al It m. 

Holds VK2ME 
TWO HOURS 

"I heard YF!ME, 
Australia. this 
morning vid held 
them tor e, 
honra." I. 
latlttil.:lA I .1 

Ave., N4,4., . d 

$u) I )ircEt FE( 

COMPLETELY 
ASSEMBLED 

-WI Tti - 
LARGE DY NAM I C 

- SPEAKER- 

11-TUBE SNerR 
REAL AI TOM .fil l' vtt.l "il t: CONTROL. 
I :.tI.ANeFilt SUPER - HETERODYNE 

PIN DOT stL1 :Crlvl'rv. I.. %RGE 

slZl I I.I l l ila DYNAMIC SPY:AI EH 
or music u ithout 

tele season's mutt.1 antiing 
'adio 

, 
,anion. And pmu buy it 

Beit rfrom rite :I1110ra tartar, 
is a cuori,. sating of sta i. to 511%. 

Lacs free trial -and easy pay- 
: lent. If erri nisi. .'futon brings 
full delail: -mail It NO'uV 

T 
a 

íyuo 

ERMS 
s low as 

DOWN 

muti Factory Save I -h to 511';, 

Eves% \I 
ready Is pH_ I I , l I- I,.n 1,d In . n absolute guarantee of satisfaction. 
The big. mow-1 c':Itaog aho%v. s sad Tonal bargains in Ix and 15 
tube .ILL \YuHLIm. . \I.I,- 1%'AYE l'nmbiuut inns, it and I I tithe Super Inns., 
4 -tube Short -Wave Converter and pew AIRCK1.1. RAT'l'EllY sot:. Get 
all the farts before you bur a radio of any hind. )tail 

'sip. ,. 1. ,, . 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP. 
Dept. 90 (Eut. 1920 CINCINNATI, O. 

AIRCELL 
BATTERY 

8 -Tube Sets 
For Lames wit hint elect rieily. :\mat- 
ing new AIItCEI.I. It:,tter does a 
with all Lottery Ironbles. Never noels 
recharging. It; -ings the i..ts of rid: , 

6m sty home. 5-t o tutren- rhos -is 
completely iesembled with sped],,. 
now only $19.95. 
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MIDWEST RADIO CORP., I1 Send me special 
Dept. 90. Cincinnati. Ohio. user agents proposition. 

\'at hens obligation send toe sour new 1902 catalog 
and I maLetr details of ICI anal 13-tube Ail-World. 

Wale Conlbinat Ions. 4 -tribe Converter, 9 and 11 tube Snner- 
IfrtrmLynes, low f:nb,n. prier:, eats terns wad liberal :b. day 
urve trial otter. 

Name 

Address 

Town. State 
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,ie/w./fayil1011ICEMANa 
rw,- RADIO 

.\ \l l'ERITE improves radio, pro- 
tects tubes and parts. Money- 
maker for Service Men. Sexed 

$1.63 to Dept. RC-7 
for dealers' sample and sales helps. 

AMPCRJTE (9r-peral/en 

ERITE 
Self -Adjusting 

C 

You Can Become a Fast, Capable 
RADIO OPERATOR at Home 

CANDLER 
Scientific Method 
In less than the usual time 
you can get amazing results. 
Thousands of fast Radio opera( rs taught by 
CANDLER. FREE advice it yo 're stuck." 
All questions answered personal y. No obli- 
gation. If you are now a Radio operator ask 
about ADVANCED COURSE fo SPEED and 
Copying Behind, and "MILL" Course. FREE 
BOOK will save you time and money. Tune 
in on Candler Short Ware Sta ion: 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO., D pt. R.C. -7 
6343 So. Kedzie Ave. Chicago, I11. 

Passed amateur esani. 
pith 3rd a lesson. " -E. 
Miller, Toledo. ills. 
"Studied 11 hours. ran 

Vr S '.p.m.-E. J. 
Yards, Chi aso. 

World's Only Code Specialist 

Mr. SERVICE MAN 

Thank You - Our advertisement in the 

June issue brought us hundreds of replies, 

and NOW hundreds of copies of 

"GOLD SEAL Radio Tube Sales Plans 
for the Service Man" are on the way. 
Step to GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes and 

Profits! 

Newly Made 
Sales Resistance 
Fully Guaranteed 
Long, Useful Life 
Licensed by RCA 

And Double Tested 
A n Experienced Staff 

Standard Specifications 

Best of Materials Used 

New and Modern Equipment 

The tubes you need -for receivers, trans- 

mitters, public address or television are 
made by GOLD SEAL. 

GOLD SEAL. Sales Engineers have devel- 

oped a special "Selling Plan" for the 

Service Man. It's yours 

the coupon. 

STEPS TO GOLD SEAL 
RADIO TUBES 

44 

ill return for 

Mail Coupon TODAY! 

GOLD SEAL MFG. COMPANY 
5 Central Ave., East Newark, N. J. 

Please send me by return mail Speci- 
fications on GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes 
and your "Sales Plan" for Service Men. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

And here is where some caution Is necessary. 
If you use 13:i volts, take a tap of 221/, volts 
ffyu red from the neyntirc end of the "B" bat- 
tery. This tap goes to one side of the tickler. 
as shown. 

The three circuit tuner as used in this cir- 
cuit may be any good tepee as long as it follows 
specifications. The secondary, wound on n 

bakelito or ordina ry cardboard tube 2a,. Inches 
high. The Ot be Is wound fttll 11S inches with 
No. 30 D.A'_C. wire. There are CS turns al- 
together. The tickler measures 11/, belies In 
diameter and about l'á hn'hes wide. It is 
wound with the same size and kind of wire 
:Is the secondary, and there are 32 turns al- 
together. The three circuit tuner specified has 
the usual primary. In this set it is not used 
and no connections are wade to it. 

Additional Notes 

e.tuTIOx. When making your tickler con- 
nection to the "It" battery, after everything 
is connected. and the tube lights, place the set 
in operation. The tap on the "B" battery 
should not be more than 22,a, volts. counting 
fi' the -11 side. Considerably louder signals 
nay he obtained by increasing this voltage 
to 4:"../, volts. dud here is where )Ina Ie ee er 
to be careful. Certain types of tubes if 
used with a voltage higher than 2,, will 
"cherry" the grid. that Is - due to the 
extra current flowing-the grid becomes over- 
taxed, if you find that the grid gets red 
hot. disconnect the excess voltage immediately 
and go hawk to 2! 

a 

volts. as otherwise you 
will blow out the tube: but this does not 
apply to all tubes. ('erta in tubes its, for in- 
stance RCA, or Cunningham 338 are not 
affected in this manner. and they will take as 
high as Oi i_ volts on the control grid without 
rherrying. Therefore, always be sure to watch 
the grid and ere that It is not overloaded. 1 

may add [halt I have not found any tubes that 
give better results (louder signals. w'Iio'n n 

voltage higher than 43 is used on the control 
geld. 

Adding extra voltage on the control grid does 
one thing, it gives stronger regeneration and 
makes for binder signals. hilt it is also more 
dl tticult to rotund the regeneration. particularly 
on distant stations when It will be found that 
22a_4 volts is really better. 

I'onde'nser t'3 is important because It adds 
to the volume of the signal. It is t'rit Iva l and 
sl Id be adjusted to the lower svavebg tisi 
I higher frequencies I. Select a station bet sv'e11 

tun and 250 meters, 'rho signal should not 
be too laud. '.'hen with at screwdriver. whirls 
S11011111 he tusnl:Ued. begin sfo,rlfl to adjust no 

adjustable condrer. Yost will find that ad- 
justing this condenser also affects the tuning 
somewhat. It will, therefore, also be necessary 
to adjust the tuning remdenser ('1 slightly un- 
til you reach a paint in your adjustment of t':t 
where the signal conies in loudest. 801110 tnbra 
pare if tendency t0 "Metorlmat " --al sort of 

chocking, puttering noise is heard in the loud- 
speaher: (.111111.41 S1.1. 1.11 corrects this condition 
10 a great extent, When the beet adjustnm11t 
has been found for the lower waveband, lean. 
the condenser and do not touch it thereafter. 
I lo 110f try and use too notch regeneration on 
the tickler because you will then get dust ort inn. 
although the signal will be louder. Best re- 
sults will be obtained when the set oscillates 
slightly, or just below the oscillating nvhist- 
Iingi point. 

IL in rare instances, you find you cannot 
get the set to oscillate, try increasing the 
em linci ty of condenser 1'4. A huger condenser 
here sometimes helps. If the set still refuses 
to oscillate. It will then be necessary to use 
is higher voltage On the control grid, Try a i 
volts with n series rest stance SO as to keep 
the grid front getting reel. 

Sometimes reversing the polarity of the tube 
heater or tickler leads helps. 

Outside of this, the set will probably not 
be found to be trieky. It should perform 
normally In all instances. 

Of course. the set may also be used with 
headpl 's substituted for the loudspeaker. and 
in this manner we will be able to get more 
sta t ions because nut focally sta t Ions several 
thousand miles away are not received on the 
loudspeaker except under unusual conditions. 
The set Is really remarkable for DX work. 

(Continued on page 58) 
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THE INSTALLATION OF 
ANTENNA LEAD -INS 

By HERNDON GREEN 

FORMII:RLT. practically all radio sets were in- 
stalled by bringing in the aerial and ground 

wires under the window or through a small 
opening in the floor, the reason for such o 

makeshift being that no simple and practical 
lilting was then available. WI 111111W wires have 
the habit of shorting or breaking front the 
up.uin_ :i ud closing of the window. while wires 
through the tutor are frequently pulled out in 
shifting the radio or cleaning around it. 

Ti..' Woodruff "Super -Thru." which derive: 
its 1111 1111' from the fact that it is designed for 
use '1'Illt(11'1; I1 the wall. was developed to 
meet the need for a lead -in lifting that would 
be attractive both in appearance and price, and 
ahirh could he !nsta 11eá through a single round 
opening the size of a nickel coin in any thick- 
ness wall. and without a metal wall box. The 
device. of course. was -oust meted to meet the 
rigid requirements of the Underwriters Labora- 
tories. 

Illustration showing how the "Super -Thru" 
looks when installed properly. 

The inside plate is very small. 'The attach- 
ment plug is polarized and will not lit a regu- 
lar electric socket. On the rear face of the 
Plate there are two small. sharp pins which 
enter the wall to prevent the plate from being 
turned out of line after installation. The out- 
side plate is also very small and neat in ¿i IO 

lieu ifl iii-t'. It marries heavy terminal posts anti 
has a built -in resistance -type lightning arrester. 
The plates and plug are molded of dark brown 
bakelita. The lead- wires are about IS inches 
long and are attached to the inside plate ready 
to be installed. ')'his device is equally adapt- 
able to Installation through papered, plastered 
or w'0011 walls. 

The Super-1'11m is easily installed. 
in. diameter hole is made at the point of rain. 
'l'hen, as shown in 1 in the accompanying 
drawing. the inside plate is inserted from the 
Inside of the house, and the insulation stripped 
from the lends on the extended part. Th.. 0111 - 

sidr arrester block is plated in position at 2. 
with the leads through the upeuings pro- 
vided, The wires are bent and fastened under 
their respective posts at 3, nod tiµ excess 
length cut tiff. . \t 4. the aerial-ground leads 
are attached and the two small tension screws 
tightened, which serves t0 draw the entire 
assembly tightly against the wall. .\ cord from 
the plug to the set li nishes the job. 

In most brick or stone houses it will be 
possible to install the Super -Thru through the 
lower edge of the wood window frame. In such 
cases it is usually hest to make the opening 
half -way through from the inside of the hog s . 
then line up the bit and make the openiu_ 
from the outside of the house to meet it. tithe:- 
wise the bit may run out too low or too high 
on the window frame. It takes about 10 min- 
utes with a %.I 1101 "star" drill to make an 
opening through n brick wall. Don't waste 
time and effort with a cold chisel. 

In rases where the radio is not against the 
outside wall of the house, bring the leads in 
in the usual way under the floor, place a strip 
of wood across the floor sills nt the point of 
installation to represent the outside wall, and 
Install the Super -Thru rerti. -afl,t through the 
floor. taking care that the inside plate tits up 
against the wall correctly. 

Past Installations made it impractical for 
the radio to be moved. DM. t. by providing sev- 
eral outlets in the hume, you will be able to 
get much e use of the radio. During hot 
weather the political speeches and other pro- 
grams may be received mure comfortably in a 
cooler part of the house than they would be 
where tle set was luxa tell dun'ilIg the winter 
months, An outlet in the guest -room enables 
the host lo 1.1111 111.1.1 the set far the pleas re of 
the visiting friends. while une in the bed room 
will prove convenient, Indeed. in tunes of 
sickness. 

Ity connecting all the outlets un one side of 
the house to one aerial. as c plate jot. will 
not be expensive, yet it will afford a nice 
profit to the Service 31aan. 

In order to meet with th. requirements of 
the National Electric Code. as adopted by 
most tow Its and chies, the had -In wires must 
enter the building through non- combustible. 
non- absurpt It iusuhu I ing hushing:: slanting 
upward from the auts!dr, or through other 
11 11111,1V111 equipment drsigued la give ndcwpute 
insulation and protection. 

The Soper 1'11ra has the approval of the 
1- taderwriterv' Laboratories, aval will meet the 
requirements of any elect ri.' inspector. tor. 

'l'hr aerial and ground win.s are outside the 
bonding and the enston nr d...-s Iva - 11,0111 

nt .Nos nuage. hat th. lead -in i,- very con - 
spi.ne,s, for it is close to the radio. which is 

i ii-illy in a prominent part of the home. The 
Sap..I -Thum puts a finishing touch tu the aerial 
installation that lifts the entire Job out of the 
class of amateur work. Even if the present 
aerial is satisfactory. the radio owner is inter- 
ested In it workmanlike appearance for the leafd- 
in. Maud- dealers and Service 3I1-n are making 
a laie uu al Si every repair Job they have. 
Just by showing this new product to the radio 
owner, particularly to flu' lady of the house. 

Fig. 1 

The procedure used in installing the "Super - 
Thru," In (1) the inside plate is installed from 
the inside of the house: in (2) the lightning 
arrester is placed on the outside of the building 
and the leads pulled through the wall as shown. 
The leads are cut to their respective length as 

at (3) and the antenna and ground leads at- 
tached as indicated at (4). All "messy" and 

unsafe wiring are thus done away with. 
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, Now 

HANDY KITS 
No two ranges alike 

1 -Watt Kit 
66 I -I List price 58.00 

74"--,*- "- 

2 -Watt Kit 
List price 

58.00 

Grid 
Bias Kit 

List price $370 

(See your prices below) 

4s 

ORE GOOD NEWS! Our first Handy 
Certified Kit made such a hit with 

Servicemen that we have added two more. 
Three I.R.C. Kits now, supplying every 
possible range you need for any radio set. 

The 1 -Watt Kit (20 Resistors) -500 
ohms to 3 megohms -gives you thousands 
of ranges, easily obtained from the formulas 
we supply. 

The 2 -Watt Kit (20 Resistors) -500 
ohms to 500,000 ohms -provides all the 
needed high -wattage units. 

The Grid Bias Kit (10 Resistors -for bias- 
ing '24, '26, '27, '71A, '10, '45, '50 and 
'47 tubes. Complete information on proper 
biasing of tubes with every kit. 

Each Kit is Factory Sealed, Factory Tested, 
Factory Guaranteed. With either of the 20- 
unit Kits, we send the famous I.R.C. Resistor 
Replacement Guide and Color Code Chart 
FREE. See your jobber or mail the coupon. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 

Philadelphia Toronto 

ICk)C 

Wetalli 
RESISTORS 

r 
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. I 

2006 Chestnut St., Philadelphia C -7 

Gentlemen: 

I enclose check (or money order) as 
noted for which please see that I receive 
Metallized Kit. 

$3.30 for 1 -Watt Kit $4.65 for 2 -Watt Kit 

0$2.15 for Grid Bias Kit (Prices higher 
in Canada.) 

Name . -- 
Address 

City -____ State.___ 
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Build the 

MEGADY N E 
1 -Tube Pentode 

Loudspeaker Set 
We have important parts for the con- 

struction of the famous "MEt;ADYNE" 
1 -Tube Pentode Loudspeaker Set -all parts 
are listed as lowest wholesale prices. 
Part 
No. ITEM PRICE 
3809 Frost 6 -ohm rheostat each $.18 
5873 Eby 5 -prong socket each .17 
3125.%eratrst .00)25 mid. Type J 

Mica Cond. each .09 
4254 Fahnestock clips, set of 5 set .10 
4405 25 (t. roll colored R.C. wire roll .11 
5126 Kurz -Kasch knobs, set of 2 set .15 
2881 Acratest variodenser .0003 to .011 

nil. type 610 variable condenser 
cacti .12 

5142 Vernier port. dial 4" diam... .each .59 
Type 38 pentode tube (Universal) .77 

5169 Bakelite panel, 7x10x3/16 "........ 1.50 

Total Value of Parts $3.78 
Special Price- Complete 03.40 

Deposit mut accompany 
each order. 

SEND FOR OUR NEW 
100 -PAGE CATALOG 

Over 3,000 Items st Lowest 
Wholesale Prices. 

ederatedPurchaser inc. 
Dept. R 

25 PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N.Y. 

LYNCH 
Automobile 

Radio 
Supp 

Types to 1k ALL 
makes of ears. Rased 
on the famous LTNCH 
Metalllud principle 
uhlrh Insures depend - 
ability and long life. 
Moisture proof, rugged 
and able to withstand 
heavy 

r 

mechanical 
.York., as proved by 
exhaustive tests. In 
actual use l.ymeh 
Automobile Radio 
Suppressors hate been 
pond to be thor- 
oughly reliable and 
satisfactory. 

New Low List 
SUe 

Price of all 

types 
(formerly 60e) 

Servicemen's Cost 30e 

For connection to earl 
spark plug. 

For connection to common 
cable to distributor. 

L Y N C H 
Automobile Suppressor 

Hits 
include ncrr..arr si le 
tiressi,rs and sturdy I mid. 
Ignition 

s r 

a lereor. 
Type L84Handipak 

(4 cylinder) 
Servicemen's 

Cost Cost 
$3.25 $1.95 

Type LS6 Handipak 
(6 cylinder) 

$4.25 $2.55 
Type LS8 Hand ipak 

18 cylinder) 
$5.25 $3.15 

Write for illustrated catalog giving complete in- 
formation on automobile suppresso nits, and 
LYNCH Resistors for all radio requirements 
LYNCH MFG. CO.. Inc., 1775RC Sway., N. Y. C 

T,Isten 
In Ill HECT to 

London, Paris, lier - 

ii, 
Itu res enos Ai and 

other broadcasting stathn,s 
. turoughout the world via short waves. 

1 our ordinary receler cannot tune In 
low v stations. tw111tLI)- 

i' RECEIVER gets 11 to 53u meters. 
AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS 
,,mdcrt Your Present Sit Into a Short Wave 

Sui,.' -I lei raub u. 
A. C. MODEL $12.50 D. C. MODEL $11.50 

AT LAST: The Perfect Auto Radio- ONLY 520.00 
hulls It' plotwet, In the n nntarturine of .Urn Radio. 

\ \'rra_ :uaete Insu midi. tedlu 
of reception. A masterplrre of 
Radio 5 :nginoerine. I. a t r s t 

model O Tube Aero Pentode 
.lulu Radio. !'rice of set only 
$20.00. Set complete with tubes. 
n:aterles. ,tv',i;pu ti' speaker. an- 
tenna equipment and noise .:p- 
pressors. $11.9. Ml. Send for 

complete Catalog. 

CHAS. HOODWIN COMPANY 
Dept U -15, 4240 Lincoln Avenue Chicago. Illinois, 
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HOW TO SOLDER ALUMINUM 
By HARRY L. WHITE 

THE 
failure of aluminum to respond to ordi- 

nary methods of soldering has always puzzled 
radio men, as well its other users of this versa- 
tile metal. The reason Is simple. but not gen- 
erally understood. . 'aIutiliinum Ims a natural 
coating or Illm of aluminum oxide over its en- 
entire surface, and this Is not removed by any 
of the soldering fluxes in common Ilse. So 
Strong and tenacious is this oxide film ihnt it 
resists the dissolving action of the strongest 
paste. liquid or powder fluxes, and it causes 
the hot, molten solder to roll like water off 
the back of the well- known duck. 

i 

Photograph of the kit necessary to successfully 
solder aluminum. 

In clew of these past difficulties. the develop- 
ment Of a really successful aluminum solder Is 
news of consldt'nbl Interest. The new ma- 
terial is known as "A lu niaweld." and is sup- 
plied In the furor of 10-Inch bars that out- 
wardly look just like the ordinary solder. It 
most be used with n special powdered flux, 
which IS n piffled to the work like powdered 
110411. 'Pits tltnx is furnished h1 n small, handy 
Ind tie. 

.\ stock sample of Alumaweld, received for 
test by lt.trtl0- C'u.i1 -r, wnS tried on two tildes! 
jobs such aS the radio constructo', experimenter 
or Service \Ian is likely to encounter In his 
everyday work. First two pieces of aluminum 
were soldered together. to forma a joint that 
could be used in making shield cans. etc.: then 
:1 capper wire was soldered to a sheet of alumi- 
num, to form it "ground." 'rile resulting joints 
proved to be tight and strong, and could not 
be pulled apart by two Wren. each holding an 
end of the tvo'k with a pair of pliers. In 
fact the topper wire broke off without the 
joint itself showing any sign of weakness. 

The requisites for the sua tesafu! rose of 
. \IUnbnveld tire an extremely haut iron and spot- 
lessly clean metal surfaces. l'api' most Jobs the 
use of a gas flame is recommended. but a medi- 
um size radio iron st1.n01 to be satisfactory for 
light work. .1 stiff. sharp svire brush is Sup - 
plied with the solder. anti the user is told to 
use ll vigo'ously. 'l'he flux. when heated pre- 
liminary to the application of the solder, 
smokes up consider:lbl' and products n tom - 
gent odor. but this IS Rn more ulijectiotknble 
than the action of other fluxes. 

This new solder is useful for a wide variety 
of purposes. and for other 011.11110 b.SIelS alumi- 
num. .\clording In the Halms of its nI :urifai- 
1u'erS. it Is several tinles lis strong as 4'01110100 

solder. and can lie machined, polished and 
plated. It will expand and contract with the 
metal to which it has been smiths] t0 the ex- 

tent that it will not crack because of normal 
changes in temperature such as ocenr in cylin- 
der blocks. crank cases, water jackets, radiators, 
etc. It will not crystallize excessively or give 
wily when subjected to extreme vibration. 

.fluniawtld is used very much like ordinary 
solder. but since It requites a powdered flux 
rather than a paste, It must he handled a lit- 
tle differently. 'rho work to be soldered must 
he supported in a horizontal position, so that 
the flux will slay in place. If two pieces of 
aluminum are to be soldered together. e1v11 15 

"tinned" separately. and the tinned surfaces 
are then placed ill contact and the heat applied. 
If there are no parts in the (muledlIttI' vicinity 
of the Joint a clean gas flame should he rased, 
so that the solder melts In thoroughly, Other- 
wise. a very hot iron will do the trick. 

'I'lie accompanying drawings show the correct 
method of performing it tepreSenta I i ve solder- 
ing job: the placement of an a lundn um shield 
or partition on an aluminum base air sub -panel. 
After the lip has been bent. the sheet is 
clamped upright in a vise, and the top surfsee 
of the lip scraped off with the wire brush 
until it is bright and shiny. .\ thin layer of 
the powdered flux Is then distributed onor it, 
Mid the .\lutnaweld and the hot iron applied 
together. See I "ig. 1. 

'l'he heat must be applied much longer than 
in the 11140 of ordinary soldering. 'l'he flux 
must he bulled out thoroughly. to give it a 
chalice to destroy the troublesome film of alumi- 
num oxide. The iron should be moved back 
and forth slowly along the metal until the 
solder nssnnleS a clear. limpid consistency. 

This operation is repented with the sub- 
panel. A little more time may be required with 
this piece, because the metal on both sides of 
the Joint will tend to conduct away the heat. 
See Fig. Ill, '1'o complete the job, the two 
tinned surfaces are simply brought together. as 
shown in Fig. IC, and the hot iron applied once 
more. It is advisable to hold the pieces t'r- 
golher with u small a clamp, to insure accurate 
alignment. 

POWDERED 
FLU% 

POWDERED 
FLUX 

-C- 

Fig. 1 
The correct method of soldering aluminum. 

OPERATING NOTES 
(Cost (lui ale el J%on1 page' f, : :u 

which resulted in this same rmold:tint. 
. \fler same I 111 Spe'ul In itttenipt Itig I1 10- 

cal' the ('lulls', it writs 1101 acrd !lilt Ille can 
Of une of the three electrolytic v,ndonse's. (the 

tit. unit. Part Nu. U27 lu the sebenllltic 
circuit which appears on page 2117 of the OFF!- 
rI st. It.uno Sea tIcf: MAN!' Ai.. Vol, I I I. was in- ' 

mieled from Ill. chassis by means of "fish- 

l'eia Iling Otte t found in a Peerless 
"1C3'lect ran" reveler'. aiuti' to 4.11 kng, serl$8 the 
Snore kind of Insulation. this strip Wass checked 
with n high -range ohmmeter (1 i ntegohms l and 
found to be the ennse of all the trouble: when 
the condenser was disconnected from the chas- 

R A D 

sis the trouble chin's] up. Pieces of flirt 
washers ware than used to instils to the can of 
the condenser fsvhieh Is martst tIle pnw'er 
nansfurntrr I (10111 the (iliuSSis which completed 
Ihr receiver repair. 

The other Itrnnswirk 17 hail the vnnlpla in 
of bursting into tremendous volume and fading 
hick 1.1 normal at regular intervals. This re- 
elver seas taken bark to the repair shop to 

he placed oti life -test In an ffnrt to locate 
the truubte. The .et Ir,,, operrtl in!t almost it 
reek before the defect Iron foil nd. It 
turned out to he the same strip of fish- 
on per described in the preceding paragraph. 
Improving the insulation completed the job. 
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Measuring Resistances by the Deflection Method 
TII1: conventloual instrument for the nem$- 
uremert of resistance In the Wheatstone 

bridge. which is a costly piece of apparatus. 
However, there are two methods which provide 
a flair degree of accuracy (depending on the 
quality and accuracy of the apparatus em- 
ployecD. the least expensive being the deflection 
method. 

This article has been prepared especially to 
assist users of "Super .\k rauhm" (wire -wound) 
resistors to employ the deflection method. using 
popular -priced milliammeters that are ttsi ly 
procured. 

The low -range millinmmeters that are so 
readily converted into multi -range volt- ammet- 
ers are also admirably adapted for conversion 
into multi-range volt -ohmmeters. The 0 -1.5 

mllliatnmeter IS probably the most desir- 
able instrument for the purpose due to the 
fact that a dry battery tuts a m,ornml potential 
of 1.5 volts or some multiple of this voltage. 
depending upon the number of cells connected 
In series which go to make up the total bat- 
tery. Other popular instruments can readily 
be used for this purpose. depending upon the 
range of resistances to he measured and the 
source of current available. 

The method of connecting the component 
parts of the circuit In the deflection method Is 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. 1.. In this dia- 
gram .\ is the I).('. ndlli:mtmeter, having an 
effective resistance Itm : C is the dry cell or 
battery: Inc is the calibrating resistant.° Whitt 
limits the amount of current passing through 
the milliammeter; and lax is the resistance to 
be measured. 

For example: 
When .\ is a D.C. millla mmeter having a full 

scale of 1.5 ma. and C is a source of potential 
of 1. 5 volts and He t Ito have a total resist- 
ance of 1000 ohms and the S terminals are 
shorted, the millia11uneter should read fun scale. 
or. in other Words, the resistance at X is 
zero. Iluweter, if Hs is a resistance of 1000 
ohms the instrument sl Id then slow one -half 
scale deflection or .75 ma. 'Phis is proven by 

E 
Rheas' Law which states that It = 

In this case R is the total resistance of the 
circuit which includes Rat, the resistance being 
Measured; Ito, the calibrating resistance: 11m. 

ft. the resistance of the meter : E is the voltage of 
the dry cell or battery nod 1 is the current in- 
dicated by the deflection of the meter: therefore 

E 
Itx +Re+Itm =- 

I 
transposing 

E 
Rx =- (lie +11m) 

I 
So much for the explanation of the deflection 

met hod. 
In order to avoid the computation of each 

resistance to be measured. we refer you to a 
table of calibrating resistances and ohmmeter 
scales I and 2. This information permits a 
rapid decision as Igo ,lust What ranges of resist. 
au,e can be measured with the 111,1 rum,nts 
attaitlable and proc ides a menus of calibrating 
a scale directly into ohms. The table is to as- 
sist in determining the proper calibrating re- 
sistance according to the range of resistance 

A Rc 

Rmo 
C 

Rx 

Rc 

o o 

RM . 

Fig. 1 

'l'.,I:LIi 01' ('.\L11tlL\l'ING RESISTANCES 

4 I 
5 

(.A) (Iii ,Ire ,- itm) (Rs) 

Milli- 
amperes 
full scale Voltage 

Total 
resistance 

ref ui rinl for 
ealibrat'. Seale 

Multi - 
ply by 

1 Low 1.5 1.50o ohm 1 1 

1 Med. 4.5 4,500 ohms I 3 
1 High 22.5 22.50) ohms 1 15 

1.5 1.ow 1.5 1,111M1 ohms 2 1 

1.5 Med. 4.5 3.00) ohms 2 3 
1.5 High 22.5 15.000 ohms 2 15 

5 1.5 :400 ohms 1 .2 
10 1.5 ;150 ohms 1 .1 

desired and voltage employed or instrument 
available 

Column 1 of the table refers to the 0.1. 0 -1.5. 
0-5, and 0-10 D.C. millinmmeters. Column :: 

refers to the total calibrating resistance 
I Inc +Irma neeessa ry to obtain full scale de- 

flection with the X terminals shorted %rhea em- 
ploying corresponding voltages as shown In 
column 2. in order to determine accurately the 
actual resistance of calibrating resistor Inc, or 
where the resistance of the instrument Itm 
employed is a considerable port' of the total 
resistance t Rc + lint 1. the internal resistance 
of the meter employed 11ím 1 should be sub- 
tracted from the resistance (Re t ltml of col- 
umn 3 As the resistance I I inn a of most in- 
struments available for this purpose rarely ex- 
ceeds 110 ohms. Ito can be neglected except 
Whore extreme accuracy is desired. 

Scale i referred to in column 4 of the cali- 
brating table is an 0 -1 D.('. milliammeter scale 
which has been calibrated directly into ohms 
where the battery employed is 1.5 volts and 
the coreespondim,g calibrating resistance 115011 
oluosl ..h own n in column :1 is used. 

Srnl 2 is an 0 -15 D.C. milliammeter cali- 
brated direetly in ohms where the battery em- 
ployed i I.3 cults and the corresponding cali- 
brating nesistance 11000 ohmsI IS used. 

'I'ii . range of resistances measured by the 
deflection method Is inerea std In direct ratio 
with the increase of voltage applied. There- 
fore. as the voltage Is increased it is necessary 
to multiply the resistance indicated in the 
scales by the corresponding multiplier in col- 
umn 5. 

Occasionally it may be desirable to lower the 
range of resist lances shown on scales I and 2 

without changing the calibrating resistance or 
meter. in the ruse of the 0-1 D.C. milliam- 
meter using 1.3 volts. the resistance shown on 
scale 1 can be divided by four when a resist- 
ance tltdl of 300 ohms is runneeted across the 
!toter and calibrating resistance. as shown in 
Fig. Ilt. Using the 1.5 D.C. milliammeter the 
resistance of scale 2 caul be divided by live 
them, the resi si :i ace 11011 of 25(1 ohms is cun- 

t retell in the s:nm manure. -from Bulletin .Co. 
7:4 of the $1.111r .s .Ilfp. Co. 

?°''' , °' '' 

ga ' 8 tv?g aK'".'_` ,. ° 39 
..... l}rt ...ä ,a '¢ r 

z -a 

Seale 1 

Il '73 t .g. 0 8 f sp 
1 

o 

Scale 2 
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from a serviceman 
who has discovered the advantage of 
concentrating on Centralab Volume 
Controls. 

Each and every Centralab control 
has been tried and approved for use 

in the various receivers specified in 
our Volume Control Guide. Even 

where the original control differs in 
appearance, or is of the wire wound 
type the Centralab unit invariably 
functions better. 

Order 5 Centralab Replacement 
Volume Controls and get the new 

50c VOLUME CONTROL GUIDE 
FREE. 

Get this service carton of 10 Cen- 
tralab Fixed Resistors which list at 

$3.00 for only $1.75. 

FREE: The new QUICK REFER- 
ENCE WALL CHART showing 
resistance combinations at a glance. 

CENTRAL RADIO - LABORATORIES 

930 E. Keefe Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
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FREE Tubes- 
1ü,e to ' "mtemen arnl - 

quallry intoned R.C.A. tube, at price, that are 
exceptionally low. We carry the largest variety of tubes 
in tilt world, many for special purposes. and even' tube 
is replaceable within 3 months, providing filament Is 
not burnt out. We either have the tube you require 
or we will make it for you. 

TYPE 0 
Potassium 

]Toto Cell, 4- 
o'era1L 32.10 

TYPE V 
Tells islun Tube I." Square 

c Ihale, oer- 
all Axe e"16", 

$3.83 

TYPE R 

caesium Photo 
Cells, overall 

length 3- 1/16 ". 
0.90. 

take advantage of our offer- 
25 U Y-227 Tubes FREE with 
every purchase of 100 Assorted 

Tubes 
(This offer is good until July 7. 1932) 

COMPLETE STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
Order front this page -Remit :Apo with order, balance C.O.D. All price. 

are F.O.R. F.1C'rOltY. Newrk. shipments go funaard nitres( or parcel 
post. No order for less than 83.00 accepted. 
TYPE ANY QUANTITY UX201A- .Umpliter or detector 

o 1 

$0.30 
UX -226 -AC amplifier 

-AC amplifier or detector . 

.30 
30 

x- 171A-(ev r output nay. for .AC or DC operation, n amp .30 
UX -240 -Designed for impedance and resistance minding .40 
UX120 -Poser amp. oneri in last stage of audio freq. .40 
UX199 -Detector and anni. tube, long prongs .40 
UV -199 - Same characterlst by as l'X -199 only .hurl prongs .40 
UX112A -I'ower ants. tube fur low cur. conump.. amp. .40 
UX- 200A- Detector tube rnasnmended for weak signals .40 
ÚY.224 -At' u.reen grid amplifier .40 
1.1X-243 -looser amplifier .40 
UX201B -1i6 Amp. Amplifier and Detector .60 
UY246 -l'oser .amplifier .60 
UY -247 -l'user Pentode .60 
WO11 - Detector Amp. .60 
WD -12 -Detector Amp. .60 
UX -230 -Dry cell atmt and detector. 2 colts .60 
UX -231 -Dry cell ants. -last audio stage, 2 volts .60 
UX -232 -Ivry cell screen grid amp., 2 volts .60 
ÚY233 -. Power Amplifier Pentode, 2 tints .85 
UY- 234 -Screen Grid Pentode &F. Amplifier .85 
UT-235 -star control screen grid amp. .60 
UY236 -:4reen Grid Radio Freq. Amp. .85 
UY -237 -Detector Amplifier .85 
UY238 -Power Amplifier Pentode .85 
UY -239 -lo' 10.F. Pentode Amplifier .85 
UY -551 -Variable Mu .60 
UT -56 -A.F. and R.F. Amplifier and Oscillator .60 
UY -57 .i prong screen Grid H.F. Amplifier and Detector .60 
UY -58 -6 prong Variable 31u H.}'. Amplifier and Super Detector .60 
UX -210 -Fur bower amplifier. high voltage 1.10 
UX.222 -Screen grid radio frequency atop. 1.10 
UX -250 -Power amp. used in last stage of audio free. 1.10 
Ito Ha t tube tu present tubes in set from blowing out 1.10 
special Super -sensu lye .Audio Fn'q. 2ilIA .60 
Special super- sensitive Radio }req. 201A .60 
Special 1:1 .Al amp. extra coated filament -good for electric sets .60 
T -14 (2111ä High Cu) high emission .60 
Switch tube. 20IA or 112 or 171 double life 
Adapter rube 226, 227 171A, tu ninon hat. -ets to AC, each .60 
UY- 227A -Ar amplifier or detector, ...ante a, 227 (but quirk heater! .60 
UY- 224A -AC grid amplifier. same as 224 (but quirk heater.. .60 

RECTIFIER AND CHARGER BULBS 
125 Mil. rectifying tube 111. H.) (Raytheon Type) 
6 /l0 amp. trickle charger bulb (T Type) 
2 amp. Nd and nevi type charger bulbs tint $4.00) (T Type) 
5 and O amp. charger bulbs i list Simon (T TYPO 
15 amp. charger bulbs (Tenser Type) 
U X866 -Hot faluche !Memory Vapor Half -Was e Rectifier I lleavy Duty) 
UX- 280 -Hot l'otbode 3Ienvry Vapor Full -Wase Rectifier as 1.-X388 
U X281 -Hot Cathode Mercury Vapor Half -Wave Rectifier 
UX- 871 -1iut Cathode Mercury Vapor Rectifier 
U X780- Full-Woe Rectifier for High Emission 
U X. 281 -11x1 f -Wave Rectifier 
UT-282 -Full -Ware 31ercury Vapor Rectifier 

PHOTO CELLS 
Phonudectric cell. "Potassium" Type 0 2.10 UX- 182- Sparlon Type 
Photoelectric cell, 'Y'aeslunr' Type A 7.90 UX- 183-- sparton Type 
Photoelectric cell. "Caesium- Type R 5.90 ÚY484- Spartan Tine 

TELEVISION TUBES UX- 585 -- spartnn Tyne 
Teflon Itefiectron Neon Television 'ruhe, 1" Cathode $,roars Type C... 3.85 UY686 - spartnn Type 
Triton Neon Television Tubc, Pa" Cathode Square Type V 3.85 UX401- 10I1mgg T3 re 
Teflon Neon Television Tube. 1" Cathode Square Type X 385 UX -103 I: rl hcg Rixe 

-OR- 
Extra 

Special 
with 
every 

order for 
$5.00 

of tubes 
we will 

give 

FREE 
2 UY -227 
TUBES 

For 
multiples 
of $5.00 

proportionate 
amounts 
of free 
tubes 

will be 
given. 

ARCO TUBE COMPANY, 40 Park Place, Newark, 

1.23 
2.00 
2.00 
3.73 
7.50 
2.73 
1.40 
2.75 
1.50 
.40 

1.10 
1.10 

N. J. 

POLYMET PRODUCTS Word -Accepted 
The new 1932 Polymet Catalog gives corn - POLYMET MFG. CORP. I plete dimension data and electrical specifi- 834 E. 134th St., New York City 

I cations of the parts used by leading receiver Send me lour new and vahtame catalog of I manufacturers. You can purchase identical quality replacement parts. P 
I parts from your local jobber, and give "guar- 
! anteed" service work -a sure way to in- 
I crease your business and your reputation. 

Naine 
Address 
City State 

Jobber in Dealer Service -Man I MAIL COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY 
. 1 
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VARIABLE -MU "6" 
I ,,,,,;,,,,,, 21) 

teeing right hand flap. The R.F. coils and 
shi(Ids are mounted in th. me ter Ille left 
f the sockets. 'l'he 47 (cket below the 

third hole from the right fa.'itn: the rear flap 
of the chassis; the one mal 'ked pea her" goes 
in the hole to the right anti the 'so socket 
in the last hole. All have filament prongs 
facing the rear. 

Turn the chassis upside down and 'mount 
the electrolytic condensers. Cp, I'm and C. the 
volume control and switch. It, tone ennt roi 
resistance Its, the antenna- ground binding posts. 
the radio frequency choke, and the phono jack. 
¡If you are using noel. The power transformer 
is bolted to the top of the chassis over the 
large opening so that the lends face the under- 
side. Mount resistance IL On the filter choke 
Ch, opposite the choke t'rtninals And bolt the 
choke underneath the chassis. If Tou tie - 
tide to bypass this out with n nest of .1 -mf. 

leuo'rs mounted in a tin box. Ince parts 
listl, bolt your capaeity unit underneath the 
chassis near the coils. NInnut the vernier dial 
and pilot -light on the front of the variable 
condenser. 

If the wiring has Iwen done correctly and 
the tlppnnails is perfect. the set should be 
ready to operate. Insert tlo' speaker plug and 
tubes In their proper sockets. cnnneet the an- 
tenna and ground. plug the lamp -eord into the 
light socket and turn on the set. .t tier the 
tubes have had a few seconds to warm up. 
rotate the volume control about three -quarters 
of a turn and tune In stations. 

Socket Voltages and Currents 

Plates of 1t.1'. tubes to ground, 200 volts 
R,1'. and detector Siren -grids to ground, 85 
Io :10 volts: It.F. cathodes to ground. O to 22 
volts, depending upon th.' setting of the volume 
control. This is not it true reading as the 
1010 -ohms- per -volt meter is not sensitive 
enough to measure this accurately ; detector 
plate to ground, 75 volts, 

The following pre th voltages to be meas- 
ured in the power unit : Anode of Cli) to 
ground, 415 volts; .\ h of t'11 to ground: 
410 volts; anode of el 2 to ground, 300 volts. 

The voltages to be measured in the power 
t aloe are Ils follows: Plate of pentode to 
ground. 20 to 275 volts; drop across I19. 
1: to 15 volts: suppressor grid of pentode to 
ground, 270 to 2s0 volts. 

The total] eu rient measured between the 
center tap of th.' seeolulory of the high -voltage 
winding on the power transformer tond ground 
is i " ma.; th.' plate eurreut in each of the 
Ih.F. pinte circuits is Y 10 3 mn. ; the plate 
current In the pen to, le circuit is :Y; to 37 ma. 

Parts List 
One Frost O .i3Oo0 ohm variable resistor, in; 
Ont' 20,100 (thin resistor. It°_ : 

Two ::0.000 ohm resistors, 113, R4; 
One : ,o0.non ohm resistor. Roi; 
One 1. megoh Ii, resistor 1141; 
1111 10.111111 ohm resistor. ItT 
11ne 0-2:01011 ohm potentiometer, RS; 
t lue 4.i0 (thin resistor, 119 
Four .1 -mf.. 400 -volt paper condensers, Cl. 

C_, Cll. 1'S; 
One .1.i -m f. condenser. C4: 
Two .Othe_ i -mf. molded midget bypass con- 

densers, ( :i. CO; 
fins .O.i -mf.. mira coupling condenser, C7: 
One S mf. low vol tags dry elet'troly tic con- 

denser. CO ; 

Two 40H) -volt, dry ele.'trolytie condensers, CIO. 
CI ; 

One 2 mf. condenser. ('122; 
One four -gang .00i)35-mf. condenser with trim- 

mers nad split -rotor end Din left. CV : 

One Gardner step ter- tapped. 900 -volt, 110 to So 
mn. transformer. I',T. ,'Phis transformer 
must also supply 5 Vol to nt 2 amperes, and 
haVe bads _t! -Volt filament windings). 

Four tube shields; 
l'nnr coil shields: 
One phono -lark with shorting link; 

Ve I icy i -prong sockets; 
One lìby 4 -prong socket 
One 5 -prong speaker plug; 
1 ",,ur screen-grid caps. 
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WHICH AUDIO 
I t'Oa NMI Cd JI'ona page 

The pair of .40 lobe. ill push -push Islas III 
is the best in terms of maximum power output. 
although the difference Iotw'een their output 
of Ili watts compared to the next best I'43s 
in push -pull as "Class A I is only :1 decibels, or 
only a little over the minimum variation in 
Vulnm, perceptible to the human ear: As 
against this, their harmonic distortion is seen 
to be much worse in the volume range of 20) 
ntilliwatts or armchair level, up to 2 watts, 
or about all that will ever be required even 
for bass notes in the hams- except for dancing, 
when four to six watts may lie needed. 

'l'he pentodes l '47sí In push -pull Ior pa rnl lei. 
they offering no tonal advantages in push -puili 
show only 2 to 2.5 percent hit rnlonic distortion 
in the ordinarily used lower output range, but 
they have still from four to five tiaras as much 
harmonic distortion as the '45s ['lass -1, and 
otu very serious disadvantage --as their output 
is pushed up. as it easily can and most cer- 
tainly will be with ally semstt ire recelv'ers ta- r day. their harmonic distortion will be very an- 
noying Indeed - rising to 20 percent at a little 
over it watts output as they are normally used. 
'l'hk .explains why overloaded pen tacks sound 
Ian 111 1101 worse than over.Ioadel 4s, even 
though the latter may only approximate Class 

Looking at power sensitivity. the 40 I'lass 
It iambination Is very poor -so poor. In fact. 
that though the figure of .11s given Is the 
overall power sensitivity for two '401 driven by 
the recommended '45 driver stage. still another 
audio stage is really needed to drive them to 
full output If detector overloading is to be 
avoided. 'l'lbe pentodes are easiest to drive. 
and the output of a good '27 power detector 
will drive them quite nicely. 'fit, push -pull 
'45s la) are next easiest to drive. a '27 power 
d,t e.t or doing the job fairly well. 

'l'h.re was a story current in Chicago when 
47 pentodes were first iuttndured in 19::1 
than the chief engineer of a %yell known 
Chicago radio nuuntleturer, to whom the sates 
engineers of a la rg. tithe maker were .Npl :.im- 
Ing the then new pentode. As the store .oes, 
When they were. all through, the se eu.in.et 
picked up a sample pentode. held it up to the 
light. looked eaurfully throng). ii. :tad finally. 
apparently deeply impressed. xelaiuud. "won- 
derful, absolutely WOtld.1'f,11 tier, %,e leis a :O 
percent distortion in a battle:" this 
was an exaggeration. the larnmni 411,1111.1 ion 
percentage of a good 04.1114.le :Otdia sç I,uu 1e- 
i11g below the supposedly permi,,abl, I. p.ar.nt 
at home ['01111114. I.V,Is. Bill this engineer had 
sensed Immediately the !mini made above -that 
in preset -day radio sets i. ,arid be n ear - 
111lnty that though the fall Oil put of pentodes 
would not be utilized for Lome entertainment. 
a Very unfavorable reaction wont.] be had by 
users as sets were tuned t.. Meal stations where 
the output would momentarily rise to levels 
when 20 and :10 !recent barutonie distortion 
would be apparent. 

The harmonic distortion p.renttges are va- 
ft liable and ton high for really g od quality 

for 40 class 1: push -push. as an examination 
of Fig. I will show. Iett Itou so high for pen- 
todes as to Is prohibitive. while th. '1.s are 
best by far. In staling that b:uau.n,ie distor- 
tion for 4.is is "too high," the write, bases 
this statement on at a :.r..lnl auali -is of the re- 
action of a large number of people to demon- 
strations of the three systems simultaneously 
and lu small groups at different tines. For 
instance. as they listened to push -pull pentodes 
at 2.0 watts output. the quality seemed o,cept- 
uble. as did that of '40 in ['lass It, though 
most remarked that it was not /IS "clear- or 
"clean" as they would really desire. Rut as 
soon as they heard the Class -\ push -pull 47.s. 
they definitely condemned the pentodes and 
40s: Stuh, then, was the reaction of a wide 
range of listeners to, for example. the differ- 
ence between .4 to Al peent tin rmonie distor- 
tion for the '45s ('lass .1 as sort! :a -ed to only 
2.0 to 2 percent distortion for the pentnd,s. 
It Is ills Ih,se r,afimns slat the couclusi.ai 
was arrived at that .oer 1.11 t. 1.:. percent 
hnrmoble distortion was too much for really 
high quality reprod act don. particularly as there 
appears to be it ',spchic raetion almost akin 
to pain during prolonged listening to programs 

SYSTEM ? 
17) 

having harmonic distortion in excess of I per- 
cent at hone Iolutae. 

Thr Jinni a, ln.xiaa aft ir our yrni It axe ,old 
tv'htl of pen l odes. whirl) iti rrrrl hr /t ,v in this 
respect tlr,t,t '411 rhixx It amplification. wax that 
a tit lnr of t lase systems could be Ndeial r.l in 
h Oil g NO lit !r receivers, and that only '474 or 
eq u i ro bent I riodes could possibly be acceptable. 

Considered from a cult angle. pentodes are 
as cheap as '4'.s in terms of receiver cost. 
since they require the stinte essential equip- 
ment and power availability. whereas '40 class 
It systems are far more expensive. even though 
they give markedly inferior results to the ear. 
This is Iseansi., the 'dui: 111.11W grid currents 
ranging up t,t 00 and 70 mass they must be 
driven by a power audio stage uhcnd of Ilya. 
4.011111.41 1111111101 nu excessively expensive coup- 
ling transformer which must have extremely 

I regulation. slur, considerable power is 
required front it by the 40s. It must. there- 
fore, have very low rslstanee windings and 
large core area, nod will be quite ,xpetlsIvu 
compared to the coupling transformer required 
for '45s or '47s. 

Likewise. the output transformer will be 
excessively expensive since it must have a high 
I nducta ace compared to triode output coils. 
Further. plate supply regulation must be far 
letter than is ei mieally praetieal because 
signals do not vary plate cmrr'nt about an 
average ratite as in other systems. but 4.1111s, 
It to cis, to utoriv. many times its normal "no 
signor' value as :t signal is applied. And all 
of this neglects the u.r.ssity of a third audio 
stage to precede lit, 'L:1 driven stage for class 
It 4as, ieed,d Ii,,a0t'0 of their low power sen- 
sitivity to treieill milt detector overloading. 
111111 flit radn.iig. as It does- additional filtration 
prubl.nis and reests. 

Another angle of the problem of nmplitier 
overload with its consegn,nt hnraunle distor- 
tion is that dynamic loudspeaker units as used 
in home receives distort rather busily at high 
power, no that when more 1111111 about lice watts 
:u. :[!!bird to conventional t:lH's they Ueur 
selves login to iitrodnee Milliomic distortion. 
and as ten to twelve watts ere applied to 111.111 

their quality is pretty rnngAet.ty shot to pieces. 
This Is rue reason why :nullifier . ",load 

al ' in suutll degrees is Mil in itself aurally 
serious in the rung, of. say. ,right %s.1114 anti 
tip --ant that point the speaker di- lorti.m is so 
had as to often mask the amplilier distortion. 
and In addition distortion is not quite as im- 
mediately noticeable at high volume levels any- 
way. 

But from n home entertainment standpoint. 
them IS nu earthly use for the sixteen watts 
output of '-bps class It. even if economical speak- 
ers did not go all to Meet's at such bv,Is and 
the amplifier cost was not excessive-- oatirely 
exclusive of the poor home volume tinalits 
They provide. 

From this and other considerations Invoiced. 
it 1tpprotrs that the hest possible nudi,, system 
for 1 use would employ '45s in push -pull. 
but would have the disadvantage of only :i to 

2 watts power output at :, percent harmonic 
distortion. Investigation along this line in- 
dicated, however. that this system could be 
Improved npou 1.4t11 In lowering harmonic dis- 
tortion nail increasing power output. Work 
along this line has been going on in the 
Silver-Marshall laboratories, and it is now pos- 
sible to announce 1t tirty altld onontienl andim 
amplifier using '4.i tubes. that will turn out 
eight watts at : percent hiutnonic d Ist art inn. 
and up to live watts at 1 percent -a ['lass .\ 
system that appears ideal for haute rwepti.nu 
where only the finest possible reproduction will 
be tolerated -and nothing finer ran today be 
provided. 

The New Amplifier Circuit 
The circuit of this amplifier Is the m aven- 

tional push -pull arrangement. the constants. 
and not the ,- ircuit itself being the secret of 
its rentark:tld. performance. It Ewing per- 
fectly safe to opera to 'a5 tubes at :am volts 
on the plate if the plate dissipation is kept down: the first step is to rake the plate volt- 
age to :lisi volts. and then to hits the grid's 
05 -rolls negative: This gives a Class A am- 

(Continued on page 38) 
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Two combined 

SHORT 
WAV E 

and 
Standard Broadcast 

Superheterodyne 

Radio Receivers 

The CROSLEY 
DISCOVERER 

With this marvelous new Crosley radio receiver 
you can know the thrill of listening direct to 
foreign stations, air pilots receiving instructions, 
police calls and many other interesting and 
unusual things that travel the short wave bands. 
Every channel from 14 to 
550 meters is covered. Of 
course ordinary broad- 
casts can also be heard. It 
is housed in an extraor- 
dinarily beautiful cabinet 
and sells at a sensation- 
ally low price. 

1710 
COMPLETE WITH 

7 TUBES 

The CROSLEY 
ADVENTURER 

The 12 tubes of this Crosley superheterodyne 
short -wave and standard broadcast receiver 
make it. we believe, the most sensitive, best 
performing and most complete set ever offered 
at any price for honte re- 
ception. The wave length 
change, as its The DIS- 
COVERER. is effected by 
tocans of a panel switch - no coils to change. The 
cabinet is a marvel of 
furnitu re design. The price 
is amazingly low. 

11950 
COMPLETE 

WITH 
12. TUBES 

Montana, Wyoming. Cohnado, New Mexico and 
West. prices slightly higher. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
Home of "the Notion's .~lotion " -WLW 

Towel Crosley, Jr., ¡'resident Cincinnati 
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EFFICIENT 

BOUGMtSUa 
N O 

CELL 

r4Ciiiti O stz fj'.i'.d 

THE RCM 

LUXThON 
KIT HAS 

THOUSANDS or 
PRACTICAL 

APPLICATIONS 
including 3n 

FIRE ALARMSBURGLAR ALARMS. SMOKE 
INDICATORS. COUNTING-SORTING -COLOR MATCHING 
AUTOMATIC SIGN LIGHTING SWITCHES 

COMPLETE KIT $9.50 
REQUIRES NO (Never Before Sold for Less 
AMPLIFIERS. Than $60) 

This Includes: 
1 Light Sensitive Ltic- 

Tron Cell, type "ST." 
1 Relay. Controlling 

110 -Volt Circuit, type 
R -1. 

1 Gum - Wood Relay 
Cabinet. 

1 Complete Set Instruc- 
slze c" s s,i" e tions and Diagrams. 
n,;' deep. LUX- showing How to Make TAOS R -1 RELAY 
(shorn nno,e in Automatic Parking 
a+B). Light Control for 

ONLY $4.IN 
Isar eaae Automobiles. 

LUXTRON MFG. CO.. INC. 
241 Lafayette St., Dept. RC., N.Y.City 

Pioneers in Photo -Cell Deziccs Since 1900 

NEW 1932 HAND. 
LAPEL MIKES 

lo. 306-Single Puttee $5.00 
Io. 501- Single Button 10.00 

No. 503 -Two Button 15.00 
and 15 other type, for 

even' occasion. 
Also Direct Manufacturers of 

Amplifiers. Horn Units. 
Trumpets and All 
P. A. Accessories 

Send for Catalogue RC Now 
MILES REPRODUCER CO. 

26 East 22nd St.. N. Y. C. 

A PRACTICAL "3- TUBE" SUPER 
I I 'oa l iu and from page I1)5 

to several hundred to one over a very nar- 
row baud of frequencies without noticeable 
improvement over the remainder of the broad- 
cast range. 

The use of n bridge circuit. so arranged that 
a part of the R.F. energy fed Into the tube 
from the antenna ci rettit was fed back to the 
1ircul t. showetI that by effecting a proper bal- 
ance. an image ratio of well over a thousand 
to one could be obtained. 

Figure 3 shows the selectivity curve of the 
tuned :uu eu ua vi rtuit. 'Plds curvo is some- 
what normal. although Its shies are more neatly 
symmetrical than most curves due to a com- 
bination of inductive and rnpacltative coupling 
which eliminates the normal high frequency 
"trails." 

As the circuit is tuned from high to low 
frequencies. its selectivity -curve narrows lu the 
cuncrnti.mal manner. although its gaits is not 
changed by ant appreciable percentage. Due to 
this characteristic. out -of -phase voIIage pro 
diced In the tuned circuit at an image-fro- 
11111.111'y whose amplitude would increase uni- 
funnily with frequency, would balance out an 
image induced in the circuit. See Fig. 0. 

This balancing out of the image- fiequenty 
response may be ace 'dished by the use of at 

small coupler with it relatively large inductance 
in series with the antenna and it few turns of 
wire coupled to this inductance and eenneeted 
In series with the cathode of the oscillating 
tube. This is indicated in the schematic cir- 
cuit of the receiver. Fig. 4. Coil I.1 is the an- 
tenna coil of high inductance while Coil f:_ is 
the One connected In series with the cathode 
ns mentioned before. If the inductance In series 
tvlIit the antenna 311111 the rapacity -coupling 
condenser is wound with resistance wire. its 
normal response is altered so that It has no 
affect utlur than that of n constantly Hureas- 
htg impedance ncruss the frequency band. In 
other words. we now have an impala are cur 
nomad In series with the antenna. the value of 
this Impedance increasing directly- as the fre- 
quency increases. A few turns of wire tightly 
sou, Icd to this t'oiI 1.1 and connected In series 
with the cathode of the tube will Introduce ha 
that tube every frequency picket) up by the 
:ntteana : the higher frequencies being about 
two sand one halt times the amplitude of the 
Invr frequencies. These small voltages Imlmretl 
in Ihk small coil are nearly too degrees out of 
pia north the voltage Indio ed iu the tuned 

SERVICE MEN 
Eref.!! trig ere I'I aime 

THIS BOOK 
APERPETUAL GUIDE to correct resistor and volume con- 

trol values -with diagrams, charts, set specifications and 
other valuable data. 

Prepared by authoritative engineers and published by 
Electrad as a service to service men. 

Loose -leaf pages, genuine Fabrikoid flexible cover. Kept up 
to date by supplements four times a year. 

A small dollar investment that pays BIG dividends. 

ELECTRAD INC.. 175 Varick St., New York. 

Enclosed $ (check, currency or M.O.) 

for copies and supplements (as published) 
of RESISTOR REPLACEMENT HAND BOOK 
at $1 per copy. 

Name 

Address 
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!75 Varle1c 9t.. New York. A.Y. 

ELEÇTRAD 

circuit, and are about one twentieth of this lat- 
ter voltage at resomu lire. 'Phis out -of -phase 
cOltnge is shown in Fig. i by the straight. 
slanting Ilnr. Since this voltage oust be sub- 
tracted from that induced In the toned cir- 
cuit. the final selectivity curve of the system 
is shown by the dotted line. 

The only really rtiUral factor in the opera- 
tion of the system was the coupling between 
the two coils of the antenna system. By ex- 
rrise of rensonnble care. production limits 
could be easily maintained In a lixetl coil and 
saute adjustment used for a final balance of 
efforts produced by other parts in the receiver. 
The final arrangement haul fixed inductive coup- 
ling and a semi -variable capacity -coupling con- 
denser which raised or lowered the gain of the 
input tea itsformer, widening or narrowing the 
response curse off resonance until it just bal- 
anueI the fixed ottl -'if -ph a.se coupling vintage. 
In other words, the selectivity curve of the 
antenna system Is made variable so that the 
voltage induced in the tuned circuit would just 
equal that induced in the small coupling coil. 
and since hulk voltages are ISO degrees out of 
phase. the image- frequency voltage would be 

considerably reduced. 'Phis semi- variatble unit 
should only he manipulated when image - 
frequency interference is obtained. 

Roth of the coils mentioned. as well as the 
coils used In the oscillatory portion of the 
circuit are quite different front those ordi- 
narily used. As one of the requbetnents of 
the receiver was that it he small, normal coils 
appeared quite out of popotion to the job 
they had to perform. ')'hose included in the 
design are less then an Inch in diameter and 
less than an inch it length. this being the size 
of their shield cans. as Indira red in one of 
the accompanying photographs. The coils 
themselves are of the universal -wound type. 
inverted In their respec I live shields and held in 
place by a cup In the bottom of the can and 
n small ring which springs into a Item! spun 
In the can. 

Referring to circuit dbtgrain. It will be found 
that one side of the volume cunt rnl is connected 
to the antenna lead. This dues not produce 
the usual volume control action. If an attempt 
were made to control from this point It would 
be found that the volume would decrease to a 
certain point anti suddenly begin to increase 
again is the vidunie runt rot knob is continu- 
ously rotated. 'Flits occurs because of the ef- 
fect of the out -of -phase coupler which would 
assist in obtaining a null point which accounts 
fur the sudden decrease in volume. After this 
point had beau reached, practically all of the 
coupling to the grid of the tube would he 

through this out -of- phase roil itself. and con- 
sequently the volume would again incise. 

This rather unusual effect is overcome by 
grounding the arm of the potentiometer. which 
ín effect. grounds the screen -grid bleeder err. 
cult, and running the bias of this tube and 
the antenna volume cont ol in such a manner 
that the milt point in the volume control ac- 
tion occurs at exactly the sit s limo that the 
hest LF. tube teases to f0urti.,lt hecause of the 
small signal. Incidentally, it may be started 
that the voiu nu control also serves to close 
the grid circuit of the oscillating detector. 

By making the first tole oscillate strongly 
enough to give a pow gain. and hating the 
I.F. stage regenerate so that the major por- 
tin of th gain of the receiver is In this I.F. 
tube. it is possible to maintain a very satis- 
fartuy adjacent channel selectivity. This com- 
bination gives a band width of approximately 
50 kilocycles at 10.000 times resonance input. 
and the oc.ra 11 sensitivity het wean 4011 and $00 
microvolts for Go iai Iliuattts output. 

At 30 percent modulation the maximums out- 
put obtain :tbae is about 750 milliwattts. increas- 
ing regularly- to ocer two watts at 100 percent 
modulation. l'tiwnry overland occurs at ap- 
proximately a thousand microvolts input. 

tit mpa red to any other commercially prac- 
ticable arrangement containing only four tubes, 
this arrangement will show better sensitivity. 
better sta iii tt y. better selectivity better image 
ratio and better fidelity than its competitors. 
It might also be added that its price would be 
less than that of a tuned B.F. receiver of only 
one -hltlf the efficiency of this circuit. 

(Con finned on page :::i 
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SKINDERVIKEN 
Transmitter- Microphone- 

Amplifier Units 

A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS 
-adl0 
gCTqaNSMISáICN- 

SPEAKER ,...soee fay. . 
p,,Ixrett 

rw 

:::: 
{i MPUraR 

i. 

-nt 
Y, 11) LEAK. 

ppNN STC 
AMPLIFICAL TIAOON- 

-RADIO AMPLIFIER- 

." 

M n 
I, 

1e 

ro- G.a, 

ijj? .n. 
-TAIMiNG LILICK, 

CODC 

1-., ; Ii 11161 

w_, 

.. , _ . 

-MLAMCLarI rR- wtr .e..N.-wr 
HUNDREDS OF USES FOR THE 

EXPERIMENTER: 
RADIO AMPLIFIER PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER 
DETECTOPHONE TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER 

STETHOSCOPE LOUD SPEAKER AMPLIFIER 
MICROPHONE CRYSTAL SET AMPLIFIER 

HOME RECORDING OUTFITS 

WE PAY $5.00 IN CASH 
for every new use developed for this unit 

and accepted and published by us. 

95c EACH Two for $1.75 
12 -PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET 
containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable 

uses, furnished with each unit. 

EVERY AMATEUR SHOULD HAVE TWO OR THREE 
OF THESE AMPLIFIERS IN HIS LABORATORY 

SEND NO MONEY 
When the postman delivers your order you pay him 
for whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents 
postage. 

PRESS GUILD. Inc.. Its' -7 -32 
16 Murray St.. New York. N. Y. 

Please mall me at once as many of the following Items 
as I hase Indicated. 
.... Rkindereiken Transmitter Unit. at 95e for 1: $175 

for 2; 52.50 for 3: 53.20 for 4. 
When delivered I will pay the postman the cost of the 

Items specified Plus Pottage. 

Name 
Address 
City State 

AN "A" UNIT 
I H'oa tin tit'd /rout pm/c 2:i) 

junction to the negative element -the positive 
e l'ulent. 

The thermocouple junctions, facing the cen- 
I,r of the rite;, -like structure, are heated by 
a gas or gasoline burner which 1s shown, to- 
gether with a gasoline tank to which the 
burner is commuted, in Fig. C. The opposite 
or outside junctions are cooled by radiation of 
the spider ring with which these junctions are 
in thermal contact. 'i'Ite spider ring, being 
composed of aluminum twhlh Is a good con- 
ductor of heat 1 readily dissipates the heut 
which its carried off by conduct boa through the 
elements of the thermocouples -from the hot 
to the cold junctions. It was found. by the 
use of the spider ring. that a higher difference 
of temperature is effected between the hot 111111 

the colt) junctions of the thermocouples with 
the consequent result that the 'l'he rmuttnn is 
capable of producing also a higher voltage than 
it would produce without the radiators. 

The thermocouple section, both on the bot- 
tom and on the top. Is enclosed by metal cov- 
ers. .\ heat Insulator ring conforming in shape 
to the ttermoeouple 141.1.1 11/11 and consisting of 
It composition of magnesium oxide and asbestos 
is placed between the thermocouples and the 
metal covers. Thus, the whole of that portion 
of the heat absorbed at the hot junctions which 
is not converted into useful electrical energy 
is curried off by conduction to the cold junc- 
tions and thence to the spider ring where it 
is dissipated by the radiation. 

. \s seen in Pig. .1. the generator section is 
hold in the proper position with relation to 
the burner by IIHNIIIR of verb icnl supports fas- 
tened to the tuusk. In the center of the com- 
pleted generator section is it perforated cap 
that can easily be removed to light the burner 
for the operation of the device. The starting 
of the bunter is similar to that of at gasollle- 
lamp. Two binding posts, positive (+) and 
negative ( -). are connected to the terminate 
of the generator. 'l'h' load resistance consist- 
ing of the filament circuit of the radio sei ¡- 
connected to these binding posts. 

The completed Thermat ron weighs approxi- 
mately 10 pounds. Its current producing sec- 
tion Inclusive of the spider ring. measures 
s4 inches in diameter from tip to tip and Is 
slightly in excess of 1rÌ inches in thickness. 
The tank of Its base has a diameter of 8 
inches and is .I inches it loci gl t. 'l'he overall 
diameter of the burner Is 2.. /1U Inches. 

Electrical Characteristics 
The device ii scribed it produces an elec- 

tromotive force of .1 volts and. Localise its In- 
ternal ohmic resistance at operating tempera- 
ture is about 2 °Inns. It sustains a flow of 
carrent of 2 amperes with a load resistance In 
the circuit approaching zero: t1ar0furo. !MINI- 
MUM power 011111111 :nul tMciency of the Ther- 
h otron is obtained when its load rv.isl :nue is 
equal to its internal resistance. l'u,br IIIis 
condition a useful encrent flow of I ampere is 
ataila lite ,shish is more than needed for any 
of the 2 -volt sets now In use r ou all. market. 

,ry resr of Mhos, require navre t it .05-ani tiri.' 
nn! Sonie of titer draw even less. 

\with a load resistance in Ille circuit rqu :hl 
to 2 ,huts. Ili, 'Ih,r0u,l ran lias be 11 L9,114.1111 fug 
e 1 1 

111e 
1 1 1 , r cry dur 1111 ring an .,tire yeti except 

ou Sa11days :nul la oliduys oc or It p,rin11 .,f S 

ion rs. I I his I Imo lahoot -7.01 hoard 
it ,ou -auud a Mil,- over 211 gallons of lamp 
and siur, s I¡ue nse,1 ¡u utosl farda homes. 
'fins an o,..1 le of its 01,.1:11 lug expense may 
br based 011 lb,- fart Ihnt it pr°ducrs rurre11l 
nt a 1.0115 III rate during a period of time 
in excess of a Inadred I s on nue gallon 
of IMS011110 

dtcrat ¡ne 1110 extent of fluctuation in 
cottage and rurreut fluty 11110 10 one c: ils, ter 
:1110111er. 1111 volt and ampere readings wore 
taken every 1(1 urinates 1111 ring an eight hour 
period for the preparation of the 1.11rc, shown 
in l'Ig. 2. . \t tu limo did :a rise in the volt- 
age show more than . Iii or a drop of more 
than .1,2 volts. The rurr,lt tlosc during the 
eight hour period was just as constant. 

At this poilu the 01...1 10111011,0 fire of the 
device. after it had produced c11rrout for 27,110 
boors. 0cre :red from 4 rolls nt ih, beginning 
to 2.91 volts at the end of Ille nest period. 
and increased ils internal resistance front 
Inns to 211) ohms, so that current flow was 
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OSCILLATOR 
Licensed by A. T. & T. Co. 

18 Net to dealer 
$30 list 

`21 Net to dealer 
with output meter 

If not at your Jobbers we will ship 
direct when remittance accompanies 
order. 

A s t u r d y modulated instrument 
carefully made. Completely shielded 
with separate battery compartment. 
Furnished with 22rrr -v. and 3 -v. 
batteries and one '30 tube. Direct 
reading broadcast band (550 -1500 
kc.) and intermediate band (120- 
185 kc.). Sharp 2d and 3d har- 
monics for 260 and 475 kc. Oper- 
ating instructions attached in case 
cover with shielded wire leads. 
Very compact. In leatherette case, 
6.11%x5/ in. Weighs but 8 
pounds. Built to high standards. 
Every serviceman should have the 
No. 550 oscillator to align r.f. gang 
condensers, locate defective r.f. 
transformers, adjust i.f. transform- 
ers, check oscillator stage and de- 
termine sensitivity of a receiver. A 
necessary instrument. Get yours 
today. Write for catalog of serv- 
icing instruments. 
r 

Readrite Meter Works 
17 College Ave. 
Bluffton, Ohio 

Please scud all information alien. 
Itr:ulrite Oscillator and other Servi.I 
instruments. 

Saarre 

Address 

Cut Ct air 

Readrite Meter Works 
Established 1904 

17 College Ave, . Bluffton, Ohio 
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DYNAMIC Bull 
PENTODE 
Build this powerful radio your- 
self. Simple A -II -C dins - 

tions. Beautiful Walnut t - 

inlet. 4 R.C.A. licensed mis, 
Dynamic. speaker- Event bing 
furnished-nothing more to buy. 

MY OWN 
1800 Graze Street 

Range 200 to 1000 miles 
without aerial. Corer, 
hand 175 Io :,:a melees. 

Light son kit A.C. 110 volt oper- 
ation. Size 1.2 x 7 00 "; weigh 
Io Ibo. Send £2 deposit. Bal- 
ance £s.95 C.11.11. Furnished 
completely a . ' oubled for £12.9 5. 
unp,r 'R,das. 

RADIO, Inc.. Dept. RC 
Chicago. III. 

'TAU=REX CONVERTS: 
ANY D.C. MILLIAMETTER INTO 

SENSITIVE A.C. METER 

TAU -REX is a new copper -oxide Rectifier 
Especially Designed for Meters. 

Size 14 x 

FULLY GUARANTEED 
Will be shipped postpaid promptly upon receipt 
of $3.00 (check or money- order), or order 

C.O.D. and pay postman. 

Complete with Diagrams and Instructions. 

LEO TAUSSIG 
3245 37th St. Astoria, L. I N. Y. 

AUTO -DIAL RADIO 
Quality, tone, selectivity, and power 

COMPLETE $40.00- includes set, remote con- 
trol, suppressor kit, tubes and sly nantie speaker. 
Set only $15.00. Deals .Ind agents wanted. 
Write today. 

J -M -P MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
3356 Fond du Lac Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Knowledge Pays Big 
We teach sot how to bulid and operate Radio 
Treasure Finders and how to borate Metals Under- 
ground. elil for 

2e 
lamp - Vritett TODAY. 

Accurate. Full 

Exchange. P. 0. Box 507 -W El Monte, Calif. 

TUBE CHECKER 
as slionn with "short" and "oseil- 
latlug" test can be built using 
our I. 1!'s. 2, 2 %, 3. 5, g, 7's 
volt trotionner. Full Instructions 
Included. Tests all modern tubes. 
Price $2.03 Poslpald. 

L & L ELECTRIC CO. 
336 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 

rEf 
TeR ADOLEK CO. 
IO7 Carat Statiea 

Chícaor Ill. i / Our new 1932 Radio Service- 
man's Wholesale Price Guide 
will be sent to you upon 

request. Write. using your letter- 
head or business card. Send for it today. 
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reduced from 2 amperes to about 1.50 amperes. 
as indicated by the instrument connected to 
the binding posts of the 'rhermottnn by low - 
resisttatre copper ribbon. 'l'he difference of 
temperature between the thermocouple June- 
thin" w-as the Bonne :It the cud of the test 
period as it was at the beginning. 

Theoretical Considerations 
iInny attempts have been male in the past 

to turn the phenomena of thermu -electricity 
into useful :recount : to produce enough volt- 
age and current by means of it number of 
thermocouples connected in series and com- 
bined into a thermu- electric generator, These 
attempts, however, have not succeeded becaUSe 
the thermoelectric properties of the metals 
then employed were almost entirely unsuitable 
for thermu -elements. 

Irrespective of any theory of electricity. the 
elm ia et Cl' of a metal alone determines its use- 
fulness :is It tbermo -element. It most either 
be highly ens it ice or negative. in at thermn- 
electic sense. agal111st another metal. The two 
elements forming the couple. besides producing 
a relatively high tbermo- eleetrunu,tive force per 
degree difference of temperature, must have a 

thermal conductance which should not rise 
much above their electric conductance. In 
other words, the ratio of electrical to thermal 
conductance in each of the two elements should 
not drop much below unity. 

Since the ratio of the two conductivities. elec- 
trical and thermal, of the positive as well as 
of the negative element is not equal to unity. 
Ole electrical conductance in both elements that 
consist of metal alloys being_ smaller than their 
thermal conductance, the difference in their 
size with respect to their cross see tfnnml area 
cautlut simply be made equal to the ratio of 
their elect rival conduct mice, 'l'he cross sec- 
tional area of the two elements must bear a 
ntutntitative relation to one another based on 
both electrical and thermal conductance. 
Therefore. other conditions being equal. the 
maximum efficiency of n thermocouple is ob- 
tained when Use ratio of the cross sectional 
area of the two kinds of metal forming the 
thermocouple equals 

(s 1) ?¢ 

(s'l') 
where s and 1 denote the two conductivities 
of one element atad ti' and 1' of the other ele- 
ment. 

It has been experimentally substantiated 
that when the size of the elements with rela- 
tion to their cross -sect iunal areas are deter- 
mined and formed In accordance with this ra- 
tio. the electrical conductance of the thermo- 
couple and the flow of current in the same 
approaches a maximum, while the heat car- 
ried off by conduction from the hot to the cold 
junctions is at a minimum, 

Thermocouple eleulen is can only In useful 
when they effectively resist oxidation at the 
temperature to which they are subjected. s 

that their useful life will extend over a long 
period of time. In every other respect. the 
metals used for the elements of the thermo- 
cutiples In a thermoelectric genera t ur must be 
nidnpted to proilttte n larger quantity of elec- 
trical energy for a given quantity of bent 
absorbed at the hot junctions of the thermo- 
couples than is usually the case scitli this 
mrtlod of generating electric current. 

All sources of electric current invariably 
eon ce nt same other form of energy into the 
eleI vin' furor. No form of energy can be pro- 
duced without expending for It at least an 
equal quantity of another form of energy. The 
law of the conservation of energy sustains this 
conclusion. 

With the Thermotron we convert lient into 
electricity. No machine or device, however, 
can be constructed by means of which 100 
percent of the heat energy consumed enn be 
converted into some other form of energy. 
There is always a large portion of the total 
heat consumed dissipated wide!' cannot b, con- 
verted into some other form of energy nee :nls 
the conversion of brat energy int o mechnnin al. 
electrical. of any other form of poem's is sub- 
ject tun late of (nature, rallied the s, -c nd I:nc 
of thermodynnMies. Resides this loss of h,nt. 
there ghee atlslr losses. lu t 'l'htrmotron. 
for instance, the heat with it is ea cried off by 
conduction through the elements forming the 
thermocouples, from the hot to the cold junc- 
tions, is not available for conversion into 
current, 

$500.00 
SHORT WAVE 
Builders Contest 

$100.00 Monthly in Prizes for 
Best Models 

Get in on this big contest now running 
monthly ill SHORT NAVE CRAFT. Prizes 
paid monthly for SIMPLEST short wave' 
set, short wave adapter or short wave 
converter. 

This contest centers itself around sim- 
plicity, compactness. ingenuity, compactness. 
novelty- of circuit used, audibility and work- 
manship. 

Do not miss a single issue. 

Now 25c A Copy 
GREATEST MAGAZINE 
ON SHORT WAVES . 

At All 
Larne 
Newsstands 

4- Col :.r Carry 
9 "x12" in .Six 

Over 200 Illustrations 

RAPIDLY increasing each day are the number 
of experiments in the Short Wave field -de- 

velopments which are bringing to this branch of 
radio thousands of new "thrill seekers. Experi- 
menters, as in the early days of Radio, again have 
the opportunity to bring about stirring new inven- 
tions. Read in SIIORT WAVE CRAFT, the 
lisperimenter s Magazine, how you can build your 
own Short Wave Sets, both transmitters and re- 
ceivers. ShIORT WAVE CRAFT is exclusively 
a .short wave magazine -the kind ynu have wished 
for so long. 

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue 
Short wave Broadcast From Speeding Train. 
:t Stenode for Short waves. 
The Denton Short Rave "Fingless" Superheterodyne. 
Build This Short wave Receiver in your BRIEF CASE. 
Experimenting with Ultra Short Waves. 
The Amateur's Favorite Code Transmitter. 
Frequency Control -Without Crystals." 
Denton "Snunl -by" Electrified. 

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT RC -7 
98 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER 
on p. mer Special Offer. I 

enter 
e (Canada and 1 y 

p roll for enter I -nderl ana 4, 
silt lire' nlar 

rate 
CRAFT for S nu.nths. il u 

$2.50 
nnn that 

,01 ecmlar rote fur u )ear, sub.rrinttun t: dh. u 
Mall mr a sample copy of SHORT WAVE CRAFT for 
so filch I enclose 15e (U. S. Slams or coin accepted,. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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The e&leu.y' Of the very best thermocouple 
to therefore low. liven with the 'l'hermntron. 
where thermo- eleetrie elements are employed. consisting of metals having thermo- electric properties of the most pronounced degree. the useful electrical energy prod used in heat units compared with the heat consumed is small. 
However, it is large enough from an economic 
point of view to make the application of the 
thermo -elect rie generator possible for all such 
purposes where small quantities of cletrical 
energy at a low voltage are required and sim- 
plicity sand convenience of operation are de- 
ciding factors. There are two distinct causes 
physically inherent in nil thermocouples ef- 
fecting an efneiency smaller than that of an 
engine converting heat into mechanical power. 
One of these causes arises from the recon- 
version of current into heat in the internal re- 
sistance of the thermocouples. and the other 
from the heat carried off by conduction from their hot to their cold junctions. 

A "3- TUBE" SUPER 
(Continued from page 50) 

It might well be added for the benefit of 
experimenters that previous to this work, sev- 
eral adaptations of super -regenerative and grids 
leak detectors were tried, as well as combina- 
tions of small power detectors with amplifier 
output system, but under no circumstances were 
the simplicity and stability of operation of 
this system even challenged. 

1 Undoubtedly. the trend in modern receiver 
design will be toward a decreasing number of 
audio stages of amplification. since this results 
in a decreasing number of parts that may cause 
distortion. If this is true, then this receiver 
has approached the ideal.Edifor.) 

-A' REQNREO OUTOFaHASE VOLTAGE 

¡ 

I 

Ai 
7{ '/ii Af 

l 
fr fi fr fi fr it fr fi fr fi 

500 FREQUENCY IN KC. 1,500 

fr RESONANT FREQUENCY. flIMAGE FREQUENCY 

Fig. 6 
Out -of -phase voltage required at different 

frequencies. 

NEW TUBES 
I ('on t in erd from pogo 16) 

of curves it eau he seen that maximum power 
Output is seamrwl w h,a the second hit rmnnie 
distortion is a minimum. 

For those who reuhe . \.C, -11,C receivers. 
this tube should be of invaluable assistance in 
solving some of the problems which anche in 
connection with the design and construction 
in such receivers. 

New Large Mercury Vapor Rectifier 
For those engaged in the construction and 

ins ta lia t ion of public address equipment. the 
problem of securing n real ifler tube capable or 
delivering the required power output las been 
met by the simple expedient of using nt least 
two type 'Si tubes. especially when over 800 
volts 1).C. is required. 

'l'o those engaged in this field of endeavor, 
the tube that is now being n nnouuned will 
prove n "godsend" for we now have available 
for use a full -wave rectifier capable of supplying 
750 volts ut 250 Ina. The connections and 
uses of this tube are similar to any full wave 
rectifier and consequently will not be repeated 
here; but it will merely sai fHre to outline its 
characteristics which in turn any an sily be 
applied to current power units. 

Filament voltage, b volts; filament current, 
8 amperes: D_a. output ancrent. 250 ma.' maxi- 
mum; plate voltage tIt. \I. S.1, 750 volts, maxi- 
mum. it may be well to state that this new 
mercury vapor rectifier should be used in con- 
junction with at choke- and condenser -input 
filter system. The e,nolen CI. as pueIty should 
not exceed 4 mf. 

NEW ..... 
The Woodruff SUPER -THRU radio 

aerial -ground entrance fitting and 
arrester. The first complete lead -in and 
arrester to be Approved by the UN- 
DERWRITERS' LABORATORIES. 

Made of expertly molded Bakelite 
Fits any thickness wall 
installed through a single 13/16" opening 

(The sire of Nickel Coin) 
No wall box or square openings 
No st'rew's on the inside plate 
Low in cost, easy to install 
Resistor Lightnülg .arrester individually tested and 

guaranteed to meet the requirements. 

The Super -Thru makes a most attractive and convenient installation. It is a 
real sales help, when offered with the new set, and a profit maker when shown to 
present owners who have loose window wires, etc. 

List Price, $1.85 
MERIDIAN 

Send $5.00 for special offer of 
5 Super -Thru units, postpaid. 

WOODRUFF & COMPANY 
MISSISSIPPI 

GET rid of that noisy Radio An- 
nouncer-be able to instantly shut 

him out or reduce his voice to a 
whisper and resume regular volume 

when he finishes talking. 
Be able instantly to 

hush the radio without 
leaving your chair. 

If the phone rings -if 
you wish to make a re- 

mark and be heard -to call someone 
in the next room -or again, you wish 
to reduce the voice or instrument that 
is not pleasing to you - 
fade -out or diminish the 
volume with a Na -aid 
Fade -Out. 

Perhaps you like to 
read with radio music 
playing, but are disturbed and both- 
ered when the announcer or a speaker 
comes on -if so -press with foot or 

finger the Na -aid Fade - 
Out. -Do this without 
taking your eyes from 
your reading, reducing 
the volume to whatever 
level you wish. 

Simple to attach, delightful to use 
and sold on a money back basis. Can. 
not injure the set. 

Mail a dollar bill tonight. Try 
it. If not more than 
pleased, return within 
five days and your money 
will be promptly re- 
funded. 

Weighted tapestry strap for use on arm 
chairs or table clamp that clips to Fade - 
Out, 25c each. 

Price of Fade -Out to dealers, servicemen or 
agents, five for $3.00. Order today. 

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO. 
Dept. R BROCKTON, MASS. 

RADIO-CRAFT for JULY, 1932 

Universal Bullet Type 
MICROPHONES 

CARBON GRANULE TYPE 
WITH HISS ELIMINATING 

FILTER 
A new Universal product designed 
to glue the public address man 
the ultimate in appearance and 
prose.' ('Ni t' EIt$.t I. performance 
at sera. reasonable Cosa Elegant 
design. (tugged construction. 
Rperial adjustment screw for ad- 
justing microphone to *orsing 
acoustic conditions. Hiss level far 
below background noises encount- 
ered. Finished In highly polished Aluminum Choane Plate. Avail- 
able In Models Itlt, as and LI.. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE 
CO.. LTD.. 424 Warren Lane, 

Inalewosd, Calif.. U. 8. A. 

To Tune The 

MEGADYNE 
Receiver 

A condenser is just a con- 
denser to some set build- 

, but when results must 
be certain, it is safest to 

choose the Hammarlund specified 
by the circuit designer. Write 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 W. 
33rd St., New York, for folder. 

Rosa& Radia ammärlund 
PRODUCTS 

NEW Radio Handbook 
CONTAINING: Scot p,r : ¡,:C! 
Volume Control Guide. 
Technical Information. 
Transformer and Condenser Guide. 
Radio Replacement Parts Catalog. 

Hard to Get Parts - \Ce have them. 
Send us your repair work for estimate. 

Grant Radio Laboratories 
(521 -It S.,nth Ilalsted St., Chicago, Ill. 
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 HOW TO BUILD k 

OPERATE 

3 f SIRTWAVE 
i Ì RECEIVERS Z 

r[r 1 

, f I PUBLISHED BY 

4 f rf110RT 
u WAVE A 

k 

j Be PA E 

NEW YORK 

\O rul\.lsuils-ul"- wt.. Vs '`IÁ 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT RC-7 

96 -96 Park Plane, New York City. 
enclo.e herewith fifty (¡oc) cents for which 

Tt)t Ìtt-II,1) OtttNDt OPERATE SHORT kW.tVE 
RECEIVERS. (Send looney order. check. sh, 
or new V. S. Stamp,. Iticii er letter Ìf fi 
contains currency or stamps.) 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

1 received your book, "How to Build and Operate 
Short Wave Receivers." I am very pleased with 
it, as I believe it is the best book that has been 
printed on short wave work. It is invaluable to 
builders of Short Wave receivers. Worth many 
times the price, my candid opinion. 

E. H. BLADES, 
Radcliff, Alberta, Canada. 

T HE greatest book of its kind over published. 
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT 
WAVE RECEIVERS is the beat and most 

up-to-date book on the subject ever put between two 
covers. 

The book has been edited and prepared by the 
editora of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. and contains a 
wealth of material on the building and operation, not 
only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave 
converters as well. 

Dozens of short wave sets will be found in this 
book, which contains hundreds of illustrations; actual 
photographs of sets built, hook -ups and diagrams 
galore. 

WE SAY -AND REPEAT IT -THAT NOTH- 
ING LIKE THIS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED 
BEFORE. 

The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and 
is printed throughout on first -class paper. No ex- 
pense has been spared to make this the outstand- 
ing volume of its kind. The book measures 71 x 
10 inches. 

This book is sold only at such ridiculously low 
price because it is our aim to put this valuable 
work into the hands of 50,000 short wave enthusi- 
asts during the first few months of 1932. 

Published by the publishers of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT magazine. This alone will be your guarantee 
that it is a really worthwhile publication. 

We know that if you are at all interested in short 
waves you will not wish to do without this book. It 
is a most important and timely new radio publication. 

76 Pages - 250 Illustrations - Stiff Paper Covers 

NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS 
Mail Coupon At Left! 

CLASSIFIED _1II VEI[TISF,.IENTS 
Advertisements in this section arc inserted at the cost of tell cents per word for each 

insertion- naute, initials and address each count as one word. Cash should accompany all 
classified advertisements unless placed by a recognized advertising agency. No less than 
ten words are accepted. Advertising for the August 1932 issue should be received not later 
than June 9th. 

INVENTORS 

PATENT YO(. INVENTION: Send for FREE 
book, "flow t.. obtain a Patent; and "Record 
of invention" blank. Consult us about how tu 
Protect your ideas. Victor J. Evans & Co., 620G 
Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

"IF you want to make new friends by mail, or go 
into business. We furnish mailing li sto of all de- 
scriptions. Write for free lists. Box 100 -. \li, Fre- 
nt.mt. Ohio." 

RADIO INSTRUCTION 

LEARN Radio. television and talking pictures 
in ('auada. Day. evening and home st tidy classes. 
Free scholarship and trip to Toronto, all ex- 
penses paid. Booklet on request. Radio College 
of Canasta, 310 Yonge St., Toronto. 

RADIO 

SHORT Wave plug -in coils; set of four wound 
on hake)its forms: 15.21(1 meters, 50e. Noel, 419 

Mulberry, Scranton, Penna. 

t Ss0uu ANYONE 
PAID 

W H O 
PROVES THAT THIS IS 
not the actual photo of myself 
showing my s meth physlnw 
and how the Ross System lit 
locrenceit ny ,ern height 
O ft. 0 3 -4 Inches. Runde,. 
of Testimonials. Clients 
to 45 years old gain from 1 to 
G inches In a few weeks! 

RADIO 

GUARANTEED "Pocket Radio," $1.110. Catalogue, 
10e. Neil Tasker, Shamokin, Pennsylvania. 

TRANSFORMERS (Radio Power) rewound, spe- 
cial types stade to order. Supreme Radio Labora- 
tory, 16 Fulton Avenue. Rochester, N. Y. 

SERVICE TIEN, ATTENTION- Speakers re- 
wound, magnetized, repaired, $200 to $2.75. Com- 
plete Power Pack Service- Transformers rewound. 
condenser blocks repaired. resistors duplicated. 
Guaranteed. Clark Brothers Radio Co., Albia. 
Iowa. 

GUARANTEED MICROPHONE REPAIRS -Any 
make or model -24 hour service. Stretched dia- 
phragm double button repairs, $7.S0. Others 
$3.)6). Single button repairs, $1.50. Write for 
11.12 Catalog with diagrams. Universal Micro- 
phone Co., Ltd., Inglewood, Calif. 

MAKE Simple Crystal Radio. "MELOMITE" 
Crystal with instructions, 'Sc. New "Melody 
Niue crystal radio. $1.00. Complete with phone, 
aerial. $2.75. Postpaid. Melonüte Co., 7769 Fair- 
mount, Kansas City. Mu. 

First to 1907 
First To -day 

No Appliances -No Drugs -No Diet no. ROSS 
SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Tea Uollars Cern- 
plete, tmninrh,g Teabmmmy and Partieulan S 
rnt %t amp. "Allow time for return malls acorn 

Scarborough. England. (P C00. Bo 
ROSS, Height Specialist, 
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BACK ISSUES 

Of RADIO -CRAFT can be had at the 

price of 25c each. Address 

RADIO -CRAFT 
98 Park Place New York. N. Y. 

CRYSTAL SPEAKER 
,.,,r;,, ,,,t » i, 1,.l91 

cycles and Mom built into a reproducer the 
only limiting erse for is the nHtho(1 by Which 
the crystal is made to reproduce through an 
associated tune -tlrm. cone. etc., and the fre- 
quencies which are brought to It as it result 
Of broaden st Stil t loti equipment and radio 
receiving sets. 

The reproducer is considered to have n "nega- 
tive impedance.' l e leaser effect ) of about 2.r 
000 ohms at It Mil cycles, and characteristics 
similar to those of :t .03-m f. condenser. 

It operates extremely satisfactorily tchen 
ctod directly across an output choke in 

the plate circuit of n type '47 pentode tube. 
It also 1111 an astonishing volume when con- 
nected It cross the uu t putt hid uttn nee in the 
plate circuit of it pair of type ' °u tubes con- 
nected in push pull. atad is especially good far 
battery- oper:ued sets When operated by a pair 
of these tubes in "push- push" or class It am- 
pliticr connection. The diagrams shown be- 
low indicate the possible hookups with pen- 
tode and '43 tubes either singly or in push - 
pull. 

'45 CRYSTAL 
REPRODUCER 

'47 CRYSTAL' 
REPRODVCER 

r÷ 
4,000 25,000 
OH,a5 OHMS 

-A- 

CHOKE 

-B- 

2 -'45'S "CRYSTAL 
ofREPRODUCER 

T f 

2 '47S 'CRYSTAL" 

" 
REPRODUCER 

f 

!.. WI 
Xfe000 75,000 
ló r: 0,4.5 

¡ CHOKE ei 

RESISTOR -REPLACEMENT 
HANDBOOK 

Loose -loaf. the iiil-istor Replacement Hand. 
11001: Just put uni b., I' Meet rad. Incorporated. 
makes conveniently available to the radio Serv- 
i,o Man it wealth of information on the elec- 
t iral values of radio receiver replacement 
parts. 

This 72 -page book. tu which from time to 
lime will be added numerous other pages. 
amniotes . x T!!. ins.: It IS almost !4 -in. thick. 
The black rover tnaterial is leather -grained; 
the lettering. gold. 

Incorporating a unique and copyright idea. 
the pages of the Handbook are so planned 
that any resistor in any poet of the mure than 
Loco receiver circuits rppres,uted may be lo- 
cated Without reference t.. the set Vice diagram. 
only certain "key" circuits being used to de- 

tertuinO the replacement value of any resistor 
unit In the set. 

Still another and valuable idea incorporated 
in this lIts) edition is (mind in the department. 
'.Voltage Dividers.- in Which ,perntiug Voltages 
for the cation, circuits are conveniently 
tabulated. 

This perpetual (laide condos an nnnnal 
charge of one dnllnr which includes not only 
the volume illna),:tted. bal also replacement 
leaves over a period of outs rear. 

SERVICE FORUM 
( t 111,1 from page :I 11 

few clays I revels d a b ibnlouept letter 
from him, saying than duo to the fact that they 
happened to have an extra cup., of Service 
\lannal on hand they NS .re insnveting their 
snlesuIan to deliver it to in, l'lue! and again 
but ! it never was delivered to me, Therefore 
I mm forced to believe his I did at the start) 
that baloney can be had far away from butcher 
or delicatessen shops. 

GEO. O. Mt- i- tes :1.I.. JR. 
Iluckeftsfotrn, N. J. 
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SERVICING AVIATION SETS 
i roil li Hued front page 25) 

Each Eclipse generator is furnished with a 
control box containing three distinct elements: 
the reverse current cutout, the load limit on- 
troller and the voltage regulator element (See 
Fig. li and Fig. t'.) Sometimes dirt in the 
interior of this control box may cause trouble, 
especially if it gets between the contacts on a 
unit. This dirt can usually be removed by in- 
serting a piece of clean paper between con- 
tacts, pressing them together and then pulling 
out the paper. If the contacts are pitted, 
their faces should be smoothed with a line 
tile made for the purpose, or sandpaper. 

Wind- Driven Generators ' 

The electrical characteristics of the Des - 
lauriers wind- driven generators, Fig. D, are 
precisely the same as the Eclipse engine -driven 
generator. The method of maintaining con- 
stant speed. which directly Influences the volt- 
age generated, however, becomes an important 
item. 

Figure 4 shows the general mechanical 
arrangement of the Deslauriers propeller and 
its governing mechanism as mounted in the 
head of the generator; one type of Deslauriers 
generator Is designed to he separately excited 
from an outside IM'. source of from 10 to 14 
volts. 

Dynamotors 
It is considered very desirable to be able 

to generate a suitable source of D.C. without 
having any power available due to the move- 
ment of the 'plane in flight. or any due to 
the running of the airplane engine either. 
For this reason dynamotors are used and 
should be understood by the Service Man. 

A dynamotor consists essentially of a rotat- 
ing a'matUre having double windings and pole 
pieces. These armature coils are wound in 
the saine manner as in the case of a double - 
voltage generator. There are two commuta- 
tors on the shaft, one at each cud of the 
armature. One commutator is connected to 
what are called the motor armature coils. or 
the primary end; the other commutator is 
connected to the generator coils, or the second- 
ary end. Such a dynamotor is shown in Fig. 
E ; another view is I'lg. F; the circuit arrange- 
ment is very usual. 

Any type of rotating electrical machinery 
using brushes produces radio frequency noise 
when operating, because of sparking between 
the brushes and the rotunultator. In order 
to suppress this interference at the source. 
this dynamotor is equipped with a tiller which 
consists of two 1. inf. condensers. olle of which 
is connected across each set of brushes. 

USING AN ANALYZER 
(Continued front page 29) 

resistor, it will probably change resistance value 
or burn out, as it is normally a grid -leak type 
of unit with negligible current -carrying ra- 
pacity. Accordingly it is often necessary not 
only to replace C but also, in a good many 
eases, unit Zl. 

Plate Voltage and Current 

Frig. lE shows the analyzer meter connections 
for plate voltage and plate current measure- 
ments. Always make plate collage measure- 
ments first, to prevent shorted tube elements. 
and the resulting high plate current, causing 
an overload of the milliammeter. 

If a low plate voltage (not in a resistance - 
coupled stage) is to be measured, remove the 
tube from the tester. If the plate voltage now 
rises, the tube has shorted elements and a 
new tube should be used. Note that the mil- 
II,, mmcl e,' MA (and Its shunt resistances) is 
In series with the circuit and the carrent that 
flows through the circuit most also flow through 
it: therefore, do not switch to the ndllinm- 
meter until plate voltage luis been measured. 

Whenever you have orrasic,n to measure cur- 
rent. always use the highest range of the mil - 
liauneter as an added protection lo the instru- 
ment. ','hen, if relatively normal current is 
indicated. use its next lowest range. 

Screen -Grid Voltage 
The same routine elrenit tests described in 

connection with the plate circuit are followed 
to determine semen -grid voltage. Fig. IF shows 
how in the Jewell 444 it voltmeter and milli - 

ammeter are connected to n senwn -grid circuit, 
Serecn -grid eu rrent usually is low-, although 
what has been said about the voltage and 
ell rrent measurements of the pia le circuit ap- 
plies also to the screen -grid circuit. A 
grounded or shorted screen -grid circuit always 
results in a high current ; normally. the 
screen -grid current does not exceed 1/3 of the 
plate current. 

Control -Grid and Pentode Circuits 
Figure represents the connections in a 

push -pull stage using pentode tulxs we hay.. 
placet meters in all of the circuits just as the 
Jewell 444 would connect them. Note tltuu 
one element of the tubes. btie suppressor grid. 
is connected within the tab to the relut,', 
of each lilnnient : eonsequeully-. we ran make 
no measurements on this element. 

Yon will remember that cc, pointed out just 
lotos' the screen -grid 1,1111_.. sweet ed the meas- 
urements in other ci rruits. Lik,wise, if there 
is no cathode voltage there will in all proba- 
bility be no control -grid or plate voltage. 

We maintain for all radio Service Men a free REGISTRY SERVICE; since we receive each 
totters and sometimes telegrams in which manufacturers and set owners request the services of 
service technicians IN THEIR LOCALITY. 

Fill out the coupon below, paste it on a one -cent postal card and mail it to us. 
There is absolutely no charge to the Service Man, manufacturer or set owner for this service, 

makes every Registered Radio Service Man eligible. 

REGISTRY CARD FOR SERVICE MEN 

month 
expert 

which 

O.R.S.M.A., c o RADIO -CRAFT, 
98 Park Place, New York City. 

Name 

Address Telephone No. 

City 
- State 

Type of Service in which you Specialize... 

Testing Equipment you use: 

RADIO-CRAFT f o r JULY, 1 9 3 2 

BUILD YOUR OWN 

SERVICE EQUIPMENT 

Type 
6M 

T e 
tS T 

Shallcross 
Wire -Wound 
Resistors, 

calibrated to an ac- 
curacy of iç are 
standard equipment 
in the construction of 
the following circuits 
which are indispens- 
able in laboratory 
and service work: 
Radio Set Analyzers; 
Multi -Range V o 1 t 
meters; Multi -Range 
Ammeters; Wheat- 
stone Bridge; Ca- 
pacity Bridge; and 

other high -grade 
t e s t 
equip- 
ment. 

Send 4i in stamps for Bulletin 160 -P, which 
fully describes a modern, convenient set 
analyzer which you can build yourself. 

SptiNaper. Ya Si 11 ^i i>7:%ulpanli 
ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 

vr 

cLAROSTAT 

ep /acemen 
VOLUME CONTROLS 
CLAROSTAT Replacement Vrh,.- 

"Custom- Made" to exactly suit tl . ber chart they are offered. Not a makeshilt job lot idea. 
The resistance. taper, shape and shaft are made areording to the proper speeiacations. 
There is no delay in installing them. There are 

no comebacks when you use CLAROSTAT products. See the new CLAROSTAT CONTROL HAND- 
BOOK AND CATALOG for 32 pages of dope for service men. Send for your FREE copy. 

CLAROSTAT MFC.Co. 
28Se287 N. 6TH ST,BKLYN. roi 

Radio Physics Course 
by . \Ifrnq . 't. Chlrardl $3.50 Radio Servicing Course 
by 1;h1ranli & 1'rmd SI.Sn 

Send for FREE circular at once THE RADIO TECHNICAL PUB. CO. 80 Filth Ave. Dept. RC7 New York City 
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10 NEW in the Rdioaft BOOKS 

Presented on these two pages are the new 
books of the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY - 
the most complete and authentic set of 
volumes treating individually, important 
divisions of radio. Each book has been de- 
signed to give radio men the opportunity 
to specialize in one or more of the popular 
branches of the industry. The material 
contained in these books will increase your 

Book No. I 

RADIO SET ANALYZERS 
And How To Use Them 

With Full Instructions and Descriptions 
of Set Analyzers. Tube Checkers. 

Oscillators, Etc. 

By L. VAN DER MEL 

This hook explains thoroughly the oper- 

a. 
Ion 
illoton anti , t her erlest Sig e equipment. 

every radio man this book Is ex- 
treey 

gl'es yourtaluable short 
ruts: completely illustrated with photo- 
graphs and diagrams lu fatilll ante the use 
of modern testers. 

The following chapters briefly outline 
the contents. INTIIOIH'(1'i ON; ThE AN- 
ALYZER; Fundamentals, Switches. A.C. 
and D.C. Voltmeters. (':libration and 
Design: '11101'111,E SHOOTING VITli 
THE ANALYZER; Classification of 
Trouble, Analysis of Troubles, Uses of 
Various Analyzers. Care and \laltiten- 
anre; t'ONi'LUS ION. 

Book No 2 

MODERN VACUUM TUBES 
And How They Work 

With Complete Technical Data on All 
Standard and Many Special Tubes 

By ROBERT HERTZBERG 
Mot VA Ct'l'M TIRES describes 

the fundamental electron theory which Ii 
the basis of all vacuum t operation, 
und goes progressively (non the simplest 
Iwo- element tubes right up to the latest 
ientrlear, and 

imple language 1 
written 

tge and is detold 
of the matheinatirs which is usually so 
...infusing. Valuable reference chart s anti 
charm-Joist is renne: of standard antl 
special o lockets 

andhpinoconn 
dia- 

grams connect Ions. a 
Here are some of the chapters: rh 

: 

The 
Edison Effect :mai The Electron Theory; 
Electron Emitters and the Ionization 
feet i The Three-Electrode Tube; \ Flum 
Polie Charm ter' stlrs; Four- and Five- 
Element s; Light Sensitive Cells 
Other Suet lid Tithes. 

Book No. 3 

THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK 
All About Superheterodyne, 

How They Work. How to Build and How 
to Service Them 

By CLYDE FITCH 
There is no more fa -ii oat i u g a subject 

In the large array of radio el n ailla than 
the famous superheterodyne ein-ult. 
Whether you are a S rire Alan or exited- 
mender. first -hand knowledge abort the 

nstrurt 1011 of suprrhetenwlmc recei s ers 
I tep. impart ant. The bark on Super- 
heterodyne, pit es Iinnierly log prim Mies 
of their construction, right froni the s ery 
first set made. 

The following is a shon list of con- 
tents: Itasir Principle, of the Superheter- 

rSingle Dial Tuning orSt 
Detector; 

steins Intere- 
diate Amplifier; Second Detector, Audio 

Amplifier and Power Supply; Comm-slid 
Superhetnroly ne hercher.; Sen icing 
Superbetermlynes. 

knowledge; you will find them a real help 
in your work and they will contribute to 
your money earning capacity. Read these 
books during your spare time at home. 

The authors of these books are well - 
known to everybody. Each one is an expert 
radio man; an authority on the subject - 
each is thoroughly familiar with the field 
which he represents. 

Book No. 4 

MODERN RADIO HOOK -UPS 
The Best Radio Circuits 

A Complete Compendium of the Most Im- 
portant Experimental Custom - 

By R. D. WASHBURNE 
It is fosehnat log In the experimenter. 

or even to the tip- tndurn- Seri Man. 
to take a commercial set and tu change 
it Into one using a famous hookup that 
is not found in any manufactured set. 
Many excellent m-inults hate net tr been 

i 

if -ialized, but limited ugly tu hume - 
tbuilders. Thousands of these popular 

circuits have been requested foutu time 
to tine. and In this book we have in- 
cluded niter nil circuits. which include the 
fatuous Veil dyne. Cash - Inox A. t'. -IS. C. 
Set and others. 

The circuits cover the following: Broad - 
east Receivers, All -Wave Receivers. Short - 
Wave Receivers. Converters and Adapters. 
Television Receivers. Home Recording Ap- 
paratus, Automobile Receivers. Audio and 
Power Amplifiers. Power Units and Mis. 
cellaneous Equipment. 

Book No. 5 

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO 
SERVICE MAN 

How To Get Started and How To Make 
Money in Radio Servicing 

By LOUIS MARTIN 
The ambition of many men in radio 

today is to become a tint -grade Set, ice 
Man. it is not as difficult as one might 
believe. but it cannot be dome in a few 
-lntn opal, lls. Following sen' carefully tine 
a r :oh in of 51r. Martin, who has dealt with 
the problems of thousands of Sersiee 
Men. Ibis book deals wry euref oily u ilk 
the es,ent pal at age:. In the preparation 
for qualifying ai a Sen ice Man. 

Isere are the chapters; The Small In- 
dependent Servire Man; AdvanOred Com- 
mercial .Aspell ; The Radio Set ; Send - 
Trehulrl Considerations; Advanced Service 
Data. Each -ham?er is again subdivided 
In bring out in minute detail e, ery point 
of importance. 

Book No. 6 

BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS 
UP TO DATE 

With Pentodes. Multi -Mus, Dynamic 
Speakers -Complete Information How to 
Modernize A.C.. D.C. and Battery Operated 

Recel 
By CLIFFORD E DENTON 

In this country Were are user ten mil- 
:ion electrically operated rerelaer, that 
mind be modernized by placing In them 

nett type tube ,, speaker equipment 
and other moderne stimpras eurent s. This 
business of Impros ins old sets can go to 
t Ile experimenter: and Sen ire Men if 
they will quickly pump Into action. 

Head in this book by Mr. Denton. how 
p' ashy' you :un modernize any obsolete set, 

and with little additional costs. 
Here are the high lights of this book: 

Tubes Available for Replacements ; Elec- 
trifying Ratters- Receivers; tree of the 
New 2- and m -Volt Tubes; Operas Mg Sets 
with Single t 'mind; Cunverslon of A.C. 
Sets Into D.V. and D.C. Into A.C.: Re- 
placing Output Tubes with higher Output 
Tubes; Improving Old Supers; LMtln- 
whlle Amplifiera; Adapters and Their 
Use. 

Clip Coupon and MAIL! 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, NC. 96-98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

I bare Circled hrlow the Members of hooks in the It A D10 -CRAFT LIBRARY, whteh yml 

are tII send me, :old have deducted 2O7 for ordering fine t a I looks or mare. I have included 

my remittance in full, at the price of 50c each, when lees than five Tooke are ordered. 

The amount of my remittance is (Stamps, Cheeks or money onion accepted.) 

Circle numhers wanted: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Address Name 

State RC -732 - -I 

Book No. 7 

RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES 
For Service Men and Experimenters 

A Complete Compendium an the Latest 
Radio ShootCuts and Money- Savers 

By C. W. PALMER 
It often ltnrunle necessary for experi- 

menter, and Sen ire Men tu call upon 
their memory for some short rut or radie 
wrinkle that rill soh e a problem quickly. 
In business, "short cut.:' mea time and 
money red. and to the 11eSenice Man an 

t fine saved" mean: money e 
ri 

wed. 

look This is a compilation ofimportant 
radii, kinks and wrinkles and discusses 
only such Items as are constantly used 
today. 

Here are sosie of the more important 
I hapters: Introduction; Servicing Short- 
I'uts; Testing Equipment and Meters; 
Vacuum Tubes and Circuits; Volume 
control Methods; Amplifiers and Phono- 
graph Itepmdueers: Power Supply Ego Etl?iip' 
ment; Coils and Tuning Circuits; Short 
Avares; Loud Speakers; Tools and Ac- 
en, optics. 

Book No. 8 

RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
A Selection of the Most Important of 5.000 
Questions Submitted by Radio Men During 

the Course of One Year 
By R. D. WASHBURNE 

There has been collected a wide variety 
of quest loos which have ronne Into nor 
editorial off ices during the past two years. 
and only those whose answers would 
benefit the majority of men engaged In 
radio hate been Incurpurated in this amaz- 
ing question and answer hook. 

The tremendously long list of topics 
better explains the subjects which are 
treated. Here are the titles: 

Itailio Servicing ; Receiver Design: 
Homo Recording ; Telex lion ; Sound 
Equipment ; Short woe es; :Antennas; 
Operating Notes; Test Equipment : Tubes; 
l' Itra -Short -waves; l'ollae Radio; Repro- 
ducers; Superheterodyne:; .Antomot Ive Sets; 
Power Parks; Automatic and Itemule Con- 
trol Dos lees ; Aligning Procedure; Phnto- 
elenirtrit >; .Adapters; 31 eo-tiring .Appar- 
ans; Band- Selectors; Cots erters ; Public 
Address Equipment; Midget Sets; Oscil- 
lators: Phonograph Pickups. 

Book Ne. 9 

AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND 
SERVICING 

A Complete Treatise on the Subject Cov- 
ering All Phases from Installing to 

Servicing and Maintenance 
BY LOUIS MARTIN 

Automobile ratios are tip and coining, 
and someone ha, to sen ire them properly. 
It therefore brims es you to nad this 
hnmen.ely important new back on the 
art of Automobile IlaJlu. The book is 
concise, and full of Illustrations. photo- 
graphs, diagrams and hookups. 

Here are only an few of sane of the 
really interesting chapters: Introduction; 
Autumu,t is e Radio installations; Complete 

tweets 
Servicing Commercial 

tuomut Iveutlteceiv- Receiv- 
ers; 

our 

rn; The Ieran tort 'lem; General Tel Sea- 
nce 

on 
¡'050g ions;` f Tempera- 

ture on Cower Surely; Conclusion. 
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library 
This is perhaps the first real 

opportunity that you have ever 
had to build a radio library of 
books that are authentic, right - 
up -to -the- minute and written so 
that they are easily digested and 
clearly understood. Mail coupon on 
the opposite page for your books. 

Book No 10 
HOME RECORDING AND ALL 

ABOUT IT 

A Complete Treatise on Instantaneous Re- 
cordings, Microphones, Recorders, Amplifiers, 

Commercial Machines, Servicing, etc. 

By GEORGE J. SALIBA 
If there i. Ore subject that is fascinating- 

to every radin nuan, it is that of Mane 
Recording. Of couac, titis volume is not 
all on "Home" recording, but the information 
contained therein is important to commercial 
radio men, studio operators, engineers and 
others interested in this phase of radio. 

The art of recording and reproducing 
broadcast selection. is hecom ire renne im- 
portant every day to radin men. exp.ri 
mentors and Sen-ice Men. Equipping dance 
halls, auditoriums, churches, restaurants and 
humes with public address and amplifiers 
brings many extra dollars and often all 
excellent income. 

In this hook are found such topics as: 
Short History of the Art; Microphones; 
ltec riling Amplifiers; Cutting Head.; Types 
of Records; Commercial Machines; Adding 
Recorder to Receivers; Studio Layouts; 
Mechanical Filters f. r Turntables. 

BIG 
DISCOUNT 
OFFERED 

In order to make it possible for everyone to buy 
these brooks the fifty ISO/ rents price has been 
tale uniform for all volumes. You can buy these 

books separately, but you should take ad,antage 
of our special offer: 

When Five (5) Books 
or More Are Ordered 

Deduct 20% 
from Your Remittance 

simply fill In th, mutton below, and mall it to 
us together with sour remittance. Checks. stamps 
or money orders accepted. 

All Books Uniform 
The books In rho new RADIO- 
CRAFT LIBRARY are all strictly Up -to -date, and 
written by , trho 
know their subiects. 
Thr volumes are all 
uniform, size. a z O 
Inches, and contain on 
an aserage of 50 to lin 
Illustrations. Each book 
Is printed on lino book 
paper, and no erpense 
Iras been spored to make 
It an outstanding value, 
for Its editorial contents 
as well as from the 
mechanical stand- 
point. 

UNIVERSAL OHMMETER 
, l ,,,, l i,,,,. 

Suppose the meter reads .10 -ont when the 
u uknotcu resistor is hein. measured, then 

It - = approximately 5 ohms. 
1 - - 1 

.16 
For the conreni,m e of Service 21en, the 

following quant it i "s bac, been uuvtsnred. 
.u. nr1 .6 ohms 
.16 ma 5 ohms 

2 ma 6.6 ohms 
._c mn l0 ,duns 
.44 um _II ohms 
.C2 nut 40 oilers 
72 rata 611 °Ions 

.T6 ma. S0 ohms 

The High Range 

With the ohmmeter, battery- operated the 
high range fluty be secured by either the series 
or shunt method. The test leads should he 
inserted in pin -jacks t' and 11. switch F° re- 
Mahling closed. The position of the 10.1'.11.'I'. 
switch 1 S1 and 821 depends upon w-hfcl method 
is used. The authors suggest that the series 
method be used until such rinse as the battery 
falls belon- :; ±î volts. When this ,cents the 
effective high range of th, meter is impaired 
and the shunt method must be resorted to by 
setting the I I. I'.I t.'1', switch tu shunt position. 
In this way the meter will give accurate read- 
ings ec, n after the battery collage has fallen 
to _ colts because of the fact that only the 
value of Its and the resistance of the meter 
is taken into consideration for the men sure- 
meta of resistors by the .hunt stet bud. 

The following is n table of meter readings 
obtained with various resistor. Ondes hest. us- 
ing the .erses method. battery- operated. 
(Switches SI. and 82 in positions I: and C 
respect Ively.i 

.,55 sur 0 ohms 

.9T0 111.1 ::I:7(4(11 ohm. 

.86 um. Ili ohms 
15o° Ito° ohuls 

.60 ma °nun ohms 
,L6 url ::;011 01115 
i2_ nui :;run ,,Moss 

.4:; was nunc ohms 
: nul :aunt ohms 

1111 hanta ohm.. 
.13 nul :noua ,ohms 
.07 nul Moo chut. 

nr1 1101100 ohms 
.03 ma. 15o ri ohms 

The accuracy of the high range In the shunt 
position. battery operated. twits with the ac- 
curacy of Ill. and for this rest sell no table or 
curve it, being furnished. .\ toile should be 
made by using several comparison resistors. 

1 \'hen It I. nece.sa rye to tlleasnre very high 
resistances the transformer should be con- 
nected to the .t.C. line, and a 'nl.\. '12A or 
'71st tube inserted in the socket of the power 
supply. With switch S3 open and the 
switch in series position, the variable resistance 
It:l should be adjusted for full scale deflection 
of the meter. when the test prods. which are 
connected to C and II, are shorted. The scale 
for this range will vary with the nmnunt of 
voltage delivered IIy the power supply. In the 
ohmmeter shown, the voltage available was 
approximately clu colts. D. C.. and the fol- 
lowing tabulatIon was made: 

'_700.0fifl ohms SO ma. 
twomon ohm. ('.S ma. 
1 

% 
nlog,dim 114 nia. 

1 alegohms 76 mn. 
ú1F, megohms 1'S mal. 
4 megohtll. ; o Ina. 
3rf. megohms _0 ma. 
D megohms 14 mn. 
10 niegollnls IY Still. 
11 megolons 10 ma. 
I2 mpg-ohms Oyu ma. 
1. ". megohms Ills ma. 
14 Il leg°llms 04 ma. 
13 ntego111ns Oo mn. 

In some localities, alternating current may 
not be available. hurt the ohmmeter may be 
employed on direct current without the A.C. 
power supply. The 110 -volt line should be 
con Fleeted nrrnss points X and Y shown on 

(Continued on page Gol 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1932 

I This Elaborate 
EXPERIMENTAL 
EQUIPMENT 
GIVEN 
TO ALL Students 

AT NO EXTRA COST 

Size of Cabinet: Height, 22W', Length, 
175; "; Weight 25 lbs, 

We give to every student without additional 
charge bis chemical equipment. including 
fifty pieces of regular standard laboratory 
apparatus and supplies and forty -two dif- 
ferent chemicals and reagents. 

Opportunities in Chemistry' 
Chemistry offers those 
who are ambitious and 
willing to aptly them- 
selves conscientiously, 
the greatest opportuni- 
ties of any vocation 
today. Industrial firms 
cf all kinds pay tempt- 
ing salaries to get the 
right men. Opportunities 
abound on every hand. 

You can study Chem- 
istry under the well - 
known instructor, T. 
O'Conor Sloane, A.B.. 
A.M., Ph.D., LLD. 

Dr. T. O'Conor 
Sloane 

You Can Learn at Home 
Our home study course, written by Dr. Sloane himself, is practical. logical and 

remarkably simple. It is illustrated by so 
many experiments that are performed right 
from the start that anyone can thoroughly 
understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane will, 
in addition. give you any individual help 
you may need in your studies. 

Easy Monthly Payments 
The tuition is very low, and includes your laboratory outfit -there are no extras to buy with our course. Von can pay in small 

monthly amounts, and we show you how to 
earn the cost of the whole course as you go 
along. 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF 
NEW YORK. Inc. 

HOME EXTENSION DIVISION 
19 Park Plate New York, N. Y. 

Mail the Coupon NOW! 
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK. 
Home Extension Division 
19 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

l'le:ee send me at on, e. without any obligation 
on my part. sour Free Hook "Opportunities for i'hend.ts," and full particulars about the Experi- mental Equipment Risen In even' student. Also 
please lets Die shout the latest reduction In Cult ion psi, e and year easy plan of payment. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
R. C. -las 
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CONCOURSE 
(DRY) 

Electrolytic Condensers 
Saves Time and 

Profit for 
Service Men 

Considerably smaller and 
lighter than was paper con- 
densers, yet same mfd. 
equivalent. Working voltage 
450, peak voltage 600. 

20': more capacity than rated; 
very low power factor. An estab- 
lished condenser with a solid repu- 
tation for performance. Replaces 
cumbersome paper blocks in jiffy. 
Easier servicing; more profit for 
you: customer satisfaction assured. 
Types for every specification. Get 
the complete story at once . . 

there's money in these Condensers 
for YOU! 

WRITE OR WIRE FOR 
OUR COMPLETE 

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE. 

CONCOURSE 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

389 -409 Wales Ave. New York City 

Whatever 
Your Question 

shout words, penny, 
plues, look it up in 

The ''Supreme Authority's 

WEBSTER'S NEW 
INTERNATIONAL 

DICTIONARY 
452.000 Entries, 

2,700 P .12,000 
BIe phical n 

32.000 G.ogr. hie.I 
ubl.ets. 

and 6,000 
(battens. Write for specimen pages, etc., men- 

tioning this inngazi fie, to 

G.& C. MERRIAM CO., SPrIngfild. Mass. 

Read about our new plan 
for buying the 1931 and 
1932 OFFICIAL RA- 
DIO SERVICE MAN- 
UALS. Full details con- 
cerning this will be found 
on page 4. Turn to it 
NOW. 

Power Gene 
FOR SHORT WAVE 

BROADCASTING 
Red. Prize Was Si 5 

h 

1,10.11.r ., 

it 
bleat 1.1. 

M:11111r Illnudr ust hie. 
Limited mow Ii' imr- 
rhased from 11'. \ 

GOV. 

.Igm,I I onto. 01111 

s11.4 . 21111 Wall, 
1 in V 

solt planriled dlreo. s m 

es. Gila rant eri nets and to 
while they last. tilt $4.95. Pin 

he. -k ..l looney order. 
NATIONAL ELECTR 

109 W. Lake St. Dept. 
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it is. lf.,,neüi' 
for 

Ca; 'e 
o 

rlrrt. Worth V5 00, log 
. hllping clarge,. ..n.! 

IC TOOL CO. 
187 Chicago, III. 

THE "MEGADYNE" 
t(bnl in ur el fitful pn!n -14. 

One word as to alrittl and green i. By using 
it series condenser the speciticaI ions given here 
pre- suppose an aerial about 125 feet long in- 
cluding lend -ln. un .hurter or longer aerials. 
eha n111 s should be made in the secondary w'tnd- 
ing of the toil, although It may be corrected 
h1 sun lie extent by using it .mall series run - 
denser in Fries with the antenna on ground. 

however. is not recommended bemuse 
you sacrifice Stinti volume In doing so. 

Ito not t'y and operate this set on a short 
aerial of about 50 feet. or indoor nolals be- 

caits, the results will not be s.I good. As to 
the ground. needless to say. the better the 
ground t lie better the set will operate, l'5h 
only a cold water pipe: gas pipe or radiator 
pipes should not be used. 

I will Ile 111ell sed to Inmtr from those who 
have built the set as to the results they have 
ach i,crd. 

In our next issue will be described the same 

set elect rifted. It is a ream rka bit low Indeed 
power pack wit it-li you can I 0 l Id for a very 
small sum. No changes whatsoever are made 
on 1Ile t Ill 1t,ry model here deSeellled. The same 

tube is used. she power pack is entirely inde- 
pendent and is simply added to the present 
yb gads lie set. 

List of Parts 
Iinn ISMS fixed crystal detector; 
One Carter 6 -ohnl rheostat : 

One Radio Trading l'os :S- circuit tuner (for 
.0005 -t)1 f. tuning condensed; 

une Nn -ale NO. 425 5 -prong type socket : 

une Il ammarluud I ype ?I I. 2:i. 23-plate variable 
condenser I with shield-plate I ; 

F Eby binding Posts: 
tine Ae rosas .1 II HliNi -ul f. type \\' fixed condenser; 
One X1, -Cari iidenser. .000 to .001-tuf., type 

Tall va liable condenser: 
One l'olymet .00025- (or. .t1005 -1 mt., mica- 

insulated fixed condenser; 
)'Ive l'nhnestock dips; 
One roll hookup wire: 
Two Farr.- Kasch, l% ln. knobs; 
One Kurz -Rach vernier dial (scale 0-100, rend- 

ing clockwise) : 

One Type '38 pentode tube: 
One bakellte panel. size 7 x 10 x 3 /16 -in.; 
One baseboard. 5-Dly size 7 x !I x 'I, -in. 

WHICH AUDIO SYSTEM? 
11'olltinned from pole 

I, lifter. which. hosvevrr, will requite greater 
grid excursions titan hilt) be supplied IIy a '27 
power detector; pin't lento fly as, since smoll 
_rid Pu nnet)1. Will be drawn at mn xin ont out- 
wit. a coupling transformer of low s 

' 

condary 
resistance :old actually step-down ratio 1 I.2s :1 1 

will have to be used tu feed tine 471s. t'u- 
seg0elltly. one audio stage using the new 56 
tl he l reptncio2 titi- Present '27l is used be- 

tween the deteetir mol '45 output stage. This 
is :l voltage anullifier. corking. tu.w'ereF. 

through a heupliug transformer of si ep dawn 
rn1i and s cond11 ley resist ^nee redn.-ed la a 

paint w'Inr, a snln ll 11 1 1 1om11 of tanner t:un he 

drawn Tams i t to lake ....... it, lite .' S was : ,-t- 
age grid current drawn. 'l'Iris. has\-ever. ,may 
e,ur. sr hen tir win Ir sc-tem is t ont 

eight s,a ls. 'l'he htemit is shaw'n iii Iii. 2 

Frain a cast angle, there is a uegligline tu- 
i1i,Its1 for the compotenis of the ti est :n Plie 
singe. :cult Os the power supply tilt rat i .m aC 

< - \I cerei ver. Is ,'xressiVI. auy-litu . nu a,11ti- 

1i.maI rosi is involved here. l'rolt quality 
'taudpiini. the system Is superb. anal Is, it i$ 

tetieVel I. fray superior 10 anything Pre, iuul, 
rait:Ible. There Is simply no ,.mpari'..a in 

.ariry. 1.ril lia nIre :und a certain .moothuess due 
t.. the eiim inn) ion of the psychic annoyance .d 
excessive h : ell ,uie dislurl ion found tu of he,. 

systems. Sid, by side Willi a push -pall or 
pa ratted pentode system. the later. at nap out - 

put frein zero nudi bully to eight :u11 ecell Len 

watt s. ..me.l- like nn std b:tlery set and 1well 
speaker et I9_1 tit 11133-it is .Ì11a tell yea l'S 

out. 
The ro orpariaon frith '46 chias It is erra 

more an fnroinbtt' to flic latter. bat this fa Sri r- 

inrl lillle, mine '46 tutees for bumf list' Ht)' m 

derided al rp bark Ware!. appmreH1 ip juatified only 
by the fear of the tube makers of thr loos of 

Read 2, 
Magazines for 
The l'riCe of One 

PIlthfL1ldel' 
and 

Radio-Craft 
Itra is your opportunity ,o rend In n agnzlnes for 

une soar -al the c st of only ,me. Two real the magazine. 
that agora many hours of reading pleasure. One in the 
radio field, the other. a weekly of big news events. 

The PATHFINDER. a weekly devoted to the lnuortant 
of the day -flashes from all parts of the world are 

brought to you lit a c,snci se. but interesting manner. 
E, cry page holds interest by ;mood non,o ut ell- written 
editorials. Also balk reviews, national politics. foreign 
affairs, business. edueatlon. science, mot les, recreation, 
mantes, penuria litres and dimens of other features. 

R.O110- l'R.1FT. a monthly radio magazine devoted to 
helping u1 n make money nut of this hag Industry by 
caching theme how lm properly ser,lre receivers. do all 

¡ohs In the radio business and bring In therm the new 
des nlopnunts In this field. Each issue brings new advances 
in television, short warts and other allied dhdsioni of 
radio. 

The regular yearly sob:rrlotion price for RADIO-f R.\FT 
Alone is $2.511. For a malted time only, both magazines 
ill be sent to slat Our the price of u- $2.511. Fifty -two 

Issues of do P.tTHt't ChF:R and [wehe issues of R.11110- 
1RAFT. Mall remittance in torn e1 cheek, stases or 
money order. 

RADIO-CRAFT :Magazine 
98-R Park Place New York, N. Y. 

FREE! FREE! 
KNOW YOURSELF-- - 

YOUR TALENTS! 
¡ling rya -lip. Tauomi radio 

artist gut port his 
w rhitut' Inai Frederick St 

u m iii. and Ibis is what he 
ahput it: al 

Phase accept my sincere 
rbmlkn for per graphs -anal 

1 ,t raid > hit 
the pall , the Irrad tit 

times Mel'. 11 !oak., 
r go...t study u.ul theul.l 

hievt err tirlp0.l. ')'hank s 
a 

.1....m aril e iah t)1.... u,1, 

FREE FOR YOU 
\ ssi 

.riling. .n1 nl. r If., It -- -Ire 
points : mi s -ah ., ale iu air writ inv. ylendy 
:slid a lsbmi 111. r 'n ili ili -y enup..n. .\ personal 
rep..11 fr.nu Ile .a9I Innn.us :Inn b.,ril p, 1'redoriel: 
SI. .I..hu vs ill b, scout y. ^I Inunll 

FREDERICK ST. JOHN, 
RADIO -CRAFT 
96 Park Pl., New York City. 

I odd to kin .^ oLal humor iting loll -. l -,,. 1t) -e.1 

lin.) lui, In ...hl 
1ad 

-1.0.0.0,1. 
l 

:ol.li - -nI envelope fir 
who It in pur I. 

Naine 
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City and State 
Be sure to use U.S. Postage for return of your letter 
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Whatever 

HOBBY 1'011 

you'll find it in 

Jane 
E V E R Y D A Y 

eienee ona 
lnechániçs 

25c 
The 
Copy 

4 -Color Cover 
Over 450 Illustrations 

96 Pages -9x12 inches 

R. IICCO CERNSIIACK's latest magazine con- 
tains Grins the most important and recent develop- 
ments in Science, Mechanics, Radio, Television, 

Aviation and Chemistry. For everyone, regardless 
of age, EVERYDAY SCIENCE ANI) MECHANICS 
will be found to he useful and instructive. Thoroughly 
illustrated with fa ientiac events from all parts of the 
world, and helpful to thousands of high school, uni- 
veruity students and instructors who wish to advance 
their scientific knowledge. 

Many excellent paces for the home workshop man 
who finds pleasure in building things; experiments 
in electricity, chemistry and formulas of all kinds. 

Just to Mention a Few Departments 
LATEST INVENTIONS 
AEROMECHANICS 
SHOP KINKS 
TELEVISION 
EXPERIMENTS 
FORMULAS 
CHEMISTRY 
WOOD AND METAL CRAFTS 
RADIO KINKS 

AND OTHERS 

Special Offer ! 

8 Months for $1.00 
ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 

Mail Coupon Now! 
EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS 
leg Park Place. New York. N. Y. RC7 

I enclose herewith One Dollar for >l,iel, cou are 
to enter my subscription to EVERYDAY SCIENCE 
AND MECHANICS for the next Eight Months. 

Name 

Address . 

City St nt, 

the negatire grid -bias patents and the nerd 
(for potent trading purposes) of a sgstest that 
n'ouól .cork vi th zero bias, 

The 41i tubes, being merely a commercial 
necessity and an engineering retrogression. will 
give a black eye to class It amplification. 
whichd sensibly utilized, has murk merit ; par- 
ticularly for battery sets. where a pair of 
normally low-power tubes are enabled to turn 
littl one watt of audi., power at harmnnie dis- 
tortion rising from practically nothing to a 
maximum of . percent. and all on so little 
I sat tery power as al st to make one I ml leve 
in perpetual motion. 

Hut for A.C. sets. where power consumption 
at most is only a cent or two an hour. a ha es 
It amplification has no place. and delinf tely 
not when tied up with suelt abortions In the 
way of tubes as the '40s when used class lt. 
And as for pentodes -well. n year is enough 
of them when compared with '45e In true class 
A. 

Conclusion 
This year when looking at any audio system 

advertised as a "high quality" system, if it 
doesn't use '45s or :.Os in a l'.t system. It 
will be well to remember tvIua the Chicago 
engineer sold -'l( percent distortion in at 
bottle." And there will be enough good sets 
out anyway using '45s, even if at the moment 
it looks ne though there would be only one 
manufacturer using '45s ('Inss .t -but the trade 
show or n month or two thereafter may change 
all that, so Labor Day may see not one. but 
myriads of sets using '45s as they should 1>e 
used for good quality -in class .1 audio am- 
plification. 

SHORT WAVES 
t ('on tin urd from page 40) 

The Graphs 
'l'he sea lee of abscissas and ordinates are 

rublea I, U.e., numbers shown are proportional 
to the cube root of the numbers shown This 
seule was chosen because it spaces the data 
satisfactorily. .t linear scale would crowd the 
low values too much and a logarithmic scale 
would crowd the high values too much. 

The graphs show the limits of distance over 
which practical conunanieat ion Is possible. 
They are baser) on the lotvesl field intensity 
which permits practical reception in the pres- 
ence of acttml background moise, l'or the 
broadcasting frequencies this does not mean 
sa is fact ory program reception. The limiting 
field intensity is taken to be 10 microvolts per 
meter for frequencies up to 204o0 kc. decreas- 
ing from this value at 2000 kc. to about I 
m ierovolt per meter at 20.000 ke. When at- 
mospherics or other sources of interferenr, fire 
_rent e.g.. ire the tropics. b wilt larger received 
field intensities are required and the distance 
ranges are lees. The graphs ass0nte the use 
of about 5 kilowatts radiated power. and non- 
directional antennas. For transmiesi "n over 
a given 1111111, received field intensity is pro - 
hortionnl to the square root of radiated power. 
but there is no simple relation Between dis- 
tance range and either radiated power of re- 
ceived 1ì,1d intensity, 

Seps i:Ue graph sheets are given for day and 
fur night transmission. .tbove absent :10011 kc. 
as shown. the distance ra mgrs laud in most 
rases also the skip distances e are greater in 
the winter than in the summer. 'l'he distance 
rankles in spring :nul 111111111111 are integtuedite 
bet wren the limits shown fur suuuuer and 
winter. In general. the distance ranges for 
Inuits which lie partly in day and partly in 
night portions of the globe are intermediate 
between those shown in the day and the night 
graphs. For such paths, the distance ranges 
are greater titan would be expected from in- 
spectlots of the day graph, as the waves under 
these conditions travel over greater distances 
in the illuminated portion of the earth's sur- 
faire: for this reason It is possible to use a 
lower frequency for a part day, part night path 
than is indicated for the day portion of the 
path on the day graph. 

The distance rra Ogec given in the graphs are 
the ilietaances for reliable reception: they are 
not the limits of distance at which interfer- 
ence may Be caused. .t field intensity s0tli- 
cleat to erntse troublesome Interference may 
be produced nt n much greater distance than 
the maximum distance of tellable reception. 

Would Not Part 
With It for $1000 

YET ALL HE PAID 
WAS $3.98 

Dear Sir: 
After receiving your new second 

edition Radio Encyclopedia, and 
looking through it, I find that it is 
one of the most valuable Gooks I 
have ever laid my hands on, and I 
would not part with it for one hun- 
dred dollars, if I could not replace it. 

Thanking you for giving me this 
opportunity of securing this valu- 
able book, I remain, 

Ralph Tomilson 
Myrtle Station, 
Ontario, Canada. 

What the New Second Edition Radio 
Encyclopedia Gives You 

It 'rites you an explanation of even word used 
in radio. These explanations-or, rather, defini- 
tions-are not brief outline information like those 
of an ordinary dictionary. but they alee In fullest 
lets) I. and at considerable length, the meaning 
and apptlrat ion of every word. phrase, general and 
suss lal term used In the science of radio. They 
are written In plain, eler,day English, easily 
understood by anyone. 

Practically every definition in the book Is illus- 
trated by drawings. photographs. dlagrun.s, or 
charts. All you need to do is to look up as you 
1.111.1 In a dirthman. the word or phrase al 
with h you are seeking Information. Furthermore. 
oath page is key- Indexed, for greater convenience 
and speed in )outing any definition. All the Sub - 
lect- Matter Is Arranged In Alphabetical Order. 

This greatly enlarged Second Edition Radio En- 
(lefopedls Is an absolute necesalt to everyone In- 
terested In Radio. It answers all radio questions, 
increases ,your knowledge and s your lime. It 
covers et eq' known radio problem. and Is a gold - 
bane of prat rOral infennat inn for every radio man. 

2,201 RADIO DEFINITIONS 
1,253 TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 

34 TABLES AND CHARTS 
24 PAGES OF APPENDIX 

Red Morocco- Keratol Flexible Binding 
Printed on strong ledger paper, Loose -Leaf 

Arrangement 

352 
pages 

9 x 12 
inches 

Weight 
3 

lbs. 

$3.98 

S. GERNSBACK CORPORATION, 
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Send tor line ropy of the new Second Edition 
S. I;,rnsb.mk' Radio Eno rInotsia. 1 01,10 e here- 
i,ith 1:19s. the k ur mes order preferred. 
(Foreign anti Canada. addle. 37.c extra for Postage.) 
:Mono, refunded In full If not satisfactory. 

None 

Address 

City State 
fir -r12 
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3 Valuable New Books 
Formulas and Recipes 
Radio - Mathematics 

Presented here are three brand new b of ill- 
versified nature, which are most educational and 
instructive. Fart] book carefully treats a subject 
in full. and is prepared by an expert in tier field. 
The hooks are well written and thoroughly illustrated 
to make the contenta easily learned. Bet these books 
promptly -mail coupon below. 

1. FORMULAS AND RECIPES 
for the Practical Man 

This book has beet, y 111161.i I,' . (n, -baek, a 

well-known author of practical instnht' I manuals 
in various scientific fields. It is extremely helpful 
and will show you how to save moues' by making in 
roar own honer, at a frnet itn of the r-_t0ar cost, 
the hundred and one preparations which you now 
buy for use at home or husinrs. 

HERE ARE PARTI.AI. CONTENTS: 
1. Atlhesites: flue, Cement:. .. Cleansing: Stain Re- 
movers. Itleaehes. 3. Metal Craft: Coloring. Oxy.tiring. 
Plating. Pallies, 4. Paint: Colors. Stains. varnishes. 
5. Hass- working: Putting. Drilling. Rolling. Etching. En- 
gmelog. 6. Wood-Craft Fireproofing. Acid-proofing. 
Waterproofing. Furniture Polishes. 7. Inks: Sympathetic. 
invisible. Hectograph. a, Photography: Dot -loners. Emul- 
sions. Fixers. 9. .tot idoles for Poisons. Remedies for 
Iturns and Scalds. Dist nfertants. In. Preaarat Ion. 
tlanlpulatlon. Handling. Mixing. Tables of weights of 
Measures, l'seful Tattles. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF RADIO 
Radio Simply Explained -Its Origin, Nature 

and Functions 
The hook. written by Louis Martin, has been pre- 
pared with special consideration given to young mem- 
bers in the radin profession, and those who have 
gained their rxp.rirnr. in a haphazanl fast' . This 
radio printer is a handy fundamental aid for "check- 
ing up" and systematizing nur knowledge of Maio. 
lteeanllrs. of how much you know about the subject. 
you should read this hook. 

HERE ARE PARTIAL CONTENTS: 
Chapter I- Fuu:unenta is of ira ilu: Electricity. Resistance, 
I :arteries. The Magnetic Circuit. The Magnetic Field. In- 
ductance. Condensera, t.t.. ('Inuit.. Propagation of Radin 

twines; Chapter II -The Simple Itadlo Set. Single. Two. 
and Three- l'inuit Tuners, The flattery Set. Vacuum Tubes, 
Electric Sets. Loud Speakers: Chapter III- Db.grams, How 
to Read Them; Chauler IF- Amateurs and Itrnadeast Sta- 
tions. Talking Pictures. Tetesl,lot. 

3. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 
for the Technician and Craftsman 

This matinal has been miusially prepared for the 
man who wishes to acquire a working knowledge of 
the elementary principles of mathematics. A com- 
plete treatment of the subject is given by the author, 
Mr. C. Shainmark, with special attention to the use 
of mathematics in Radin and other technical work 
for those who employ its formulas daily. 

HERE ARE PARTAIL CONTENTS: I- Arithmetic: Addition. Multiplication. Subtraetinn. DI- 
, Linn. How to 1-se Derhnals; II -Fral ions. Percentages. 
Ratio and Proportions; 11I- Pnners anti Hoots; IV-The 
Metric System; V-How to Measure Surfaees .1 Volumes; 
VI- Mathematics for the Manta! and Technical 

vil -Special Mathenutir.s for the Radin Technician; 
VIII- Commerrlal Calculations, Short-rut .t rithmetlr, In- 
terest Calculation. Discounts; IN- weights and Measures; 
x- tiseful Tables. 

All our Minks are of uniform size, 6 x O tacites, and 
contain 64 pages. The books are printed on strong 
paper with stiff colored covers. 

Clip and Mail Coupon TODAY! 
PRESS GUILD INC.. IS Murray St.. New York City. RC -7 

hand ...ea and $ for which mail me postpaid 
the following books: 

No. 1 

No. 2 S 
No. 3 

M1ek e th, Postpaid 

Name 

Address 

City and State 
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UNIVERSAL OHMMETER 
C,,,, tonu.d from pool, 

timo schematic. where it is desired. the in- 
strument may be made more versatile by bring- 
ing out two additional lents so that the ohm- 
meter may be used either on .t.C. or ILC% 

without any added switches. Ilowtver. when 
at 11.1'. line is used as the voltage source. the 
effective high range will be reduced to about 

inegohttnl 
It wilt be noted that three resistors and 

three tip jacks have been incorporated so that 
the outfit may also Is used as n voltmeter. 
The values of these resistors depends of the 
desired voltage ranges: Its, 7,00,U00 obtus: Itd. 
100.000 ohms: and It7, 10.000 ohm. Voltage 
ranges of 0I), 100. and 10 volts were obtained 
respectively. 

TUBE CHECKER 
(C'on tinned from page 32) 

List of Parts 
R..í0 ohm C.T. resistor: 
1t1. 25 watt variable resistor; 
Stt. 10 point switch *with break between con- 

tacts) ; 

St_ I . N.1'.1 ).T. push -button switch; 
$ %2, 1).1'.ILT. lock -tyke push- button switch; 
SW3, s. P.I).'I', push -button switch ; 

T1. T2, pin tip jacks; 
V. 5 prong socket : 

1t2. 400 ohm protective resistor. 

SERVICE OSCILLATOR 
tt bhfinumi from pone :;d) 

The oscillator is self- modulating by virtue 
of its grid -leak and comlenser, the values of 
witch are so chosen that the charge of the 
condenser Is permitted to build up and block 
the grid before dis.harging through the re- 
sisttule, The frequency of modulation should 
he unite low so as not to affect the sharpness 
of the tuned circuits: this frequency Is adjust- 
able by varying the grid-leak value. The tote 
produced in the u ta tput of a receiver should be 
observed while adjusting the value of the grid- 
leak : the frequency of a above middle -C on 

the pinnn t 2:.0 cycles), should be about right, - 
512 cotes. 

'l'be "titpnt Is taken across n 200 -ohm vart- 
nIile resist :Me,. the moving arts of the poten- 
tiometer being connected to a binding past 
which will ,apply the n!Melilla post Of the re- 
reiter miller test through it coupling toil or 
a "dummy nntcnnn. t 'l'he oscillator should 
be gritting c.l while Pests are being made.) 

Making a "Dummy Antenna" 
In order that receivers under test should 

behave tat a manner similar to their behavior 
under normal circumstances. the input from 
the oscillator should be ihroaglt n circuit whih 
simulates the characteristics of the atventge 
broadcast receiving antenna. 

Stich a "dummy antenna" is quite simple in 
construction. being nothing more than a small 
coil, a resistance, and a fixed condenser. .t 
dummy- antenna operating in the broadcast 
band any consist of .01)02-nit. mica condenser. 
30 turns of No. 82 enameled wire on a 1lí -Du. 

form. and a 2:1-oh ill resistance of the flexible 
type -all connected in series. The circuit ar- 
rangement is shown graph leolly in Fig. 2. This 
device is Inserted in series with the lead con- 
necting the oscillator with the antenna bind- 
ing post of the receiver. Its Ilse ill comttc,,- 
tiun with all tests where the oscillator feeds 
the receiver through the antenna input is essen- 
tial to correct results. 

Parts List 
One coil for 50-1300 k". range. 03 turns 

No, 82 enamel on 1!í-ín. form, center- tapped, 
f.l : 

One coil. 100 -200 k.'. range. 400 -turn Pa- 
rent I )viola ternI fall with about 20 turns re- 
moved. Tapped III II pimaxlmntt center. 1.2: 

One .000::5-mf. Ilatmmatrlund SEL 17 condenser, 
CI : 

One .0002 . -mf. grid condenser. C'2 ; 

One .5 -ntf. typo SS c tenser, 1'3; 
One .5- to ft- megohm leak, Itl : 

One Electra.] 2110 -ohm potentiometer, 112; 
One Electrad ::0 -0l1n rheostat, 1t3. 

Headquarters 
FOR 

Materials and Parts 

FOR 

Building 

TREASURE 
LOCATORS 

Radio, Audio, Ground Potential 
measurements, Hughes Induction 
Balances and other types; Oscil- 

lators and amplifying systems in- 

cluded. 

We can supply all materials 

needed for building and operating 
of any of the recognized treasure 
finders. 

With this apparatus you can 
locate buried treasures, metal war 

relics, mineral deposits, subter- 
ranean water veins, buried gas and 
water pipes, and lost objects, tools 
and treasures sunken in water, etc. 

Write for pamphlet giving history 
and theory on this interesting sub- 

ject. Twelve different circuits are 
described and explained. List of 
parts and prices included. (Price 
of pamphlet 10c.) 

Mail Coupon TODAY! 
6RENPARK COMPANY Dept. RC-7 

245 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y. 

F..nclose.l fin.) IOC for which kindly send me 
pamphlet on Treasure Finders. 

Name l 

Address 

State 
J 
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$100,000 Speaker S 
Included in this tremendous speaker sale are the P products 

They 
mare sold far by leading 

regular 
makers. Every new and shipped in original factory sealed cartons. They are sold far below their regular list price because in exceedingly large quantities and our purchase price permits us to give yòu the benefit of low cost. 

speaker is brand 
they were bought 

LOFTIN -WHITE AMPLIFIER (Licensed) 
amplifiers in .striking 

n14.d, rnistie finish. Ideal for Ple nnq r;iVh 
or public address work. 
245 Model uses 1 -224, 1 -245, 
1 -2$0 

250 Model uses 1 -221, 1 -2Ct 
1 -251 

$12.50 
$15.95 

247 Single Pentode Amplifier ... $14.95 
247 Push -pull Pentode Am- $19.95 
plifier _. 

_ ___.. ......._.. __. ..._._ 

JENSEN 
A.C.-D.8 $14-95 Dry Rectifier 
A.C. -D.7 Jr. 
Audit Tube 9 $10.5 Rect. ..... 7 
A.C. -D.15 
Concert Jr. $7-95 Tube Rect.... 
D.9 -2500 OHM 
D.C. 
Field _._ $7-50 ...... -_. 

D.7 -2500 OHM 
D.C. $7-95 Field 
D.15- Midget 
2500 OHMS . $4.75 

ROLA SPEAKERS 
Model F. Midget A.C. using $8.50 280 Rect. 
D. C. Models Model F 
2500 of m P.P. Output Trans. $4.25 
1000 of w P.P. Output Trans. Q 
250(1 0l nt Single Pentode. Each 
2500 of w Plush Pull 238. Model 
1000 of ni Single 238. 
1800 ohm Single Pentode 300 ohm Tap 

for Rias. 

BALDWIN 
A. C. using 2S0 
Tube Rect. ... $6.95 
D. C. 2500 
O H M-110 $4.95 Volts 

D. C. 2500 u li M -Ile 
Volts Field $4.00 Less Stand . 

D. C. 2500 Cr II M lire 
Volts Field Les,- 
Output Trans. $3.25 

OXFORD 
A. C. Models 
14" Audit us- 
ing 280 Rect 10.95 
12" Concert 1 q $8.50 
nantie 280 R,, t 

9" Midget Dy- $7.5 nantie 250 Ito t 
D. C. Models 
14" OHM 5000 

l s95 Field 
11" 2500... 

$4 95 Field . 

9" 2500 OHM $3-49 Field 
All 9" Midgets are sup- 
plied with Hunt balancer 

Do Not Write For Catalog! 
All offers are F.O.B. New York, and subject to prior 
sale. Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with 
every order. Balance may be paid on delivery. Or, 
deduct 2% if full amount is sent with order. 

UTAH "TREASURE CHEST" 
Magnetic Speaker 

'l'I:; L :nuiful tr a I n U t st,,alar, in three -tone et- 
fe,t, nwkes a handsome 
decorative speaker for any 
radin set. Tone qualities 
erre excellent -cuver raises 
and lowers to give various 
degrees of loudness desir- 
nble for the room. The 
"Treasure Chest." contains 
a UTAH Magnetic Speaker 
unit. The chess itself mess- 
tires only 16%x1P,_x9',, ", 
YOUR 
1'1111'I: $2.95 

NEW PRIME ELECTRIC MOTOR 
For 110 Volt A. C. 

50 to 60 Cycles 
A sturdy, powerful compact 

heavy duty induction type pho- 
nograph "team'. Absolutely 
free from co nulle t a for brush- 
es. It will not set up any dis- 
turbances. Equipped tv i t h 
large bearing surfaces to pro- 
vide adequate support and 
insure long life. 
VOI-R 
1'1111' E $4.95 

R.C.A. & VICTOR 
Victor A.C. Audit 
9lndel with 
Tube . $12.25 
Victor D.C. 
Audit 2500 Ohm $5.95 

Ru. Amli, -ono 
Ohms 

p Loss output $7.95 
R. C. A. 
A.C. With it $12With tube rent 
D.C. 8000 ohm $5,50 
300 V. Field 
D.C. $000 nhni .n V. 
Field 
output $4S 0 
D.C. 800 ohni Ili C. 
Field 12 $7.50 

All latest type RCA speakers 

R.C.A. VICTOR HAND 
MICROPHONE 

This microphone Is furnished with the 
latest model Radiola SO Home recording 
Super- Heterodyne Receiver and amplifier. 
Do not confuse this microphone with the 
"toy" type as it can be used for many pro- 
fessional and commercial uses. It is a 
single button "mike" with a gun metal 
finish. It's total length is 6',¢" and has 
as standard equipment a (our foot cord. 

PENTODE 
111 uñ ADAPTER 

PENTOD 
This Pentode Adap- ir permits the in- 
sertion of a type 
247 Pentode Power 
Tube in place of the 
type 245 tube. Sim- 
ply remove 245 tube, 

and insert the Adapter, and 
plug in the 217. $1.20 
OUR NET PRIT 1: 

COUR PRICE 

$2.95 
FARRAND INDUC- 

TOR DYNAMICS 
1,.I n _A_,' 

D.t'. 

tory .14.i: wilh 
Equal It-Its. 

$5.95 
1°_. 

$6.95 

GRENPARK CO., Dept. R C., 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade 
The Hotels on this page are 
Patronized by the Radio Trade. 
Make them your Headquarters. 

THE HOTEL 

MONTCLAIR 
LEXINGTON AVE., 49th to 50th STS. 

NEW YORK 

Directly Opposite the Wahlorf- Astoria 

800 ROOMS 
Every Room With Bath 

From $3.00 per day 

Attractive Rates by the Month 

A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM 

Short walking distance from 
Grand Central Terminal 
and B. & O. Motor Coach 

Station. Ten minutes by taxi 

from Pennsylvania Station. 

American Home Cooking Served 

in a Notable Restaurant 

OSCAR W. RICHARDS, Manager 

a :.............. : . . . .:....... :.. 
4. 

The Gathering Place 
of 

Cosmopolitan New Yorkers." 
The RUSSIAN VILLAGE 

100 West 57th Street 
N o 

ew York City 
Dining, Dancing, Russian and Gypsy 

Entertainment. 
LUNCH - TEA - DINNER 
No cover charge at any time. T. 

Broadcasting \VOR Circle 7 -9434 

62 

This Summer Enjoy Your Chicago Business Trips 
A STAY at "l'tiE DRAKE adds pleasure to business. ONerlooking Lake 
Michigan, your business days ... and nights will be spent in resort -like 
comfort. Restfully quiet . . . convenient to all loop business . 

theatres, and with beaches, bridle path and beautiful Lincoln Park, 
close at hand. Rooms are light and airy 
. . . pleasantly comfortable. Without 
extra cost, extra accommodations are made 
available to the guest for large or small 
conferences. Room rates begin at $4 
per day. 

T 11 

LI?AIE 
HOTEL, CHICAGO 

u.1, 4 ,,..r Ilanw., mrnt 

. . "AN ADDRESS OF DISTINCTION" 

A HOMEY HOTEL IN THE 
HEART OF NEW YORK 

THE 
NEW 

FLANDERS 
133 W. 47th Street through 

to 48th Street 

One of the Finest Hotels in 
Times Square 

Single Rooms with Adjacent 
Bath $1.50 and up 

Single Rooms with Bath 2.00 and up 
Double Rooms with Bath 3.00 and up 
Suite -2, 3, 4 People 5.00 

Special Weekly Rates 

FRED W. RIZEL, Resident Manager 

THE SENSATIONAL.. 
HOLLYWOOD 

RESTAURANT .1- 
13'WAY..it 48'-Sr. N.V.C. 

atoll /I'LL N I . NEW REVUE 
Presents 
the great- 

est cabaret entertainment 
the world has ever 
Broad a nys nest Dinner 

$1.50 51.:5 $2.00 
A YT1 R 

T I I l: %T it E 
l'opal:,r. Priers. 

I 

Important 

Announcement! 

On pages 56 and 57 

of this issue will be 

found a very import- 
ant announcement 
telling of the RADIO - 

CRAFT LIBRARY. Be 

sure to turn to these 
pages NOW and learn 
of the ten new and in- 

teresting books which 
are being published. 

RADIO-CRAFT f o r JULY, 1 9 3 
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JULY SPECIALS!! 
EVERY month we list on this page certain STAR * items. which are STOP SHOPPING. The lowest prices are right on this page. Yo one NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG. .These are all specials of which underueils us. We meet any price on ANY NEW Merchandise. Order the quantities on hand nre not sufficient to catalog them. Oncr .vohl out, direct from this page and save money. 100% sa t isfle ti on on every tran- no more can be had. First come, first served. Save yourself disappoint- saction. Take advantage of these sp,, ill offers. Mil I'It NOW, TODAY. meat by ordering NOW. 

NEW! 
MOST POPULAR LOPRICED 

ANALYZER ON MARKET 
This new Reed rite precision instru- 
ment embodies features which have 
always been sirs. red in any Instrument 
ho l It for nervier work: 111 Inn cast; 
131 simplicity of design; (31 aecurar' 

of measurements; 111 ruggedness of for 
complete unit. It is needless to add 
that the kit Is apable of testing ear- thing front old battery modeIs to the 
latest screen -grid, pentode, and multi' nut receivers. 
EIGHT METER SCALES AVAILABLE 
Tile "Model 7.0" is an extremely 
compact desire. The outside dimen- 
sions of the carrying rase are only 
10% by 7m. by 3% inches. The an- 
alyzer contain! D.C. voltmeter, an 
A.1'. voltmeter a1.í1 a millbunmeter. The 
D.C. voltmeter has three rattan: 
0 to 60. 0 to 201; anti n to con volts. 
The A.C. voltmeter has also three 
ranges: 0 to 10: 0 to Hu: and 0 to 
700 volts. The milllammetrr has two 
range,: 

one for o20 
-mill. reeding and 

mill. This variety of 
ranges makes it possible to test every 
conceivable radio circuit; high voltage 
secondaries of power transformers, 
nlrrem drain of all radio tubes. In- 
rinding the high. power 250 and 210 
tubes. etc. 
CONVENIENT SELECTOR SWITCH 
The Instrument is equipped with a 
six- position bh -V liar selector switch: 
by means of Minch readings may be 
obtained uf "C' suits "1 "' volts 
reversal, 'K" volts, "K" volts reversed, plate 
and screen -grid voltage. A 4Iÿ -volt battery is 

IMPROVED READRITE MODEL 700 ANALYZER 

r...I; 
o-o 

COVER OETAC 

with the analyzer, to 
provide "C" bias. for 
grid tests, continuity 
tests, etc. 

TESTS PENTODES 
-'MULTI -MUS " - 
& '80 RECTIFIERS 
There are too shekels 
ont the panel of the 
analyzer. one for four - 
prong tubes and the 
other for five - prong 
tubes. There is a 
"grid -test' push-but- 
ton. Pin jacks are 
available for the in- 
dis :dual use [ all 
meters. externally. in 
every range. There is 
a screen -grid pin jack. 
end there are two pit 
the . 

A 
twn - way toggle 

itch controls the 
testing circuit for 
either regular or pen - 
todetules. Riti 11 plates 
of the 'SO -type rertl- 
fier may be tested by 
use of a slleelal 
adapter furnished. 
('harts are provided 
for measuring resis- 
tances and capacities. 

voltage, IN LEATHERETTE CASE -REMOVABLE COVER 
aulryllyd 'l'ho 5ltdrl 7n0 rinse ,Junes a ilIld:,nae hla,k leather- 

NEW! 
etto case, substantially constructed and equiplavl wtni 
nickel plated corners and trimmtuèa. By a novel hinge 
arrangement the cover of the case may be swung back 
and removed. thus affording a completely unnbsWrtrd 
s mkt of the tea ing apparatus. 

IFREE with each Analyzer 

We take hie., -Dr diering 
with the purchase of each an 
elyzer- ABSOLUTELY FREE 
OF CHARGE -the latest radio 
publication to come off the lures). 
THE BOOK IS INTENDED 
FOR SERVICEMEN OF ALL 
CLASSES. until her junior 
grade or expert. 
NOTHING HAS BEEN LEFT 
TO YOUR OWN INGENU- 
ITY; EVERYTHING IS COM- 
PLETE. Contains detailed de- 
StellstIons, photograpin and 
circuit diagrams of all commer- 
cial set analyzers and testers. 
A real book. Contains infer. 
mation on every analyzer on 
the market. 64 big pages. 
Heavy cover. Profusely illus. 
trated throughout, 

RADIO SET 
ANALYZERS 

ALLD 

Mow to UseThem 

Till, Analyzer is furnished complete with test leads, 
connecting cables, Burgess 4% volt battery, s 

e 

rd ha - 

tery leads, I'Y to i'X adapter, '80 rectifier a ,n I 

resistanec and rapacity charts. Shipping u 
Model 700 Analyzer. List Price $35.00 $ 

17 
1 A Y e7O 

YOUR PRICE 

WORLD -WIDE 
SHORT -WAVE SET 

A.C. SHORT WAVE 
CONVERTER KIT 

t 

Range 18 to 200 me- 
ters. Employs kw - 

rent drain 230 tube. 
Requires but 1;15 volt 
"It" hatter', 2 Nn. 6 
dryrells and ea ritht ries 
to wren'. 
No. 1666 -S.W. Set. 
Your $ Price 6.25 

Contains all parts and 
inatrnet ions tu build a 
three lobe S. W. cxn- 
serter. Range 10 to 
200 meters. Includes 
filament transformer far 
110 volts, rio ryehs, 
A.C. Complete with set 
nt 3 plug -in colle. Shi;,. 
set. s lbs. 
No. 1617- Converter. 
Your 
Price ..77 Y 

$9 ,g5 

A.C. SUPERHET 
S.W.CONVERTER 
Converts any brnad- 
ast receiver Into a oast receiver 

superllet 
Receiver. Range 

20 to 115 meters. Re- 
quires no plug - In 
mils. lias built. ill 
filament transit rmer 
for 110 volta Titi eyries 
AA'. Employ: ;i 227 
tltbes. Single dial 
control. Instructions 

Included. Shit ping 
wt. S lbs. 

No. 1614 -Converter. NOW $7.50 Your Price 

41.KCTRIf` CI,OCK *UTAH A.C. DY- 
NAMIC SPEAKER 

\as titer. 
Mirs ok,l' No t spring 

u'1 n d, n o batteries. 
Never out of order. 
For 110 volts 60 cycle 
A.C. operation only. 

No. 1689-Clock. 
l 

Price $1.00 

o volt 60 
\.I 9" high 

by ss Ile by 73X" 
deep. ship. wt. 19 lbs. 

No. 1506 -Speaker 
Your 
Price $7.45 

SCREEN -GRID 
CAP CONNECTORS 

Small. neat in 
algaara nco 
and ruggedly. 
constru et ed. 

.t stark necessity in 
service work. Sold only 
in lots of 12 or mom. 
Ship. wt. 4 oz. 

No. 1672-Caps. 

Prr rra,. $0.12 
Your Price.. 

A'DJIISTARLE 
VOLTAGE 
DIVIDER 
/RIDDLE SLIDES 

*8 MF. ELECTRO- 
LYTIC CON- 
DENSERS 

These guaranteed units 
w ill perform miracles in 
eliminating cebjaihn- 
ahle A.C. hum from 

No. 2275- 10,000 ohms. \. F. and filter circuits. 
Cagily mounted Utrangll 

Your $0.75 D<e of bayonet ota'ket. 
Price ,Il tp. wt. 1 Ib. 

No. 2276 -25,000 ohms. Ne. SP 9054, Condenser, 

Price $0.75 /P? a $0.49 

FREE 76 Page Radio Treatise 

100 New Hook -Ups, Etc. 
675 Illustrations. 

The new Winter edition, No. 24. of nur 
It41/10 SERVICE TREATISE is poet- 
, ,,ety the greatest hook in print -NOT 

ST A CATALOG. R contains a large 
l iturial section with valuable lnfurma- 

n not found anywhere else. Aulang 
new technical Information listed are 

e following: 1932 l' +gm4ete Radii it roll 
ra, 1,vistir. Short Wave Tuners and 

Phono -Pickups.- Constructional Data for 
Selvicemens Test Oscillator -all about 
Tone Controls -Short Wave Adapters and 
Converters -Constructing a 3 -tube Super - 
Het Short-Wave Converter -Modernizing 
old radio sets -Latest type Multi -Mu 
and Pentode Tubes -Alt about DC Re- 
ceivers -Vacuum Tube Treatise. - Anti 
dozens of new radin rx ferimento. hints 
to Servicemen, valuable tables of use- 
ful data, etc., etc. 

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents 
for postage. Treatise sent by re- 

turn mail. 

RADIO MIRROR 
PENLIGHT 

.l clever devlcr for look- 
tog around nera nr 
ther Inaccessible sluts 

, radio adio chassis. 
',Imprises ten flash- 

light and magnifying 
:mie, Complete with 

battery and bulb. 

No. 1695 -Penlight. 
Your .. 0.85 Price OJ 

*POWER PACK - 
CHOKE UNIT 

*MIDGET MICRO- 
PHONE 

AUTOMATIC 
BLOW TORCH 

Deal intensity over 
1 1D0 Fah . Requires 

mouth-blowing. Flt - 
ti rely automatic. Used 
for heavy duty solder - 

aluminum solder: 
tug, tempering, 
eta Ship. wt. 1 lb, 
No. K1006- Torch- 
Your 
Price $0.60 

"215" POWER 
TRA NBPORMER 

Foe 110 ,h 
A.C. oper:ri". of 
2 a., 2% e or s . 

et.. 214 V. et 10% h a., 
255 v. at 3a. l'1., 340 
V-.I40 l' ('t. 
No. 1450-Tra nsform er, 
Yo sr 
Price $3.84 
MICROPHONE & 
PRE -AMPLIFIER 

OUTFIT 
Excellently sulhd for 
P. A. stork, inter-com- 
munication systems. eto. 
Comprises sensitise sin- 
gle-Init.') microphone, 
microphone coupli rag 
transformer and battery, 
cut off su it,li, gain con- 
trol and °olio., termin- 
als. Put Ile in peat black 
era, hie - ti nìaod metal 
cast, equil,peiI st lilt eon. 

nl Measures5 "x615 "x6% ", Wills is e,'t llt atchl the input Impedance of practically typo amidi- tiers. Easily , acted to III, broadcast rr,aiver for home rec °sling. Ship. set. 10 tbs. 
No. 1654- Pre- Ampllaer, 
Your Price $8 LaFr S 

MIDGET DYNAMIC 
SPEAKER 

SPEED v'295' 
TRIPLE -TWIN TUBE 

Comprises power trans- 
former for 5 -226's, 2 
227's. 2 171.í's and 1 

2en, as well as 1-500 - 
ohm filter choke. Put up 
In neat metal case. 
Ship. wL 10 lbs. 

No. SP 9053 -Power 
Pack Unit. í2.75 JJ Your Price.. L 

A real microphone of 
single button type. Ex- 
tremely sensitive. Ex- 
cellent for P.A. work. 
etc. Standard resial:tore 
of 100 onus. Responds 
up to 25011 riles. Ship. 
wL 1 lb. 

No. I655-Mike. 
Your $2.25 Pri 

,l real 'Is Dahu is speaker 
with mutt-Ming volume 
and tone. tin¡" overall. 
454" diaphragm. Stand- 
ard 2 7110 ohm field coil. 
Output transformer to 
match all type output 
tubes. '.Vt. 5 IllS. 
No. 1549- Speaker. 
Your 
Price $2.50 

E.nuivatent to 
on 227 de- 
tector and ne. 
215 Power 
tube. Consti- 
tutes a lwg- 
stage direct- 
coupled am- 

liller in it- 
self. Flla- 
ment. 2 A.C. 

plato 
voltage 

v.; 
age 210. 

Largo undistorted output. 
Ship. wt, 12 oz. 

No.5699. Tube. .10 $L Your Price.... $2 
WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN- 

NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN 53.00. 
If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20% 

remittance, which most accompany all orders. 
If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2% discount. 

Send money order -certified check -U- S. stamps. 

Radio Trading Co. 
23 West Broadway 

New York, N. Y. 

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special 
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our 
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains. 

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, be 
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for name. 
Any excess will be refunded. 
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I Will ShowYou Too 
How to Start a Spare Time or Full Time 

Radio Business ofYoui Own 
Without Capital Here are a few examples 

of the kind of money 
I train "my boys "to make 

Started with $5 Now has 
Own lualaeaa 
"I started in Radio with $5. 
purchased a few necessary 
tools, circulated the business 
cards you gave me and busi- 
ness picked up to the point 
where my spare time earn- 
ings were my largest income. 
Now I am in business for 
myself. I have made a very 
profitable living in work that 

is play. " -Howard Houston, Route No. 2, 
Box 454E, Tucson, Arizona. 

IMO In s Menthe Spare Time 
"Although I have had little 
time to devote to Radio my 
spare time earnings for five 
months after graduation 
were approximately $700 on 
Radio, sales, service and re- 
pairs. I owe this extra money 
to your help during the time 
I studied and since gradua- 
tion."- Charles W. Linsey, 
537 Elati St.. Denver, Colo. 

117314 anataeee In 21 Months 
"I have opened an exclu- 
sive Radio sales and re- 
pair shop. My receipts 
for September were $2; 
332.16. for October $2,- 
887 77 and for the first 
half of November, $2,- 
176.32. My gross receipts 
for the two and one -half 
months I have been in 

business have been $7,396.25. If I can net 
about 20,, this will mean a profit of about 
$1,500 to me."-John F. Kirk, Kirk Sales 
and Service, Union Block, Spencer. Iowa. 
My Free Book gives you many more 
letters of N.R.R. men who made good 
In spare time or lull time businesses 

of their own. 

Apparatus for transmis- 
sion and reception of an 

actual radio signal -one 
of the many experiments 
set up with my outfits. 

I she you instructions early In 
your Course for doing 25 Radio jobs 
common In every neighborhood. Many 
N. R. I. men begin making money 
soon after they enroll. I show you 
how N. It. I. volitiale, have built up 
good bust messes of their out. I show 
)uu how to install and service all 
types of receiving sets. I give you 
Radio equipment and Ind rurtlorts for 
building circuits, teaing equipment, 
and for staking tests that will give sou broad. practical 
erperlenee. I give you a Stoney -nark Agreement and 
Lifetime Employment Service. Clip the coupon below 
and get my free e4 -page book, "hush Reward, In 

Itadlo " -it gives you a full story of the su ress of other 
N. R. I. students and graduates, and tell+ hum you can 

-tart a spare or full time Radio butines. of your own 
without capital. 

Free 
Tells 

Man 

Book 
How 

Coupon! 

Many N. R. 1. Men Have Made 
S200 to $1,000 in Spare Time 

While Learning 
Slam' of the more than she een ndllloi set. 

y 

r Im 

i 

use are only 25,¡. to 40.. efficient 1 will show you 

how to cash in on this r Wlon. 1 will show you the 
plans and Ideas that have enabled many others to make 
f2110 to a1 ,00e) in .pare time while learning. G. \C 
Page, I1oo -It Fifth Ave., N.. Nasiville, Tenn., smiles: 
"1 node $fitx in my spare time Uhl le taking your 

ta e orse" 

Get Ready Now 
for Jobs Like These 

Broad. ad lu: - m 11W pleiI I.t station 
manager, and pay un io $:,.nsn a Radio manu- 

facturers use tester., hprr lut , foremen, engineers, 
service men, and buyers for job, pay log up lu $OAOn 

1 )ear. Shipping manna tries tese hundreds ut operators, 
glie Moo world-wide travel With board free and good 

ray he. Ide +. Radio deader, amid jobbers employ Men- 

de ells of ten ire I salesmen. 1,11)ers. n .nager., and 
pay up lu c Si 00 a leek. Talking Modes 

manager, 
u+ much 

as S75 to $200 in meek to the right men vdtlt Radio 
training. My book tells you of the opportunities In 

.. NEW Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 

With the aid of this equipment you can 

work out with your own hands many of the 

things you read in our text books. From it 
you get the valuable experience that tells an 

expert front a beginner. Lt a short time you 

have learned what it would take years to 
learn in the field. Its training like 
this that puts the extra dollars in your 
pay envelope. Some of the many cir- 

cuits you build and experiments 
you perform are : Measuring the 
merit of a tube, building an ohm- 
meter, tube voltmeter, and a 

Grid dip meter for service work. 
You actually make experiments 
illustrating the important prin- 
ciples in the 25 best known sets. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute 

The man who Iras directed the 
Home -Study Training f more 
merl for the Radio industry than 

any other mau in America. 

Radio. Talking Monk., Set Servicing, 
Aire raft Radio. and other fields. 

1 Will Train You at Home 
in Your Spare Time 

Hold your job until you're ready for 
another. Give me only part of your span. 
time. You to not lewd a high school 
or college eduratlun. hundreds with only 
a r In srhw,l education base son big- 

ger pay through N. It. I. J. A. Vaughn jumped from 
$35 to Elul a trek. I:. E. w'Inbonte seldom makes 
under $1 nn a 

v 

met I The National Radio Institute 
Is the Pioneer and w'orld's Largest organization devoted 
exclusively to training Inen and Young men by llama 
Study for good Mee. in the Radio Indry ust.) 

You Must Be Satisfied 
1 will give you an agreement to refund every penny' 

of your mey it you are not satisfied with my 
Lessons and Inat reel own Service when you coloplefe 
my course. .and 1'1l not only give you thorough train- 
ing he Radio principles, practical experience in build- 
ing and sere icing set.. but also .tdv arced Training 
In of the live :u ve lemhng brmhe, of Radio 
nppt.rt ill se 

My 64-Page Book Gives the 
Facts 

Clip and wail hic tenth. 
now fur "Rielt Rewards 
in Radio." il potent Out 

the money -making oppor- 
tunities the gran Ili of Ra- 
dio has made tor you. It 

tells of the upleorlunl- 
tie+ for a .pare I lute or 
full time Radio business 
of your uv 

vn 

, the special 
training Ighu you that 
lus 

I 

lads hundreds of 
other I suree.sful: ami 
also explains the many 
Ono Jobs for svhlrh my 
course trains you. Seul 
the eoutwn to nee today. 
You Won't be 

nee 

I1 the least. 

J. E. SMITH. President 
Dept. 201 

National Radio Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

my new book 
It points out 
what Radio 
Offers You 

THIS COUPON IS GOOD 
FORONEFREE COPY OF 

MY NEW BOO 

64 

J. E. SMITH, President, 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2GX, 
Washington, D. C. 

DI:. \R MR. SSI IT II : SCtld me your book. I 
want to see what Radio offers. I under- 
stand this request does not obligate me. 

Na 

Address 

City State 

RADIO-CRAFT for JULY, 1 9 3 2 
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RADIO -CRAFT 

A 110 -VOLT A.C. -D.C. SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER 

MANY short -wave converters have been de- 
scribed in past issues of RADIO -CRAFT 

but they have operated from either A.C., or 
D.C., or batteries. No one will dispute the 
convenience of possessing a short -wave con- 
verter whose source of supply is independ- 
ent of the type of receiver employed, and 
which may be operated from either A.C. or 
D.C. with but the use of relays, complicated 
switching, etc. 

The Oscillator and Detector 
Of the many types of oscillators in use, 

the one illustrated in Fig. 1 has been found 
the most desirable; it is of the typical feed- 
back variety, the strength of the oscillations 
being controlled by the size of L2. 

Coupling to the first detector is made 
through the coil L4, the size of which deter- 
mines the value of the voltage supplied to 
the first- detector. 

By W. E. SMITH 

Construction 
All values of condensers and resistors are 

marked on the diagram. The values of the 
coils depend upon the frequency band to be 
covered. Below is a table giving the number 
of turns on each coil, using the values of 
tuning condensers shown in the diagram. For 
higher wavelengths, additional coils may be 
used if desired. 
Wavelength 
(in meters) Ll L2 L3 L4 

30 -60 14 3 125 8 
16 -30 6 2 6 4 
55 -100 30 4 26 11 

The details of construction of the coils are 
illustrated in Figs. 2A and 2B. Two forms 
are necessary; one for LI, and the other for 
L2, L3, L4; their shape is the same as those 
manufactured by Silver -Marshall, and cata- 
logued as Type "T- 130." A standard 5 -prong 

Ll 

.00005-MF. 
Ì R1,2tdEG OUTDUT+p 1 

iI.001MF. N 30 srYfC01tE 

TO LINE -I. 
110 V., 

A.C.OR D.C. 

T".01MF 

64A 

socket is used as a base for the plug -in coils. 
When operated on A.C., tube V3 acts as 

a half -wave rectifier because ite grid and 
plate are connected together. If operation 
on 126 volts D.C. is desired, all that need be 
done is to remove V3 and connect points X% 
and Z1 together. This simple change of 
connection may be easily mace with a D.P. 
S.T. switch, but has not been shown for the 
sake of clarity, and because it is believed 
that the change from A.C. to D.C. operation 
will not be sufficiently freque.It to warrant 
its use. 

No difficulty should be experienced in con- 
structing and operating this receiver, as the 
oscillator beats the signal frequency to 1500 
kc., which may be readily tuned in with most 
broadcast receivers. Once a short -wave 
station is tuned in, it is a good policy to re- 
adjust the tuning condensers in the broad- 
cast receiver for maximum signal strength. 

FIS- 2. above. The connections of the plue -In coils 
el the Un ¡venal converter. 

Fig. I. left. Schematic circuit of the IIO -V oil A.C. - 
O.C. Short Weve Cnnverter. 
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RADIO -CRAFT 

A RADIO- DISPLAY CAR 
THE new automobile shown in Fig. A has 
J- been designed and built by R. E. Tongue 

& Bros., Inc., and is used to demonstrate Cros - 
ley and Amrad radio sets to the public, and 
also to stimulate dealer interest in these sets. 

The amplifier is a "l'am" Model 25 -D, 
which operates from a 12 -volt storage bat- 
tery; the "B" potential of 425 volts and the 
"C" bias of 75 volts are obtained from bat- 
teries. Another "Pam" amplifier, Model 
6 -D, is employed which utilizes only three 
type '21A tubes, and operates from a 6 -volt 
storage battery; the "B" potential of 157.5 
volts, and the 10.5 volts of "C" bias are also 
obtained from batteries. 

A single microphone employing two type 
'12A tubes operated from a 6 -volt storage 
battery, 90 volts of "B," and 4.5 volts of 
"C" are used for announcing and public ad- 
dress work. 

Five Wright -DeCoster dynamic speakers 
(with 6 -volt fields), one at the front, two 
at the rear, and one at either side of the 
truck, complete the loud -speaking arrange- 
ments. The speakers on the front and rear 
are equipped with heavy baffle plates and flare 
horns; those on the sides, as may be seen 
from the illustration, are used with baffle 
plates only. A double phonograph turn- 
table operated by a Radak and a Pacent 
pickup complete the phonograph equipment. 

Preliminary tests with the car seem to 
have proven its value to the public. The 
enormous volume output enables the car to 
attract attention from great distances. Tie - 
ups have been made with the fairs in the 
district to have the car entertain the crowds 
and at the sanie time display the receivers. 

BIASING THE PENTODE 
IN the majority of modern circuits the 

power tubes obtain their negative grid 
bias through the use of a resistance between 
the filament and ground through which the 
plate current of the tube or tubes flows. 
This resistance is in series with the plate 
resistance (Rp) of the vacuum tube and the 
plate voltage is divided across the two. It 
is thus necessary that the total voltage be- 
tween the plate of the tube and the ground 
be augmented by the required grid bias. 
Not only is the D.C. voltage across both the 
biasing resistor and the plate resistance of 
the tube but the signal also appears across 
both. 

Let us consider a circuit such as that 
shown in Fig. 1A. To the plate voltage, it 
appears as in 1B, but when bypassed by a 
condenser as shown, the effective circuit, as 
far as signal voltages are concerned, is as 
in C. A. voltage across the biasing resistance 
and the condenser, which is opposite in phase 
to that in the grid circuit and which will 
neutralize the signal if the bypass condenser 
is not large enough to effectively short -cir- 
cuit the biasing resistance to all signals of 
the lowest frequency which it is desired to 
amplify. The magnitude of this out -of -phase 
voltage is dependent upon the amplification 
factor of the tube and in the case of the 
pentode can become of large proportions. 

In order to suitably bypass the resistance 
in the case of the pentode output tube, it 
would be necessary to employ a condenser of 
from 15 to 30 microfarads. This is decidedly 
uneconomical and it is apparent that the use 
of this system in the case of the pentode will 
result either in the loss of the low fre- 
quencies or in the necessity for the use of a 
tremendous bypass condenser. 

There is a way out which entirely avoids 
the necessity for a large condenser in this 
position. That is to use a circuit in which 
the filament is at ground potential and in 
which the bias is obtained from some point 
on the voltage divider negative with respect 
to ground by the required amount. 

Such a circuit arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 2. No circuit flows in the grid circuit 
and there will be no voltage drop through 

W. C. RAWLS & COMPANY 
Bankers Trust Bldg., Dept. RC, 
Norfolk, Virginia 

GENTI.EMEN: -Please send me complete information about your 
dealer's franchise, as described in July RADIO- CRAFT. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

64 B 

the filtering resistance R shown, under any 
circumstances. The filter may therefore 
employ a resistance of 100,000 ohms to- 
gether with a condenser of about .2-mf. to 
keep the signal voltages out of the power 
supply system. 

When an analyzer is used to measure the 
control -grid voltage, a reading will be ob- 
tained that is lower than the actual grid 
voltage. This is due to the current drawn 
by the meter in the analyzer, causing a drop 
in voltage through resistor R. This drop in 
voltage should be taken into account when 
measuring this voltage, or else the resistor 
(R) should be short -circuited. 

(Extensive information on the practical 
aspects of pentode operation is contained in 
the article, "Pentodes and Their Use." by 
C. E. Denton, which appeared in the August, 
September and October 1931 issue of RADIO - 
CRAFT. -Tech. Ed.) 

PENTODE 
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Fig. I above; Fig. 2 hollow. 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
S00 S. Paulina St., Dept. B2 -8H, Chicago, III. 
Dear Mr. Lewis: -Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and all de- 
tails of your Special Offer, Including your "Pay After Graduate" 
offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Dear Mr. Smith: Dept. 2HX 
Send me "Rich Rewards in Radio," which points out the spare time 
and full time job opportunities in Radio and gives full information 
on your plan of training men to become Radio experts through 
your home study course. This request does not obligate me in 
any way. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP., 
Dept. 90, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Please send me your FREE catalog of Radios, Short -Wave Conver- 
ters, etc., as described in your advertisement in July RADIO - 
CRAFT. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Televisor 
Most efficient televisor produced for 
home use. Equipped with Duralu- 
minum lens disc 16" diameter. 
Each of its 60 lenses accurately 
adjusted focally to produce clear, 
definite images on screen. Disc 
driven by heavy duty synchronous 
motor, with switch and framing de- 
vice operated from front panel. 

Short Nave 
The Rawls Short Wave Unit in con- 
nection with the broadcast receiver 
has been especially designed for 
long distance short leave reception 
from 15 to 200 meters, Super Het- 
erodyne Circuit incorporating 9 
tubes in the combination. The use 
of the new multi mu and pentode 
tubes give exceptional tone and 
power. To switch from one short 
wave band to another, it is unneces- 
sary to change coils -just the click 
of the panel switch and the change 
is made automatically. 

Broadcast 
A six -tube receiver, designed to give 
the ultimate in tone, selectivity and 
power. Uses the following tubes: 
two 235 Multi Mu, one 224A De- 
tector, one 227 and one 247 Pentode 
output with 280 rectifier. The tone 
quality of the set is due to the accu- 
rate matching of all parts. Its eight - 
inch Dynamic speaker handles, with- 
out distortion, the tremendous out- 
put of the pentode tube. Designed 
especially for reception of the syn- 
chronized voice with television 
image. 

Television 
The television receiver is the most 
important receiver of the combina- 
tion. Eight tubes T.R.F. circuit, 
using two 235 Multi Mu in RF cir- 
cuit, one 224A Detector, one 224A, 
one 227 and two 245's in audio cir- 
cuit, also with the 280 rectifier. Very 
careful attention has been given the 
audio amplifier and its frequency re- 
sponse is flat from 15 to 75,000 
cycles, which is necessary to give 
clear, definite television images. Its 
two 245 tubes are so connected to 
supply the undistorted output and 
current necessary for proper opera- 
tion of the Rawls crater point lamp. 

To give flue public the very latest in television 
our engineers have produced the "Ultimate in 
Television and Radio. " -Mode/ TI'85... . 

O O 
Pioneering in the television field they were 

quick to grasp the need of a set capable of pro- 
ducing a picture large enough for a group to 
sit by and enjoy. O O 

No longer is it necessary to peep into a small 
aperture- -one p r st a at a time. 'Die TV85 pro- 
jects a picture on a screen in the panel of set. 
Invite your friends -any number of people can 
enjoy the program. O O 

in addition it is now possible to get the added 
thrill of LISTENING To . \S WELL.. S SEE - 
ING your favorite artist on the screen ... and 
the TV85 is not only a television receiver it 
is also the latest in combination ALL INANE 
RECEII'ERS' Covering bands from 15 to 
550 meters. 

O 
Housed in a beautiful console cabinet that will 

fit the appointments of the most pretentious home. 
. TRULY the last word in TELEI'IS1O.V 

.9:VD RADIO. .. . 

Think of the thrill of reaching out with just 
a turn of the dial to that uuknorn, unexplored 
region of short waves ... just beyond the range 
of your present receiver... . 

O O 
Distance meats absolutely nothing ... FOR- 

EIGN intoAnC: \ST an exciting chase through 
the underworld of a distant city hot on the trail 
of a murderer. thief. reported clearly by the slice 

depart nient. You don't have to strain to listen 
. signals come in as loud and clear as your 

local broadcast. O O 
Listen to :\\L\TEC'R STATIONS all over 

the world. O A 
Hear the progress in the field of Aviation. 

Plans arc timed and reported exactly the same 
as on the most modern railroad . Ihdlas, 
Texas, reports Nn. 622 overdue . .. quickly the 
entire country is on the quévive searching for the 
missing plane. 

It is positively thrilliup . and don't forget 
all this time yet are comfortably seated in your 
favorite chair .surrounded by your family and 
friends .. . enjoyment for then all. . . 

Be up to date... order your Rawls fV85 
today . costs no more than a good single pur- 
pose receiver, yet it provides thrills that you've 
never experienced. 

O 

LIST PRICE 

$295 °° 
Dealers' franchises will be valuable. \\'rite us of your qualifications for exclusive contract. If there is no dealer in your community handling the complete Rawls television set, write us direct. 

W. C. Rawls & Company RC 
Bankers Trust Building 
Norfolk, Virginia 

Gentlemen: Please send me complete 
information about your dealer's franchise. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

RYB112A 
RYB120 
RY11li l.1 
RYB199 
RYBI99 
RYR2ull.\ 
RYIt2nl.\ 
RY11^-II 
RYIt222 
RYIt2'24A 
RY1t226 
RY1t227 
RYri2311 
RY1t231 

Amplifier $1.50 
Amplifier 3.00 
Amplifier .90 
Detector Amplifier 2.75 
Detector Amplifier 2.50 
Detector 4.00 
Detector Amplifier .75 
l'nsver Amplifier 7.00 
DC Four Element Tube 4.50 

Four Element AC Tube 1.60 
AC Amplifier .80 
AC Detector 1.00 
2 -Volt General Purpose 1.60 
2 -Volt Output 1.60 

ItY1t"32 
It1-14233 
ItYlt2:1.5 
Itl'1t2:36 
DV 1:237 
111-112:1x 
lt V11239 
ItYIt215 
11111247 
ItY112.í0 
1tlIt2sa 
ItY1t231 
ItVILï l 

2 -Volt Screen Grid 2.30 
2 -Volt Pentode 2.75 
2'h-Volt Multi -Mu 1.60 
6.3 -Volt Screen Grid 2.75 
6.3 -V. Heater Amp. & O.se r 1.75 
11.3 Pentode Aviv 2.75 
6.3.1'. Radio Frequency l'en 2.75 
Power Amplifier 1.10 
214 -Volt l'entole Amplifier 1.55 
Power Amplifier 6.00 
Full Rave Rectifier I.00 
Half Rave pert nier 5.00 
2% -Volt Multi -Mu 1.60 
Rawls Teletron Crater Point 10.00 

W. C. BAWLS L COMPANY 
R. C. BANKERS TRUST BUILDING NORFOLK, VIRGINIA "Ori ai eaters Rani. 

Yellow Base Tuber" 
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MORE 
MONEY 
FOR YOU 

1 

There are still a few places where we can appoint 
CERTIFIED TRIAD DEALERS and SERVICEMEN. Since the 
first announcement of our plan to bring out CERTIFIED 
TRIAD TUBES and sell them to you -direct from our factory - 
many have taken advantage of our offer. It was not necessary 
to say anything about better tubes, better discounts or our 
special bonus plan. 

IN 

CERTIFIED TRIAD 
TUBES 

Neither did we have to mention our special sales helps, in the form of window -display 
material and circular matter for getting sales, for you, direct -by -mail. 

From the number of coupons clipped from our ads and sent in to us, it is apparent that 
our tubes have been giving great satisfaction and that everyone believed our new sales 

plan would naturally embody all the latest sales helps. It seemed to be a foregone 
conclusion that if TRIAD was doing it, it would be well -done. 

AND MORE \ SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 
And then -when our story went out, in reply to the coupons, we were 

delighted to find that we had done the very thing thousands of dealers 
and servicemen said should be done. In other words, we made it 

possible to meet competition and still make a real profit. Our 
method is a very simple one. Well send the glad tidings to you, 

if you mail the coupon now. 

There are two very good reasons for immediate action: 
Ist, We protect the territory of every CERTIFIED TRIAD 

DEALER and CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN. 
2nd, Our special bonus plan will remain in force all 

summer. 
LEARN ALL ABOUT IT! 

TRIAD MANUFACTURING 
Pawtucket, 

CO. 

(tent temen: 
Please send nieemu dete Information about your 

new Sales flan for servicemen and dealers. 
I have been a senderma n for years. 

I sell tubes per year. 
I belong to the Setts icem an's 

Association. 
Came 

Address (IIt Stale 
SI, letterhead or eatd Is Mtn lied. 
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